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He is here, Urania 's son ,
Hymen come from He licon;
God that g lads the lover 's heart ,
He is here to join and part .
So the groomsman quits your side
And the bridegroom seeks the bride:
Friend and comrade yield you 0 ' er
To her that hardly l o ve s you more .

--A. E . Houseman, from "Epitha lamium "
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This thesis is a study of lyric poetry and masques

written for weddings . Both form and content are analysed.

An attempt is made to define the epithalamium in its various

manifestations in relation to classical models. The develop

ment of the masque is outlined and the similarities in func

tion between the epithalamium and the wedding masque pointed

out. But it is also realized that literature written for

weddings puts forward certain conceptions about matrimony

and utilizes certain motifs. Some of these represent some

thing universal in human experience; others represent a

particular age and culture. I have tried to show how Renais

sance writers came to terms with the legacy of formal and

thematic conventions which they inherited from the Greeks

and Romans, as well as how they reflected their own time in

the songs and poems which they wrote for weddings.

The "Introduction" describes the changes that occurred

in the idea of matrimony in 16th. century England and defines

three varieties of epithalamium from classical times. The

first chapter, "The Nuptial Songs," surveys the most lyrical

of these types in vernacular literature between 1575 and 1625.

The second chapter, "The Literary Lyrics , " analyses examples

of a more literary kind of epithalamium, represented most

notably by Spenser' s EEi thalamion and Donne' s "Epithalamion

made at Lincolnes Inn." The third chapter deals briefly

with three examples of the heroic epithalamium. And the



final chapter is a detailed look at the wedding masques

performed between 1575 and 1625, in relation to epithalamic

tradition as well as contemporary views and attitudes

concerning marr iage.
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INTRODUCTION

The State of Matrimony

In an age when the institution of marriage is being

questioned in a fundamental way and seems to typify many

other doubts that are being widely experienced in society ,

it is comforting to realize that all this has happened be-

fore . Not in exactly the same way, of History

repeats itself exactly . But the sixteenth century in

England was a time and a p lace when the idea of marriage was

re-examined--thought through again- -and marriage was changed ,

perhaps in a more radical way than is happening at present.

It is , in any event , difficult to imagine changes more

radical than the change in thinking that took place concern

ing marriage in the sixteenth century. In ancient Greece and

Rome marriage was an instrument of social , economic and poli t -

ical policy. Young men and young women had little or no say

in whom they would marry. This would be decided by the par

ents--in most cases the father would have had the final word-

and in most cases the bias of the decision would not have been

a concern that the individuals in question should if possible

enjoy a loving and friendly re lationship . Young people were

sacrificed as pawns and exchanged as currency. Parental au

thori ty was strong and the parent who wielded most of the

authority was the male . Families were extended and patri 

archal . Young women were consulted even less than young men

about marriages in which they were to be the principal par

ticipants. And the role of the wife was limited and strictly



utilitarian . Her primary duty was to bear sons. She was

also in charge of her husband 's house and made sure that

the household chores were done . "For the rest ," says Maurice

Valency , "the social posi tion of a respectable married woman

di ffered only theoretically from that of the domestic slaves

among whom she was destined to pass her life. "I

Love between husband and wife was not expected. Love

between man and woman on anything other than a strictly

phys ical p lane was The profoundest statements concern-

ing l o ve a mong t he ancients corne from Plato i n Phaedrus and

The Symposium. But the marriage of true minds which he de 

scribes is homosexual . not heterosexua l . In The Symposium

Socrates distinguishes between those whose creative instinct

is physical and those whose creative instinct is spiritual : 2

Those ....hose creative instinct is physical have
recourse to ....omen. and show their love in this way ,
believing that by begetting children they can
secure for themselves an immortal and blessed
memory hereafter forever; but there are some ....hose
creative desire is of the soul , and who long to
beget spiritually . not phys ica lly, the progeny
which i t is the nature of the soul to create and
bring to birth .

First , the love shown by the phy s i c a lly creative ma le here

is not l o ve for a woman but love of the imrnortali ty which

children are thought to confer. It is the "imrnorta l and

blessed memory hereafter forever" which is the real object

of man 's love . Second, the children of spiritually creative

relationships are such things as wisdom , virtue , moderation

and justice. And the friendship that produces them is con-



sidered to be distinct from marriage and superior to it:

When by divine inspiration a man finds himself
from his youth up spiritually fraught ..... ith these
qualities . as soon as he comes of due age he
desires to procreate and have children, and goes in
search of a beautiful object in .....hich to satisfy
his desire; for he can never bring his children
to birth in ugliness. In this condition physical
beauty is more pleasing to him than ugliness, and
if in a beautiful body he finds also a beautiful
and noble and gracious soul , he .....elcomes the
combination .....a rm Ly , and finds much to say to such
a one about virtue and the qualities and actions
.....hich mark a good man , and takes his education in
hand. By in t i ma t e association ..... i th beauty embodied
i n his friend , and by keeping him always before
his mind , he succeeds in bringing to birth the
children he has l o ng desired to have, and once they
are born he shares their upbringing with his friend;
the partnership between them will be far closer
and the bond of affection far stronger than bet.....een
ordinary parents, because the children that they
share surpass human chi ldren by being immortal as
well as more beautiful. Everyone would prefer such
as these to children after the flesh.

This is the 'Platonic ' love that we find expressed in the

Renaissance by r'Lcdno , and by Cardinal Bembo in Castiglione's

The Courtier , but by that time an essential change had taken

place : woman had become a fitting object of man 's love .

Perhaps the best-known statement of 'passionate '

' r o ma n t i c ' l o ve among the Greeks is also homosexual . This

is the beautifu l ode by Sappho in which she writes movingly

of her love for another female: 3

That man seems to me to be the equal of the gods,
who sits opposite you and. near to you, listens to
you as you speak sweetly and laugh your lovely laughter;
that in truth has set my heart fluttering in my
breast. For .....henever I look at you for a moment. then
nothing comes to me to say, but my tongue is frozen
in silence, straight.....ay a subtle flame has run under



my sk in , I see nothing with my eyes , a nd my ears are
buzzing . Sweat pours down over me, a nd trembling
seizes me a llover , and paler than grass am I , and a
Ii ttle short of death I seem i n my distraught wits.

The h i g h degree of segregation between the sexes and the in-

ferior position of women in soc iety had the predictable

suIt . Heterosexual l o ve cannot have been un known a mong the

Greeks but it certainly d id not predominate . It is more in

evidence among t he Roma ns . Catul lus, for examp le , translated

this ode by Sappho, addressing it to h i s fa ith less mistress ,

Lesbia . 4 And the poetry of Propertius and Tibul lus certainly

represents a love of man for woman that i s recognizable t o

moderns. Ti b u llu s and Propertius t a ke wome n serious ly ,

thing that perhaps cannot be said for Ovid . There is nothing

casual , for example, a bo u t Tibul lus 's love of Delia: 5

Often I have tried to rel ieve
my he a r t a c h e with drink

but the pain turned the wine to tears .
Often I have held another

in my arms
but on the b r i nk of joyous release

Venus reminded me of my love
and deserted me .

Propertius was the victim of a " ha r d passion " that taught

him " t o a bho r virgin girlS , " but he wa s a slave to Cynthi a's

faithless love : 6

I wi ll undergo i r o n and fire with fort itude ,
but release this voice

broken by des ire,
that I ma y speak out against her .

His warning to fa ithfu l lovers has the ring of sincerity :



Whosoever shares a secure and lasting love,
stay here at home , if the gods

hear your lifted invocation.
For me passion 's taste is bitter in the night;

solitary love never fails.
& I .....arn you , avoid the evil.

Let each man cleave
to a faithfu l woman , when

and if decorous love has found its place.
& I promise you this ,

if you don 't attend my words
you will remember them in affliction.

But the passion of the Roman love poets was directed at

courtesans or other men 's wives. It seems that love between

husband and wife was not common enough or remarkable enough

to be celebrated in poetry. In the meantime young men con-

stituted an alternative for the mature Roman male when a

satisfactory woman was not to be found.

The attitude of the early fathers of the Church towards

love , marriage and women was negative , to say the least.

This point is eloquently made in Mark Rose 's fine essay ,

"The Morality of Love , " in his book~~. 7 Accord

ing to the tradition of Paul and Augustine , passionate l o ve

represented a sinful involvement with the world.
8

Man 's

carnality was an object of fervent hatred , and virginity

became the ideaL Jovinian was excommunicated in 390 for

defending marriage, and Jerome , writing against him , detailed

the evils of woman as evidence of the soiritual inferiority

of marriage as opposed to the single life . This gave birth ,

ove r t he centuries , to a vast anti-feminist l i t e r a t u r e . "Th e

daughter of Eve ," in Rose ' swords, "was the representative

of all the wicked temptations of the world . To revile women



became no more than an act of piety. " (p. 7)

This anti -feminism found vigorous expression throughout

the Middle Ages and was very evident in the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries in England. By this time, however ,

the attack on women was being met by an equally vigorous

counterattack. A large number of treatises, written by men

as well as women, exalted the virtues of women , asserted

their spiritual and intellectual equality with men , and at 

tempted to further their rights as individuals in society .9

Certainly women had very few r ights under the law in

the Middle Ages. For a long time they could not inherit

fiefdoms , and even when that was changed they could not ex -

ercise their inherited privileges except through a ma le.

If a woman was unmarried she was in the care of her father;

once married she and her lands were at the disposal of her

husband; upon becoming a widow custom assigned her a guard-

ian. Some feudal codes allowed a woman to bring a criminal

action in the case of rape of herself or the murder of her

husband i n her presence , but for the most part she could not

sue in court except through the male in whose charge she was

at the time . Women were protected from certain sorts of

violence to their person . The Germanic legal codes, for

amp le , contain severe penal ties for rape, adultery , wife-

stealing and murder, but what this indicates is that women

were valued as property and as child-bearers . The chastity

of wives and young girls was strictly enforced . An adul -

terous wife could be killed by her husband . Girls who lost



their virginity before marriage might be deprived of their

share of the family inheritance. And the authority of the

male as head of the fami ly was so unchecked that it permitted

many abuses to women. Sidney Painter summarizes concisely: lO

The feuda l male was ch iefly absorbed in war and
the chase. His wife bore him sons , his mistress
satisfied his momentary lusts . Beyond this women
had no place in his life, and he had no interest
in them . They were freely beaten and treated in
general with callous bruta lity .

The Medieval Church continued, in the main, to be hostile

to passionate love . All sexual intercourse outside marriage

was mortally sinful and even within marriage intercourse was

lawful only when its purpose was to beget children . 11 But

while the Church maintained a sometimes fanatical distrust

of the emotional disarray wrought by l o ve of woman, passion-

ate heterosexual love became , in eleventh -century Provence ,

the subject of a new Ii terary mode- -the poetry of courtly

love- -and this became the most popular type of poetry for the

next several centuries . Our understanding of how this came

about is very meagre, but the phenomenon itself is well -

documented and well-defined and its long-term effect upon

men 's attitudes towards women and marriage wou ld be hard to

overestimate. 12

For the time being , however , marriage was not much af -

fected. Courtly love relationships were a lmost inevitably

adulterous. The devotion and service required of the male

in fin amour were a lmost incompatible with his privileged

position as husband . Marriage continued to be very much



what it had been among the ancient Greeks and Romans - -an

alliance made for political and/or economic reasons . Love

did not come into it.

In the sixteenth century in England a number of trends

that had been going on for some time gained momentum , reached

a critical mass , and coalesced in such a way as to bring

about a fundamenta l change in the institut ion of matrimony.

The change was gradual because no change which takes place

over a period of one hundred years can be said to be sudden .

But looked at from the distance of the twentieth century and

compared with the centuries immediately preceding , attitudes

towards marriage in the sixteenth century seem to have under 

gone a change that can only be described as revolutionary.

In the writings of Erasmus the institution of monasti 

cism is portrayed for the most part as having lost its in

spiration. Erasmus 's personal experience as an Augustinian

canon in the priory at 5teyn left him with negative feelings

towards the cloister. These emerge in his Colloquies, for

example " Th e Girl with No Interest in Marriage , " in which

Eubulus emphasizes the rampant hypocrisy of monastic life

where the v irtue of celibacy is professed but by no means

always practised . Eubulus argues that making over one 's

will to another in a r e l i g i o u s community is not always the

best way of leading a holy Christian life. On the contrary ,

he sees spiritual advantages to freedom.

Ai though Erasmus himself was never to marry, he wrote

a great deal about marriage and he invariably saw it as a



state at least a s favourable for spiritual development as

celibacy. Eubulus encourages Catherine not to join the

convent but to incorporate monastic ideals within marriage:

" I' d urge you to marry a husband of similar tastes and eS

tablish a new community at home . Your husband would be the

father of it , you the mother. ,,13 I n Encomium rnat r i.mon Ld .

Institutio Christiani matrimonii and the ' ma r r i a g e group '

of the Colloquies , Erasmus exhibits a sympathetic and good

humoured attitude towards human sexuality. In " Co u r t s h i P "

Pamphilus points out to Maria that sexua l intercourse is a

virtue , not a vice. (p. 90) He says that she need not fear

that her flower will fade after she has married , observing

that many girls who are pale and run-down before marriage

find that sexual love gives them a bloom they have alway-s

lacked. Its effect on men is described by Eulalia in

" Ma r r i a g e" as contributing to mental and emotional health ,

a " p l e a su r e which ordinarily rids men 's minds of whatever

vexation may be therein. " (p , 124) 14 In that same colloquy,

Xantippe 's admission that she engaged in pre-marital s e x is

passed over indulgently by Eu lalia , who is Erasmus 's po r "

trait of the ideal Christian wife:

EUL. . . . it 's not too late to try to improve your hUs 
band. If you present your husband with a child,
that will help.

XAN. I 've already had one .

EUL. When?

XAN. Long ago.

EUL. How many months ago?
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XAN. Almost seven .

EUL . What do I hear? Are you reviving the old joke
about the three-month baby?

XAN. Not at all .

EUL . You must be if you count the time from your
wedding day.

XAN. Oh, no, we had some conversation before marriage .

EUL. Are chi ldren born from conversation?

XAN. Chancing to find me a lone , he began to play ,
tickling me under the arms and in the sides to
make me l a u g h . I couldn I t stand the tickling ,
so I fell back on the bed . He leaned over and
kissed me - -I 'm not sure what else he did . I am
sure my belly began to swell soon afterward. -

EUL. Go on ! Belittle a husband who begot children in
sport? What will he do when he goes to work in
earnest?

XAN. I suspect I 'm pregnant now , too.

EUL. Fine! A good plowman 's found a good field.

XAN. He 's better at this than I would like .

EUL . Few wives join you in that complaint.
(p .125)

Erasmus saw marriage a dynamic relationship between two in-

dividuals, requiring forbearance, understanding and love- -a

relationship that could bring fulfil lment and joy to both

partners . He was well aware of the pit falls of marriage but

his advice , inspired partly by the practice of his friend

Thomas More , was to ' a c c e n t u a t e the positive. '

Mart in Luther led a more vigorous assault on celibacy

within the Church . " Whe n I was a boy, " he reported, "the

wicked and impure practice of celibacy had made marriage

disreputable that I believed that I could not even think
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about the life of married people without sinning . ,,15 Luther.

and Calvin following him , insisted that virginity and chastity

were not synonymous and that married persons had as much

right to be considered chaste as celibates . Later in the

century the Puritan William Perkins reflected this same at-

titude when he argued that marriage was "a state in it selfe,

farre more excellent, than the condition of single li£e.,,16

At the same time the status of women in society was

steadily improving , though not without an incredible strug-

gle. In 1547 a proclamation was issued forbidding women to

"meet together to babble and talk" and ordering husbands to

"keep their wives in their houses. ,,17 This restriction on

the freedom of women to meet publicly was a measure taken by

an established order that felt itself threatened. The number

of books and pamphlets attacking women or defending them over

the next eighty years gives ample evidence that the battle

joined. One fascinating feature of the fight was a group

of London women who initiated their own offensive by wearing

men 's clothes- -doublet and hose, broad-brimmed hats , even

weapons . Whatever the meaning of this might have been, the

effect it had upon the anti -feminists was spectacular. John

Chamberlain captures some of the violence and bitterness of

their reaction in two letters quoted by Louis B. wright: I B

Yesterday the bishop of London called together all
his clergie about this towne , and told them he had
expresse commandment from the King to will them to
inveigh vehemently against the insolencie of our
women , and theyre wearing of brode brimed hats,
pointed dublets, theyre hayre cut short or shorne,
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and some of them stilettoes or poniards , and such
other trinkets of like moment; adding withal that
if pulpit admonitions will not reforme them he
wold proceed by another course; the truth is the
world is very much out of order, but whether this
will mende it God knowes.

Our pulp! ts ring continually of the insolence and
impudence of women, and to helpe the matter forward
the players have likewise taken them to taske, and
so to the ballades and ballad-singers , so that they
can- come nowhere but theyre eares tingle; and if all
this will not serve , the King threatens to fall upon
theyre husbands, parents or frends that have or sho l.d
have power over them, and make them pay for it.

This was in 1620 . By this time women's rights under the

law had still not improved very much. The Lawes Resolution

of Womens Rights , for example , suggested that husbands could

still subject their wives to physical punishment, although

it was the author's opinion that this right ought not be ex

ercised. 19 In other respects, however , the status of women

had improved considerably . Largely this was the result of

increased educational opportunities. Thomas More believed

that women were as intellectually capable as men and he de-

lighted in educating the wives of both his marriages , es-

pecially his first wife, Jane Colt. His daughters, too,

were famous for their learning. Margaret More carried on a

correspondence wi th Erasmus and translated his~

Dominica into English. More's success with his "female

Academy" convinced Erasmus that girls should be educated

an equal footing with men . 20 And there was no shortage of

women to show that Erasmus and More were right . Katherine

of Arragon and Catherine Parr were renowned for their scholar-
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ship and for their patronage of scholarship. Queen Eliza-

beth liked to demonstrate her ability to dispute on learned

subjects . And her court contained such outstanding female

intel lectuals as Lady Anne Bacon , the Countess of Pembroke,

and Lady Anne Clifford .

But perhaps more significant was the increase in lit-

eracy among women of the middle and l owe r classes . Many

women were taught to read by private teachers, an isolated

few went to grammar schoo ls , whi le large numbers attended the

petty schools. 21 One effect of this growing fema le reader -

ship was an attempt on the part of some authors to write for

what they perceived to be women ' 5 taste in books , and this

would certainly include works which defended women against

their de~ractors. Another result was that women themselves

soon became authors and entered the fray on behalf of their

sisters . But perhaps the most decisive effect of increased

literacy among women was that it enabled them to become work-

ing partners with their husbands. widows often continued the

enterprises of their husbands. At least two women of the

time became printers in this way , a particularly enviable

accomplishment because of the power of the press and also

because the number of printers was limited to twenty-two

firms. Mary Hall. Barbara Riddell and Barbara Mi lburne were

listed in 1622 as owners of col lieries. Women could retain

their husbands ' apprenticeships, and they entered the trade

guilds, kept inns and managed a lehouses . 22 " El i z a b e t h a n

wives enjoyed a working equality with their husbands," says
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Juliet nus Lnber r e , "which made foreigners declare them to

be more liberated in practice than women in any other coun

try . ,,23

The concept of romantic marriage emerged out of a Chris-

tian society that had grown disenchanted with the monastic

way of life and had begun to celebrate the love that

exist between man and woman. Courtly love advocated

lationship that was diametrical ly opposed to the traditional

marriage relationship . Where one was based on economics and

politics , the other was founded on love . Where marriage

exalted the male and placed the female in a position of sub-

jugation to him , the reverse was the case in courtly love.

No matter how theoretical the system might have been, no

matter how narcissistic that love might be, woman, if only

as an ikon, was honoured. This secular religion was compe-

titian for the Church, and besides, the love was adulterous.

Many Churchmen began to see the necessity of compromise .

Romantic marriage was the result.

Because it was a compromise, romantic marriage as pre-

sented in English treatises at the time may seem a l i t t l e

short on love and still very much concerned about materialis-

tic matters. Comparing them to their Italian counterparts

such as The Courtier, Mark Rose notes that the "duties and

responsibilities of marriage rather than the ecstasies of

idea listic love the usual subjects of the English cour-

tesy books . ,, 24 But this suited the practical outlook of the

English middle class for which they were written . And their
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treatment of relations between man and wife, though down-

to-earth , was in essence quite different from anything that

had been advocated before. Though the man continued to be

the head of the family and maintained the same superiority

in law over woman , in practice he was being encouraged to

create a loving and friendly relationship with his wife .

what was expected of him in most of these treatises fits

exactly Va lency' 5 description of the romantic lover : 25

He does not put himself in the posture of worship ,
but he abjures complete ly the bumptiousness of the
conqueror, for what he requires of the lady cannot
be forced : one can enforce compliance , not tender
ness.

The seminal work of domestic relations at this time was

Heinrich Bullinger 's The Christen State of Matrimonye , trans-

lated by Miles Coverdale in 1 54 1. The book went through nine

printings by 1575 and was used as a source book by many writ-

e r-s on marital relations. wright quotes the title page,

which promises a bOOk 26

wherin housbandes s wyfes maye Ierne to kepe house
together wyth Loue . The original 1 of holy wed 10k :
whan, where, how , & of whom it was instituted &
ordeyned: what it is: how it ought to proceade:
what be the occasions, frute and commodities thereof.
Contrary wyse: how shameful 1 and horrible a thinge
whordome and aduoutry is: How one ought to chose
hym a mete s conuenient spouse to keepe and increase
the mutual 1 loue , trouth and dewtye of wedloke: and
how maried folkes shulde bring vp theyr chyldren
in the feare of God . .•

The husband is warned that although he is the head of the

household " e ue n as Christ is the heade of the congregation , II
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he is not a tyrannical overlord. The book advocates for-

bearance and mutual sympathy as the basis for a successful

marriage and declares that one of the three purposes of mar -

riage is that the married couple may be a help and a comfort

to one another and avoid solitariness. 27 This emphasis upon

marriage as a personal relationship is reflected in the title

of Edmund Ti lney 's marriage manual , A Brief and Pleasant

Discourse of Duties in Marriage, Called the Flower of Friend-

shippe (1568).

Marriages arranged by the parents for economic and po lit-

ieal reasons carne under attack. The anonymous pamphlet Tel1 -

Teothes New-yeares Gift (1593) dec lared that marriage for

money was the first cause of jealousy and unhappy marital

relations : 28

The first cause (quoth he) is a constrained loue ,
when as parentes do by compulsion coople two bodies,
nei ther respectinge the ioyning of their hartes ,
nor hauinge any care of the continuance of their
wellfare, but more regardinge the linkinge of wealth
and money together , then of loue and honesty : will
force affection without liking, and cause loue
with Ielosie . For either they marry their children
in their infancy , when they are not able to know
what l o u e is , or e lse match them with inequallity ,
ioyning burning sommer with kea-cold winter, their
daughters of twentye yeares o lde or v nder , to r ich
cormorants of threescore o r vpwards .

Of course no writer at this time advocated completely free

choice for young men and young women concerning whom they

would marry , but nearly all warn the parents , with Robert

Burton, that "affections are free, not to be commanded. "29

The miseries of enforced marriages was a theme also taken
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up by the dramatists, notably by Shakespeare in Romeo and

~, where Capulet , representing the old school, lays

down the law to his daughter: "An you be mine , I 'll give

you to my friend ." (III, v, 1. 191)

Although the minimum legal ages for marriage at this

time are twelve years for females and fourteen for males,

nearly all writers on matrimony speak out against marrying

off young people before they are mentally and emotionally

prepared for it . 30 Bullinger , for example, does not believe

females should be married until they are at least seventeen,

or males before they are nineteen or twenty. (ff . BSv
& Cl)

Finally , the writers of the day begin to take seriously

the proposition that the sexes are equal in every important

respect. None went so far as William Austin who in Haec

Homo, Wherein The Excellency of the Creation of Women is

described, By way of an Essay (1637), embraced the concept

without reservation: 31

In the sexe , is all the difference; which is but onely
in the fiOdY . For, she hath the same reasonable sou Le :
and, a.n that , there is neither hees, nor shees;
neither excellencie , nor superiorITy: she hath the
same souie; the same mind ; the same understanding:
and tends to the same end of eternall s a Lva t.Lon that
he Doth . ---

But Daniel Tuvil and William Perkins also argued the equality

of women, albeit in a more qualified way.32

In spite of al l these words , there is doubt, as

Dusinberre points out, that " a t the end of the sixteenth

century fathers {still] arranged the sale of their daughters
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over the port, as Clare I 5 father arranges her marriage to

Scarborrow in The Miseries of Enforced Marriage. ,,33 The

title and theme of the play indicate a battle raging, not

a battle won. A handbook of common law printed for the Ln -

struction of women in 1632 gave only two reasons for mar -

riage- -propagation and the avoidance of fornication- -leaving

out "mutual comfort" which Bullinger had insisted upon ninety

years earlier . 34 And in 1606 Frances Howard , 13, was married

to the Earl of Essex, 14 , for po lit ical reasons and no doubt

without either one of them having any real say in the matter.

The high point of the wedding celebrations was one of the

most sublime and high-minded p ieces of marr iage poetry ever

written, Ben Jonson 's wedding masque, Hymenaei . The marriage

ended in bitter divorce proceedings seven years l a t e r , on

grounds of impotence, and the affair culminated in the ghastly

murder of s ir Thomas Overbury- -a sufficient warning that the

literature of marriage and the reality of marriage, though

related, were not the same thing .

Marriage Poetry: Definition and Form

Marriage poetry is an ancient kind of poetry . The

earliest evidence of it is in Homer , Hesiod and the Bible.

In the 18th. Book of the Iliad a wedd ing is one of the events

characterizing the City of Peace on the new shield which

Hephaistos fashions for Achi lles. 35 The scene depicted is

a wedding procession and there are torches, flutes and lyres,

young men whirling in dance, the festive sounds of the bridal
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scene is described more elaborately by Hesiad a century or

more later in The Shield of Herakles: 36

Next this was a city
of men . well ....e Lt ed ,

and golden ....ere the seven gates
that were in it, fitted

with lintels, and the people in it ,
with merrymaking and dances ,

held festival, for some,
in a smooth-running mule-carriage ,

were br ingi ng the bride to the g roome ,
and t he loud bride-song was arising.

Far a wa y there flared the lig h t
of t h e torches b laz ing

in the hands of the serving-maids , and they ,
festive to the occasion ,

ran on ahead, and the choruses
came after them, playing;

the men , to the accompaniment of clear pipes,
were singing

from their light mouths , and the sound
of their voices was breaking about them ,

while the girls, to the music of lyres,
led on the lovely chorus .

There again , on the other side ,
young men reveled to the music

of the flute , some playing to it
with dancing and singing ,

while others , each in time
to the flute player , and laughing,

ran on ahead, and the whole c ity
was i n the hold of festivity

and dancing and de light .

The 45th . Psa lm of t he Bible is probably the earliest

viving epithalamium . It is divided between praise of the

bridegroom and praise of the bride . The bridegroom is en-

couraged to be a great warrior. The bride is advised to

forget her own people and her father I shouse , and to accept

19

her husband her lord. There is a reference to her virgin

companions, the prospect of offspring is looked forward to ,
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and the poet promises to immortalize the couple . If it ceLe-

brates the marriage of Ahab and Jezebel, as Moses Butten-

wieser suggests , the 45th. Psalm would have been written

c.874 -c .853 B .C. 37 Th e Song of So lomon is considerably

more difficult to interpret. It may be a collection of

secular wedding songs or it may be a cluster of songs from

the rites of a Sumerian fertility cult, but there is no

doubt that it is about marriage: the woman is referred to

repeatedly "my sister , my spouse . ,,38 Chapter 8 , verse

1 2 is obscure but it might be an early representation of

the bride in terms of property rights : liMy vineyard, which

is mine, is before me: tbou , 0 Solomon , must have a thou-

sand , and those that keep the fruit t h e r e o f two hundred . "

Earlier in the poem the bride has been compared to a vine-

yard. Catullus, in Carmen 62, wou ld divide the young wo -

man 's maidenhead three ways among parents and daughter, and

Chapman, many centuries after that, wou ld make the same basic

point in " Ep i t h a l a mi o n Teratos" in Hero and Leander . Outside

the Bible the earliest remains of epithalamic literature

the fragments from Sappho 's Book of Epithalamia, written at

the end of the seventh or beginning of the sixth century B.c. 39

The origins of the epithalamium are obscure but I ' Abb~

Souchay 's guess that it began as a simple acclamation such

as " Hyme n , 0 Hymenaee " and that its broad purpose was to con-

gratulate the new ly wedded couple on their marriage and wish

them we ll for the future is a likely conjecture. 40 The social

function of the poem is clear from the descriptions in Homer
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and Hesiod and, as Arthur Leslie Wheeler has observed, the

epi thalamium was rooted in the wedding customs of the day. 41

It was an occasional poem but the occasion which called it

forth was one of the most frequently recurrent occasions in

the life of a community, and for this reason its theme tended

to be of genera l application . In time, the epithalamium de-

ve Loped a more exclusively literary form. Its scope as a

lyric poem was extended , the rhetoricians collected and codi -

fied its themes into ~, and it even ceased necessarily

to be a song at all. But the remnants of the ancient customs

remained, fossilized in conventional themes and motifs ,

reminiscent of its original nature. And the pretence of

performance, when performance was no l o n g e r the rule , marked

part of the process of the epithalamium's increasing literary

sophistication .

The direction of this process was away from the simple

songs of felicitation and good wishes sung in the course of

the marriage ceremonies to a more complex and more purely

literary kind of l y r i c --a parody of the earlier type but more

appropriately presented as a gift than performed at the wed -

ding- -and from this to a more radica l change of form , that of

the epyllion , in the development of what I shall call the

heroic epithalamium. 42 Wheeler argues that the first part

of this process had already occurred by the time of Sappho. 43

The second part can be seen in the epithalamia of Statius

and Claudian . It was pushed still further with the applica -

tion of the term epithalamium to religious/rhetorical com -
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mentaries on the Song of So lomon and prose orations on mar -

riage in the Middle Ages and Renaissance , but here we must ,

I think , draw the Ldne , 44 Certainly the line must be drawn

somewhere. The range of literary works which have been

called epithalamia is great that if all of them are ac-

cepted as epitha lamia the term becomes almost meaningless .

What then is an epithalamium? Etymologically it orig-

inally denoted the song sung outside the marriage chamber,

1:11"1 meaning before and Sa ACll!O!; meaning marriage chamber,

but at an early stage it came to be applied to nuptial songs

in general. 45 There was a great variety of these in ancient

Greece . Besides epithalamia in the strict sense , there were

processional songs, ' wa k i n g I • morning songs , ' ' s l e e p i n g '

songs, and banquet songs . 46 But among the ma n y qualities

which they had in common , there were two which may be con-

sidered essential: a close reference to the wedding day and

the broad purpose of congratulations and good wishes. Souchay

sensibly refuses either to shackle himself with the strict

etymological definition or accept the validity of the c las-

sifications which the rhetoricians devised not primarily to

be faithful to the origins of the form but to guide poets

and orators in the practical business of writ ing prose or

that wou ld be appropriate for a wedding. Yet I do not

think it is enough to call epithalamia "tout chant nuptial

qui felicite de nouveaux epoux sur leur union. ,, 47 I am more

inclined to concur with Robert H. Case and Thomas M. Greene

who argue that poems containing only general good wishes for
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the wedded couple , without reference to a specific day, should

not be ca lled epithalamia . 48 As Greene puts it:

The epithalamion must refer to a specific day ,
fictive or real . Poems containing only generalized
good wishes for the wedded couple are not epithalamia .
To be conventional the poem must be constructed
around the events of the wedding day itself- -the
religious rites, the banqueting , the bedding of
bride and bridegroom (itself a ritual) , and the
sexual consummation.

One could be stricter still and dismiss the whole phenomenon

of the heroic epithalamium . Indeed to do so would possibly

enable one to consider the epitha lamium as a genre in its

own right , since it wou ld then possess consistency of form

as well as theme . But the claims of the heroic epithalamium

go back a long way and too we ll-established to be rejected.

To refuse to acknowledge them in a discussion of the epithala-

rnLurn would be to tamper unduly with the tradition in a vain

wish to find neatness and order that are simply not there .

Thus a working definition of the epitha lamium is that it

is a poem of congratulations and good wishes upon a marriage ,

with close reference to the wedding day. There are three

types of epithalamia under this heading: the simple song of

the sort that would have been sung at a wedding; the more

complex, more purely literary lyric ; and the heroic epithala-

mi um , An early example of the first type is Sappho 's beauti

ful song calling the bride to the nuptial bed: 49

Bride , so fil led with rosy l o ng i ng s ,
Bride , fair ornament of Love 's queen,
Come now to nuptia l couch,
Come now to bed , to sweet and gentle sport ,
To your bridegroom, come.
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Full willing ,
You shall find the path
wi th evening star as guide
To Matrimony 's silver throne
And wedlock 's wonder.

This is an epithalamium in the strict sense of the word. It

has the simplicity of a lyric intended to be sung. The al -

lusioo to the queen of love would eventua lly become rare in

the lyric types of epithalamia, but Aphrodite was the divinity

to whom Sappho had the greatest devotion . 50 This song, like

most of its kind, looks forward to the pleasures of sexual

love, and Hesperus , the evening star, becomes the signal to

depart for bed , a motif that wou ld be repeated countless times

throughout the centuries . But the point about this type of

epitha lamium is that one can easily imagine it being sung at

actual wedding .

This is the most significant way in which it differs

from the second type of epithalamium, illustrated by caeer -

Ius 's Carmen 61 , written for the marriage of Manlius Tor

quatus and Junia Aurunculeia. 51 An epithalamium which is

intended to be sung must be confined to a single time and

place . This may be at the banquet. during the procession,

or outside the bridal chamber at the bedding of the bride.

But a mere song cannot comprehend all of these. This is

exactly what the second type of epithalamium sets out to do.

Carmen 61 begins with an invocation to Hymen and covers the

highlights of the wedding day--the appearance of the bride ,

the procession, the arrival at the groom 's house, the bedding
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of the bride, etc. -- i n successive phases. This represents

a radical departure from the sung epithalamium . Yet it is

an evolutionary rather than revolutionary change . Carmen

61 is a lyric , not a narrative poem . It does not describe

the ceremonies of marriage, it pretends to accompany them.

The role of the poet, or speaker , is essentially t he one he

plays i n t he sung epitha lamium . He comments , he jests, he

exhorts, he praises, he celebrates, he gives directions . But

because he seems to sustain this function throughout the

various stages of the wedding, his role is enlarged to that

of chorus leader or master of ceremonies. 52 He continues to

emp loy the optative subjunctive and to speak in the second

person a great deal . He makes known to the new ly wedded

couple the happiness of their union , using a rhetorical func 

tion known to the Greeks as makarismos. 53 He acts as though

he were addressing them in person , but of course he is not.

He merely pretends to do so and the reader recognizes it as

pretence . And this is the fundamental difference between the

two types of lyric epithalamia. In Carmen 61 Ca tullus welded

together in one poem songs with application to various parts

of the Roman wedding- -the hymn to Hymen (11. 46 -75) , the pro-

cessional song with its fescennine merriment (11. 117-151),

the epithalamium proper (11. 1 97- 2 31 ) --b u t in making them

into one piece he created something which was strictly speak-

ing unsingable, a more exclusively literary work of art.

Catullus was not the first poet to represent the progress

of an action in this way. The same technique was employed in
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other forms of poetry among the Greeks, and Wheeler believes

that there i s sufficient evidence in the ancient rhetorical

treatises to show that Sappho used this device in her epi

thalamia. 54 What has not been remarked upon , so far as I

know , is wh a t happens to time when the poet decides to write

in this way. The temporal implications of the technique

prove to be worth pondering because they lead to a simple

and precise way of distinguishing between the first and

second types of epitha lamia . But also a cons ideration of

the sense of time in these poems brings us one step beyond

the crude distinction of I singability ' to the essential dif-

ference of form between the two types .

A close look at Carmen 61 will make this clear. Because

the epithalamium deals with the events of the wedding day , the

reader's sense of t ime is closely bound up with his sense of

place. The first indication of place in Carmen 61 comes at

line 76 when the cry for the bride to emerge is first raised:

" c l a u s t r a pandite ianuae , / virgo adest." This puts the

before the house of the bride and there is no change

until the procession to the groom I s house ge ts under way with

l i n e 117 : " t o l l i t e , 0 pueri, faces: / f lammeum video venire. "

The procession involves a change of scene and therefore a

change of time . But at line 151 we come upon another time/

place signal as the house of the groom comes into view : "en

tibi domus ut potens / et beata viri tui. " At line 177

learn that the bride has crossed the thresho ld because the

young boy who leads her is directed to let go of her arm :
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"mitte bracchiolurn teres, / praetextate, puellae. " Ten

lines later , at line 187 , the bridegroom is informed that

he may enter the nuptial chamber because the bride has been

settled in bed by the attending matrons : " i a m licet ven i.a s ,

marite: / uxor in thalamo tibist. " At l i n e 197 we see that

the groom has wasted no time : " no n diu remoratus e s , / iam

venis. " And this is the l a s t time/place signal until line

227 when the maidens are directed to c lose the doors of the

marriage chamber.

Carmen 61 thus fal ls into six temporal segments:

1. 11. 1 -116: including (a) an invocation to Hymen

and an announcement of the marriage , calling upon

unwedded virgins for assistance [11. 1-45]; (b) a

discussion of the glories of wedlock , symbo lized

by Hymen [11 . 46 -75] i (c) encouragement of the

bride to come forth from her house [11. 76-1161

2 . I I. 117 - 151: the procession, with its feacenn Lne

jesting

3. ll . 152-176: the arrival at the house of the groom

4. II. 177-186: the bedding of the bride

5. I I. 1 8 7 - 1 9 6 : the departure of the groom for bed

6 . II. 197-231 : the epithalamium proper, sung before

the marriage couch or outside the marriage chamber

This is why the poem could not be sung or recited at an actual

wedding. The references to events- -time signals- -anchor its

various parts to points of time, the successive phases of the

Roman wedding , too distant from one another to penni t con-
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tinuous performance. Insofar as it is one poem, therefore ,

it is unsingable, though it is true that individual segments ,

such as the last, or parts of segments , such as the Hymn to

Hymen, could be easily adapted for performance . This under -

lines what has already been observed- -that Carmen 61 is

welded together with songs from various parts of the Roman

wedding . To do justice to Catullus 's art, however, we must

acknowledge that it is much more than a medley and treat it

a poetic whole , greater than the sum of its parts .

But it is whole in a different way from the way in

which the simple nuptia l song is whole. In the epithalamium

of Sappho , quoted above , there is no interruption in the

performance of the song . The voice of the poem runs on con-

tinually from one fixed point in time, and we may say that

it has tempora l integrity . 55 Carmen 61 does not have temporal

integrity . The voice of the poem is interrupted from time to

time and speaks from not one but several fixed tempora l

points: outside the house of the bride: during the proces-

sion to the groom 's house: the arrival at the groom's house;

and so on . Carmen 61 is not made up of one single unit of

time but several . It may be said , therefore, to be tempo-

ral ly segmented.

This gives added force to Wheeler 's observation concern-

ing the quasi -dramatic character of the technique Catullus

employs in Carmen 61. 56 For its affinities with the drama

are not limited to the poet 's pretended participation in the

wedding ceremonies , though this is a crucial point which I
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would not wish to underplay. But where could one find a

better il lus tration of the principle of temporal segmenta

tion than the drama? Every play is divided and subdivided

into units of tirne - -acts and scenes - -in exactly the same way

and for exactly the same reasons as the temporally segmented

epithalamium . It is the inevitable result of attempting to

represent as though here and now events which must in reality

take p lace over a longer period of time than can be circum

scribed by the running time of a play or poem . An element

of pretence concerning time is introduced and a particular

suspension of disbel ief required which is not brought into

play when time is organized in one single unit. This rep

resents the extension and development of a relative ly

simple form to a more sophisticated one. In the case of

the epithalamium this must have entailed a modification of

its origina l function as an occasional poem , so that instead

of be ing written for performance at an actual wedding, it

to be written for presentation, ceasing to be an inte

gral part of the wedding festivities to become a gift or

memento of the occasion.

This is the first part of the process mentioned at the

outset . The second part occurred with the growth of the

heroic epithalamium among the Romans . Carmen 64 of Catullus,

an epyl lion describing the marriage of Pe leus and Thetis , is

sometimes considered an early example of this type of epi

thalamium. But although the poem does contain an epithalamium- 

the song sung by the Fates , predicting the exploits and the
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early death of Achilles - -Carmen 64, as a whole, is a poem

written about a marriage rather than for a marriage. The

heroic epithalamium was developed rather by Statius and

Claudian. It has been cal led various names , most recently

"narrative-epic" by Enid Welsford and " r h e t o r i c a l " by

virginia Tufte . but I believe that the term " h e r o i c epi-

thalamium" is less ambiguous than either of these . " Rhe-

torical " is confusing because prose orations at weddings

and prose commentaries on the 45th . Psalm and the Song of

Solomon later came to be known as epithalamia , and these

would seem to merit the adjective "rhetorical " more than

the poems under discussion . On the other hand, although

these poems are narratives and there is an epic-like quality

about them, they can be as short as 150 l i n e s and utterly

l a c k the magnitude suggested by the term " e p i c ." " He r o i c "

refers to language and sentiments rather than form , and it

is in precisely these two respects that the epithalamium in

question resembles the epic.

The heroic epithalamium fits exactly the definition

given by Jackson of the epyllion : a short poem of mytho-

logical content written in hexameter verse and in the epic

manner. 57 Claudian's epithalamium for the marriage of

Honorius and Maria is a good example because it is typica l

and was l a t er imitated in English by Henry Peacham in the

last of his four " Nu p t i a ll Hymnes " in honour of the marriage

of the Princess Elizabeth and Count Palatine. 58 The Emperor

Honorius l a n g u i s h e s for the love of Maria . Cupid hurries off
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to Venus ' s paradise to inform his mother of his great con-

quest. Cupid arrives and after tel ling Venus the news asks

her to seal the union between Hanorius and Maria. Venus

consents and crosses the ocean on the back of Triton , ac-

companied by a large entourage of sea -gods and sea-nymphs

who present her with gifts for the bride. The goddess ar -

rives i n Milan , the p lace of the wedding, and her presence

immediate ly serves to improve the we a t h e r and the spirits

of the city's inhabitants . She makes preparations for the

wedding , then pays a visit to Maria, who unti l now has given

no thought to marriage. After praising the beauty of Maria

and her mother , Ven us urges the virgin to marry Hanorius.

She adorns the bride with the gifts which she has brought

with her and Maria is sent forth to join the procession

which at that moment pu l ls up outside her door .

Two aspects of this are especial ly noteworthy . First ,

the poem is largely an elaborate compliment to Ho n o r i u s and

Maria. This type of epitha lamium is at greater pains to

flatter the bride and groom than the lyric types. And the

way in which the compliment is delivered to Honorius at one

point is interesting because it was imitated by Ben Jonson

in h i s wedding ma s q u e for t he marriage of Viscount Haddington

and Elizabeth Radcliffe. When Venus questions Cupid about

his latest conquest the exchange is framed in such a way as

to compare Honorius to the great deities of the universe:

"Wh e n c e comes thy joy? " she asks ; " c r u e l child,
what battles hast thou fought? what victim has thine
arrow pierced? Hast thou once more compe lled the
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Thunderer to low among the heifers of Sidon? Hast
thou overcome Apollo , or again summoned Diana to
a shepherd ' 5 cave? Methinks thou hast triumphed
over some fierce and potent god."

Hanging upon his mother 's kisses he answered: "Mother,
be thou glad; a great victory is ours . No.... has Hanorius
felt our arrows. "

(11 . 111-11 8 )

Second , in Claud ian ' 5 poem Venus is portrayed as the patroness

of marriage . And the role she p lays , t hough it is narrated

rather than d ramatized . is the tradit ional one of master of

ceremonies :

" Hyme n , choose thou the festal torches , and ye
Graces gather flowers fo r the feast . Thou , Concord ,
weave two garlands. You , winged band , divide a nd hasten
whithersoever you can be of use: let none be slothful
or lazy. You others hang numberless lamps in order
from their brackets against the coming of night. Let
these haste to entwine the gleaming door-posts
with my sacred myrtle. Do you sprinkle the palace
with drops of nectar and kindle a whole grove of
Sabaean incense . Let others unfold yellow-dyed
silks from China and spread tapestries of Sidon on
the ground . Do you employ all your arts in decorating
the marriage-bed. Woven with jewels and upborne on
carved columns be its canopy , such as rich Lydia
ne'er built for Pelops nor yet the Bacchae for Lyaeus,
decked as his was with the spoils of Ind and the
mant ling vine . Heap up there all the gathered
wealth of the family . • • Let the lofty couch be
adorned with the barbaric splendour of kings ' trea
suries; be all t he wealth of a ll our triumphs gathered
in that marriage-chamber. "

(11. 202-227)

This, however , is a much more fanciful scene than is ever

implied in lyric epithalamia.

In the heroic epithalamium the wedding day is still the

focal point of the poem but all pretence of performance is

dropped . The method is unabashedly narrative and descriptive
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rather than quasi-dramatic. The verse form is heroic rather

than lyrical . Much of the poem is related in the present

tense but it is the conventional historic present of the

epic genre and its purpose is to heighten rather than to

deceive. Typical themes and motifs are treated more elab-

orately . There is ample room to go into detail, for example,

about the physical, mora l and intellectual merits of the

principal participants in the wedding . In short , Statius

and Claudian , in affecting the large utterance, made the

epithalamium into a stil l more purely l i t e r a r y form.

These then are the three types of epithalamium: the

nuptial song , an important attribute of which is temporal

integri ty; the Ii terary lyric, which is temporally segmented ;

and the heroic epithalamium. I have suggested that they

represent a development away from the sor t of song we catch

a glimpse of in Horner and Hesiod to a more exclusively literary

form. With the ascendance of the Christian Chruch , however,

there carne a preoccupation with the world to come , and if

marriage was not exactly devalued , the attitude of St . Paul ,

St. Jerome and St. Augustine towards it certainly l a c k e d the

old pagan enthusiasm. 59 The Council of Laodicea in the 4th .

century expressed this attitude in forbidding Christians to

sing or dance at weddings. 60 Gradually the epithalamium de-

c LLned , But it did not quite die . At first it maintained

its essential character while exhibiting new Biblical in-

fluences mixed in among the traditiona l pagan elements.

Later, during the Middle Ages , it was pressed into service
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to celebrate virginity, the religious life, and the mystical

relationship between God and man , through an exploitation of

its a llegorical possibilities. 61 Epithalamia were written

on such themes as the marriage of Christ and the Church , of

the human soul and the l o g o s, of Christ and the Virgin Mary.62

With the Renaissance and the Reformation the secular epitha la-

miurn once again carne into vogue . Hundreds of them were writ -

ten in Latin during the 15th. and 16th. centuries and in

Poetices l i b r i septem, published in 1561, Julius Scaliger

devoted cons iderable space to a restatement of the principles

relating to the epitha lamium which had been f irst set forth

by the Greek and Roman rhetoricians of the Znd , century A.D.

and afterwards. In England a lively and vivid account of

the epithalamium was given in 1589 by George Puttenham in

The Arte of English Poesie. 63

Most of the neo-Latin epithalamia were of the heroic

type . 64 Courtlandt van Winkle and Robert H. Case have testi -

fied to their poor quality in general and Case observes that

they had li t t l e i n f l u e n c e upon the vernacular epithalamia ,

which were, for the most part , one or the other of the t wo

lyric varieties.65 In England the majority of vernacular

epitha lamia between 1575 and 1625 were nuptial songs written

for wedding masques and plays and sometimes as isolated

poems . Outside the masques only two nuptial songs survive

that probably were performed at actual weddings . There is

a small but eminent group of literary lyrics, beginning

auspiciously with Spenser 's Epithalamion. And there are
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a few heroic epithalamia which are worth reading just to

appreciate how totally they are surpassed by Peacham I 5

skilful imitation of Claudian . Finally there are the

wedding masques , which claim our attention not just be

cause they contain nuptial songs, or even because they

sometimes exhibit a pervasive epithalamic influence , but

because they restore to the poetry of marriage the ancient

ceremonial function which, in becoming more purely literary ,

it had lost .
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THE NUPTIAL SONGS

The body of nuptia l songs written between 1575 and 1625

is widely distributed. Most of them are found in a variety

of literary contexts --in masques, plays , pastoral romances,

and epyllia . On the whole , the songs in the wedding masques

are better understood if discussed in relation to the masques

of which they form part. But two exceptions to this general

rule wil l be dealt with in this chapter: George Chapman's

" Hymn to Hymen, II printed as an addendum to his Masque of the

Middle Temple (1613), and Ben Jonson 's Hymenaei epithalamium

(1606/07) , a processional song intended to be sung after the

masque had ended.

Most of the songs from the p lays, pastoral romances and

epyllia are independent of the works in which they are found,

and can be considered without disadvantage out of context.

These songs are all imitations in that they were not written

to be sung at actual weddings. In some cases , notably the

songs from the plays , this is a distinction of no great con-

sequence; in others, the fundamentally L'i terary purpose has

cast a palpable literary aura over the songs , making them

less appropriate for singing.

There are also some nuptial songs isolated from any

larger literary or dramatic context. Only a few of these

show signs of having been sung , however . One is "Th e Bride 's

Good-morrow, " a charming ballad first printed in the reign

of James I but probably dating from the Elizabethan period. I

The others are the three Nuptial Songs printed in John Dowland 's



1612 collection of lyrics from madrigals and canzonets. 2

Except for the songs in the wedding masques , these are the

only surviving nuptial songs which probably were sung at

actual weddings. Most of the nuptial songs which have corne

down to us from this period were used for literary-dramatic

purposes and have less reference to actual marriages than the

Li. terary types of epi thalamium .

Of course this does not mean that nuptial songs did not

often playa role in wedding festivities of the time. Their

existence in p lays i n d i c a t e s that they were not so far

moved from common experience as to be useless as a dramatic

device. And for the author of The Christen State of Matri-

rnonye , writing under the heading "Abuse at weddings , " their

employment was only too real and too frequent:

For a man shall fynd unmanerly and restlesse people,
that wi ll first go to theyr chambre dore , and there
syng vycious and naughtie balates that the devell
maye have his whole triumphe nowe to the uttermost .

(s Lc . I Sv )

But such songs would have been informal , even impromptu, and

their failure to survive is not surprising . On the other hand ,

when a more artful product was required it would seem that

poets tended either to turn to the more formal , more purely

literary types of epithalamium--to write , that is , poems

which would commemorate the occasion , rather than nuptial

songs which would be sung as part of the proceedings - -or , in

the case of important marriages, to participate in the crea-

tion of a wedding masque. Individua l n up t.La I songs wi th art -

settings, such as the song or songs in Dowland's collection,
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probably were not a common feature of marriage ce lebrations

of the time . 3

A nuptial song must be confined to one time and place,

fictiona l or real. There are several points during the

wedding day which are particularly appropriate for a song.

In classical marriages nuptial songs were commonly sung at

the banquet , during the wedding procession, and at the de par-

ture of the newlyweds for bed. These continued to be popular

occasions for song in Elizabethan and Stuart England , but

other occasions were added because of differences in the or-

dering of the ceremonies .

The ancient marriage rites took place in the evening. In

Rome , a feast was prepared at the house of the bride. 4 After

the banquet she was taken from her mother with a token show of

force, which was supposed to commemorate marriage by capture.

As she approached her new home, she was greeted by a chorus of

singers, bearing torches . Then she was carried over the thres-

hold , welcomed by her husband, and given the keys of the house ,

which signified that she was the mistress of the household .

Next the bride was settled in bed by the pronubae. 5 Finally

she was joined by her husband, and the chorus sang its congrat-

ulations and good wishes .

A picture of the progress of the Eng lish wedding can be

gleaned from Christopher Brooke 's " An Epithalamium ; or a

Nuptial Song, App lied to the Ceremonies of Marriage, " printed

in the 16 14 edition of England 's Helicon , and this is substan

tially corroborated in contemporary descriptions of weddings



such as the one already referred to in The Christen State of

Matrimonye.
6

The wedding rites usually got under way in the

morning with the ceremony in church . This was followed by

the nuptial feast. The afternoon was given over to music and

dancing. Then came supper, and after that more music and

dancing (or, in the case of important weddings , a masque) ,

until the bedding of the bride when the " n a u gh t i e balates "

would be sung . A cursory glance at the nuptial songs of the

period shows that nuptial songs might be sung at any of cru-

cial stages of the wedding day: upon rising in the morning,

during the process ion to or from church , at the church solem-

nities , at the wedding feast, as wel l as upon the departure of

the couple for bed . And s ince many of the conventional

epi thalamic themes and motifs have c lose time-place references ,

it is useful to proceed through the po ints at which nuptial

songs would have been sung on the wedding day .

The Aubade

According to Puttenham, the aubade epithalamium existed

in ancient times and was sung the morning after the wedding

night to greet the newly married couple .

with a Psalme of new applausions , for that they
had either of them so well behaued them selues that
night , the husband to rob his spouse of her maiden
head and saue her life, the bride so lustely to
satisfie her hu sbande s loue and scape with so litle
daunger of her person, for which good chaunce that
they should make a louely truce and abstinence of
that warre till next night sealing the placard of
that louely league , with twentie maner of sweet
kisses , then by good admonitions (the musicians)
enformed them to the fruga ll s thriftie life al l
the rest of their dayes .

(pp. 52 & 53)
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In En g l a n d at this time , however. probably because the wedding

took place in the morning rather than in the evening, the

aubade was sung at the beginning of the wedding day itself

and was usually addressed to the bride alone. 7 Needless to

say, the sentiments appropriate for such a song were quite

di fferent from those described by Puttenham.

In "The Bride 's Good -morrow " we see the epi thalamium

naturalized as part of the English folk tradition. Being a

ballad it shows a complete lack of classical influence and it

is therefore of particular importance because it helps to

distinguish themes and motifs that were contemporary from

those that were classical. Both the wedding day and the mar-

riage itself are described in terms of how they affect the

bride . The attitude is very positive and anti-materialistic.

There is no talk of possession (o f one partner by the other),

and what is said about possessions is a warning not to put

one 's trus t in them:

Gold soone decayeth and worldly (wealth) consumeth,
and wasteth in the winde :

But love, once planted in a perfect & pure minde,
indureth weale and woe:

The frownes of fortune, come they never so unk Lnde ,
cannot the same overthrowe .

A bit of bread is better cheare,
Where loue and friendship doth appeare,

then dainty dishes stuffed full of strife:
For where the heart is cloyd with care ,
Sower is the sweetest fare,

and death far better then so bad a life.

The emphasis, in "The Bride 's Good-morrow, II is upon friendship .

The bride is supported by friends and relatives who rejoice at

her good fortune. And her husband is portrayed as a friend
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whom God has sent to defend her from sorrow , care and smart:

In health and sicknes , for thy comfort day & night
he is appointed and brought,

Whose love and liking is most constant, sure , and right :
then love ye him as ye ought .

Now you have your heart I 5 desire,
And the thing you did require .

As long as his precepts are obeyed God will deny no good thing

to those who keep the faith. Marriage is looked upon as a

partnership characterized by companionship and security, and

the advice is to trust in the Lord.

The Christian slant of the song and the anti-materialism

that stems from that are obviously non-classical , but they are

not new. What is new is the perspective- -the wedding is seen

entirely from the bride's point of view. Of course the bride

is not always neg lected in epithalamic tradition, but nowhere

else can be found such a positive and sympathetic treatment of

the woman 's role in marriage as here. What it indicates is a

new -found respect towards women.

Also new is the stress given to friendship and emotiona l

security as two primary benefits of marriage. Again, neither

of these is entirely absent from classical or medieval epi-

thalamic tradition , but the importance they are accorded in

"The Bride 's Good-morrow" is unprecedented except in contern -

porary nuptial songs. It indicates that marriage was beginning

to be regarded more as a personal re lationship and less

political or economic alliance between fami lies . And it indi -

cates the emergence of domestic , middle class values in litera -

ture in competition with the heroic and romantic postures more
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characteristic of the nobility.

"A Bridal Song" in The Pleasant Comedy of Patient Grissil

(printed in 1603) is a considerably shorter aubade. Case

ascribes it to Thomas Dekker and it was sung as part of the

play which Dekker is supposed to have written in collabora-

tion with Henry Chettle and William Haughton .
8

It does little

more than call upon the bride to arise and praise Hymen. It

could hardly be simpler in conception , nor more sparing or

effective in choice of detail:

Beauty, arise! show forth thy glorious shining:
Thine eyes feed love ; for them he standeth pining.
Honour and Youth attend to do their duty
To thee , their only sovereiqn beauty.
Beauty, arise! whilst we, thy servants sing !
10 to Hymen, wedlock 's jocund king .

10 to Hyme n , 10 , 10 sing !
Of wedlock , love , and youth , is Hymen king.

Beauty, arise! thy g lorious lights display,
Whilst we sing 10, glad to see this day.

10 , 10, to Hymen 10 , 10 sing !
Of wedlock , love, and youth , is Hymen king.

This stands in sharp contrast to Robert Herrick 's "A

Nuptial Verse to Mistresse Elizabeth Lee, now Lady Tracie "

(1630?), written nearly three decades l a t e r . Whereas the

first represents the nuptial song as a song, the second is

an example of the nuptial song a poem. Herrick 's song

seems to arise from a literary rather than musical impulse.

It is more complex and more argumentative , persuading the

bride to get up by summari zing in a busy colloquial style

what the day holds in store : 9
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spring with the Larke, most comely Bride, and meet
Your eager Bridegroome with auspi tious feet.
The Morn 's farre spent; and the Immo r t a I Sunne
Carrols his cheeke , to see those Rites not done.
Fie, Lovely maid ! Indeed you are too slow ,
When to the Temple Love sho 'd .runne , not go.
Dispatch your dressing then; and quickly wed:
Then feast , and coy 't a little; then to bed.
This day is Loves day i and this busie night
Is yours , in which you challeng' d are to fight
With such an arm 'd , but such an easie Foe,
As will if you yeeld, lye down conquer'd too .
The Field is p i t.ch t r but such must be your warres,
As that your kisses must out-vie the Starres.
Fall down together vanquisht both , and l y e
Drown 'd in the b loud of Rubies there , not die.

It is characteristic of the epitha lamium , as well as of Herrick ,

that the accent i s upon the delights of lovemaking.

The Processional Song

The two examples of processional songs that I know of

from p lays . The song from the first scene of Two Noble

Kinsmen (1612 -13: the song may have been written by John

Fletcher or Shakespeare) accompanies the strewing of flowers

in the path of Theseus and Hippolyta as they make their way

to church. The strewing of flowers during the church proces -

sion was a contemporary custom and its significance is clear

from the third stanza of this song: 10

All dear natures children sweet
Lie fore Bride and Bridegrooms feet , (S t r e w flowers ]
Blessing their aence .

This suggests the assent of nature to the marriage. In the

fourth stanza all birds of ill-omen, foreshadowing discord,

are commanded to keep away .



The song from Act III , Scene 5 of Hymen 's Triumph (615)

by Samuel Daniel is short enough to be quoted in toto : l1

F r o m the Temple to the Boord .
From the Boord unto the Bed .
We conduct your maidenhead :

WiS~i~gtMr~ie:~u~;;O~~~t he can ,
Twixt a woman a nd a man .

This i s sung at the process ion home from c hurch but it a ntici -

pates t he res t o f t he wedd i ng d a y in refer r ing t o the we ddi ng

feas t a nd the bedding of t he b r i de. Once again the song is

direc ted exc l u s ively towa rds the brid e . I ts wish that t he

bride and groom. wi ll experience a l l the joys tha t are possib le

between a man and a woman is t ypica l , i n a wa y, in that the

epithalamium is invariably frank in its treatment of sex in

marriage . But it is not traditional to direct such sentiments

at the bride , who is usually portrayed as inclined to resist

love 's peaceful war , needing to be cajoled , threatened and

forced physical ly to satisfy her husband ' s l ust . Catul-

Ius , for examp le , rhapsodizes upon what is i n store for the

husband- _ 12

What joys are comi ng f o r y our l o r d,
o what joys for h im to know in t he f leet i ng
Ni ght , joys in the fu ll da y!

- - wh i l e he e njo i ns the bride t o co-operate i n distinctly l e s s

enticing terms :

•• . 0 Bride, be sure tha t you refuse not
Wha t your husband claims ,
Lest he go elsewhere t o fi nd it .

(11. 147-49)
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Th e Wedding Hymn

The most i mp o r t a n t of the songs intended to accompany

the solemnization of the wedding contract itse lf is t h e

"Caroll in memorie and joy of the new marriage betweene

Syrenus a nd Diana" in the fourth book of Gil Polo 's Enamoured

~, a pastoral romance translated by Bartholomew Yang in

1583. Nature is cal led upon to celebrate the joyful event

that has just taken p lace, and t his is especially appropriate

given the gen re:

Let no w each meade wi th flowers be depaf rrted ,
Of sundrie c olo u r s sweetest odours g lowing :

Roses yeeld foarth yo ur smels , so fi nely tainted ,
Calme wf n d e s , the greene leaves moove with gentle blowing :

The christa l! rivers flow ing
With waters be increased :
And since each one from sorrowes now hath ceased ,
(From mournefull plaints and sadnes)
Ring forth faire Nymphes,. your joyful songs for gladnes.

The use of the optative and jussive subjunctive to express

wishes and commands, as in this stanza , is very common in the

epithalamium . The technique is e mp l o y e d by Catul lus in Carmen

61 a nd by Spenser i n EPithalamion , and i t is a func tion of

the role of charag u s or master-o f -ceremonies adopted b y the

writers o f epi t h a l amia . I t i s used t hroughout this beautifu l

weddi ng Hymn , except for the third stanza , which praises the

benevolent inf luence of Felicia who brought abou t t h e match

between Syre nus and Diana . The wish is expressed that their

flocks wi ll be fruitfu l, that they wi ll live long in pleasure

and produce fair issue , that they may find happiness in the

special b lessings of the pastoral life , and that the perils



of marriage and life--misfortune, jealousy , household sadness--

may never touch them .

The song is sung by Arsileus and it is loosely and art -

lessly constructed in accordance with pastoral decorum. It

appears to fallout verse by verse with the same 'spontaneity'

of "The Bride ' 5 Good-morrow." There is no beginning, middle

and end. Arsileus ' s attention wanders from flowers to

Felicia. from springs to lambs , from amorous birds to concord

and peace. Without a ny warning he just stops- -

But nO'N' bicause my brest so hoarse , and sorie
It faints , may rest from singing ,
End Nymphes your songs, that in the clouds are ringing.

The six-line song at the end of As You Like It (1598 -

1600) is much narrower in scope . But it is interesting for

the distinction it makes bet....een the roles of Juno and Hymen:

Wedding is great Juno 's c r own :
o blessed bond of board and bed!

' T i s Hymen peoples every to....n r
High wedlock then be honoured.

Honour . high honour . and renown .
To Hymen , god of every town !

The "blessed bond of board and bed " is associated with Juno;

that is, the everyday practicalities of a personal relation-

ship between two i ndividuals . But it is Hymen who peoples

every town: his concern is ....ith marriage as a socia l insti-

tution . The line echoes Catullus 's praise of Hymen in Carmen
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No house without thee can give chi ldren ,
No parent rest on his offspring;
But all is well if thou art willing .
What god dare match himself with this god !

A land that should want thy sanctities
Would not be able to produce guardians
For its borders- -but could, if thou wert willing .
What god dare match himself with this god !

Hymen 's sphere is social, Juno's is personal . This dis tinc-

tion is more clearly made by Francis Quarles in the "Nuptial

Caroll " in Book I I I of Argalus a nd Parthenia (1629) . Sup-

plication i s made to Juno in the first three stanzas for

blessings and joy, and for protection against satiety , strife ,

jealousy and "d o me s tick jars. " Hymen is brought in as priest

in the last stanza to bestow society I 5 seal of approval.

Nathan Field I s Song in Act I I , Scene i of A Woman is a

Weathercock (printed 1 6 1 2 ) is sung just before the wedding

party enters the church , a nd it presents the betrothed couple

to the pries t. Th e ma t i cally it is interesting because, like

many nuptial songs of the time , it reflects the contemporary

shift in marita l theory away from a rranged ma rriages and to-

wards marriages based on love and mutual compatibility. A

warning is given concerning those who buy and sel l the marriage

bed: marriages thus made soon bring discontent. The only

valid b asis for marriage , we are to ld , is " t h e true fire " of

love.

The Banqueting Song

I do n o t know of any banqueting songs between 1575 and

16 2 5 but there is one given in Argalus and Parthenia by



Quarles just a few years later in 1629. It is fanciful and

merry, sung by a drunken Bacchus and a plump Ceres I and it

reminds the wedded couple of the bounties of the vine and the

field which are theirs .

The Epithalamium Proper

In a d d i t i o n to the aubade , the processional song , the

banqueting song . and the wedding hymn , there are several

examples of the epithalamium proper. If they were not a ll

meant to be sung outside the wedding chamber or before the

marriage couch , all of these songs do ' t a k e place ' at , or

just before , t h e bedding of the bride. Not surprisingly,

ancient themes and motifs conti nue to be appropriate . Night

(personified and symbolized) is greeted , the arriva l of

Hesperus is interpreted as a sign that the time to retire

has come , the immine n t pleasures of the battle of love are

variously considered and encouraged , and the prospect of

progeny is raised . At the s ame time , more contemporary

themes and motifs , s uch as the pitfalls of matr imony and

the humdrum tasks of domestic life , a r e also much in evidence .

An i n t e r e s t i n g example is the nu p t i a l song from the

f ifth tale in A Courtlie Co ntroversie of Cupid 's Cautels ,

translated by He n r y Wotton from Le Printemps D'Yver as ear ly

as 1578 , and rivall ing Sidney 's " So n g of Dicus " a s the first

example of the epi t halamium in Eng lish. 13 Very much in the

manner of Catullus 's Carmen 62 , it takes t h e form of a debate

between youths a n d maidens concerning the advantages and dis -
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a d vantages of marriage . The appearance of Hesperus , re

presenting marri age in general and not just the wedding

night, is once again the catalyst of the argument , and the

Catullan emblems- -virginity as an untouched f l owe r , marriage

as a fruitfu l vine wedded to the sturdy e lm - -are e mp l o y e d .

The maidens bewail t h e loss of one of t h ei r number and they

complain t h a t t he bride must now for go youthful company.

Similar objections are made by Catullus 's virgins . But

Yver 's maidens a re much more specific and much l e s s trad i -

tional in their reservations about marriage. They speak

disparagingly of the wife 's ro le as " t h e serui le yoke which

strangely will h i r tame. " They do not r e l i s h the thought of

yielding as thrall to a husband 's law , kept close to the

chimney corner, cu t off from the "d a i n t i e cheare " and

" p l e a s a un t e sports " of young companions . They shrink from

the drudgery of housework , the "y o k e of toil and care , " as

it is described. The young men , for their part , do l i t tle

to dispel these fe ars . Marriage i s seen as the triumph of

the male. He avenges h imself on crue l l o v e , putting a t h o u 

sand Cup ids to rou t , with their bows and brands , torments

and griefs . " ... where in j e alo u s doubtes a t housande pangs

did growe, / Possess ion may be pleaded nowe , the same over

throwe . " In the end t he ma idens succumb , not because they

have seen the light , but because they fee l they must resign

themselves to the inevitable . And since Hymen 's c laims cannot

b e resisted they e x t e n d their good wishes , praying that

recompense for t h e loss which the bride must s uffer , t h e
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marriage may never know contempt or jealousy , and that the

bride may govern her family well. Nevertheless, the feelings

of the woman are presented much more strongly and effectively

than in the classical epithalamium. This is further evidence

that women were beginning to be regarded as individuals in

their own right. This , in turn, is no doubt related to the

increasing audience of women readers (especially for

literature such as the Courtlie Controversie) , which was one

result of the Tudor educational system.

Not surprisingly, given his knowledge of the classics ,

George Chapman is more tradi tional in his choice of themes

for his three nuptial songs : " Ep i t h a l a mi o n Teratos ", which

comes at the end of the fifth sestiad of Hero and Leander

(printed in 1598) , "A Hymn to Hymen" , written in honour of

the marriage of the Princess Elizabeth and Count Palatine in

1613, and " Pa r c a r um Epithalamion" in Andromeda Liberata (1614) .

Nevertheless Chapman is highly original in his treatment of

these themes.

All three poems are epithalamia in the strict etymological

sense of the word . "Epithalamion Teratos" is sung by the

nymph Tera at the marriage of Alcmene and Mya, and it anti -

cipates the wedding night, with all that that implies. The

first two-thirds of the poem is written in varying four-stress

verse, interrupted at irregular intervals by the chorus-_ 14

Laue cals to warre,
Sighs his Alarmes,
Lips his swords are,
The field his Armes.



•
This is the well -worn battle of love motif , which goes back

to the fourth fescennine verse of Claudian , was resurrected

in the neo-Latin epithalamia of Pontanus and Secundus, and

attained wide currency among Italian vernacular epi thala 

mists . 15 It entered the English epi thalamium with Henry

woc ton' s translation of Yver and became a favourite metaphor

for love -making. Chapman 's main concern in the first part

of the poem, however . is the idea of night, not just as an

opportunity for sexual pleasure but as a "soft rest of Cares "

and a time of peace, when darkness has laid her " v e l v e t hand "

on " Da y e s outfacing face " and " f a c t i o u s Day " has been sub-

clued. When the appearance of the evening star is announced

the tempo of the verse changes to a more stately five -stress

line. The youths are called upon to rise from the banquet

and delay no longer the rights of love , and love -longings

are depicted i n the eyes of young virgins, who are enjoined

to embrace marriage .

The l a s t eighteen lines are closely reminiscent of

Catullus 's Carmen 62. 16 There are two specific debts. One

is the repeated line- - "Rise youths, l o u e s right c laims

than banque ts , rise " - -which, in Carmen 62 , signals the start

of the debate between the youths and maidens over the value

of marriage. More significant is Chapman 's adaptation of

the Catullan tripartite division of the maidenhead. As

Catul lus employs it this must be the ultimate metaphor for

the materialistic view of marriage :
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You r maidenhead is not all your own;
partly it belongs to your parents .
A third part is g iven to your father,
a third part to your mother,
only a third is yours;
do not contend with two
who, together with the dowry ,
have given their rights to their son-in-law .

(11. 62 -65)

The property being disposed of democratically , the daughter

in this case , is out-voted by the other shareholders. Chap-

man translates this into contemporary English usage in a way

which has puzzled modern commentators :

. , . the maidenheads ye holde
Are not your owne alone , but parted are;
Part in disposing them your Parents share ,
And that a third part is : so must ye saue
Your loues a third, and you your thirds must haue.

I To have one I s thirds ' is a technical legal expression,

obsolete, referring to the " t h i r d of the personal property

of a deceased husband allowed to his widow , " and also II the

third of his real property to which his widow might be legally

entitled for life. " 17 Chapman 's rendering is confusing be -

cause , unlike Catullus 's , it is not arithmetically exact. He

is speaking figuratively about the respective rights of parents,

groom and bride. And although the bride 's maidenhead is still

a piece of real estate , Chapman 's version does give a more

positive emphasis to the woman's interest in the transaction .

Chapman's other two epithalamia were written for the

two great marriages in 1613. The wedding of the Pr-Lnces s

Elizabeth and the Count Pa latine took place on st. Valentine 's

Day and at the end of the year , on the 26 December, the king 's
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favourite, Robert Carr, Earl of Somerset, was married to

Lady Frances Howard , who had just divorced the Earl of Essex .

The first of these was an occasion of extended celebration.

There were watershows on the Thames, splendid fireworks,

and several costly triumphal processions followed by equally

sumptuous masques . 18 Oxford assembled a collection of

230 epithalamia in Latin , Greek , Italian and Hebrew . 19 And

vernacular poets . although they could not match this for pro-

ductivity , nevertheless rose to the occasion with the more

memorable poems , some of which were included in masques.

The Somerset marriage was greeted with hardly l e s s

joicing among poets and wri ters of masques . in spi te of the

scandal which attended the affair. The marriage was an at-

tempt on the part of the Howards to gain influence. Frances

Howard's earlier marriage to the Earl of Essex , which Jonson

had celebrated in Hymenaei, was annulled on grounds of impo-

tence. When Carr 's "Governor," Sir Thomas Overbury , opposed

the match he was sent to the Tower on a trumped-up charge

and eventually poisoned . It is clear from the furore caused

by Chapman's faux pas in Andromeda Liberata (see footnote 24

below) and from Campion's attempt to clear the air i n The

Squires Masque , that the atmosphere surrounding these events

was heavy with rumours of ill -dealings. 20 But whether to

discharge a debt or make a bid for patronage, Chapman,

Donne , Jonson and Campion , among others , all produced works

in honour of this infamous marriage.

"A Hymn to Hymen ," published in conjunction with Chapman 's



masque for the first of these marriages , is a hymn in the

tradition of Spenser 's Fowre Hyrnnes; that is to say, " a

song to a divinity (consisting ofl an i n v o c a t i o n to a god ,

a prayer for his favour , and (including) stories concerned

with his birth, his achievements and the propagation of his

cult . ., 2 l The poem is writte n in heroic couplets and is a

more purely literary effort even than Chapman's other two

epithalamia. It can nevertheless be classified

nuptial song in that it rests upon the pretence that it is

sung outside the marriage chamber as the wedding day reaches

its end .

In the course of the poem Chapman deve lops three vari -

ations on the f lower simile initiated by Catullus in Carmen

62: the love-scorched virgins who nourish quenchless fires

like sun-scorched flowers ; the married woman, on the

other hand , thrives in the same way that " a glad graft in

the spring s un shines "; and the eligible maid resembles the

tender hyacinth in that she must be " g a t h e r e d" at the full

grace of her glorious hue. But what is most striking about

this poem is Chapman 's representation of Hymen, personifying

marriage- -pursued seductively by young maidens , urged on by

old matrons , and instructed by nature to bring th is marriage

to fruition and other marriages into being : 22

Come , Hymen , then, come , c lose these nuptia l hours
With all years' comforts. Come , each virgin keeps
Her odorous kisses for thee ; golden sleeps
Wi l l in their humours never steep an eye,
Till thou i n v i t' s t them with thy harmony .
Why stayest thou? See, each virgin doth prepare
Embraces for thee , her white breasts lays bare
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To tempt thy soft hand, lets such glances fly
As make stars shoot to imitate her eye ,
Puts Art 's attires on, that put Nature 's down ,
Sings, dances , sets on every foot a crown ,
Sighs in her songs and dances. kisseth air ,
Till, rites and words past, thou in deeds repair.
The whole court 10 sings , 10 the air.
10 the floods andfields , YO, most fair .
MOst sweet , most happy Hymen; come, away
With a l l thy comforts come ; o ld matrons pray
wi th young maids ' languors ; birds bill , build , and breed ,
To teach thee thy kind; every flower and weed
Looks up to gratulate thy long'd-for fruits:
Thrice given are r ree and t imely-granted sui ts.

Nowhere else is Hymen characterized as delightfully as in

this passage . nowhere is the mood of riotous celebration

captured more v ividly .

" Pa r c a r um Epithalamion " also shows the influence of

Catullus , but this time it is Carmen 64 which Chapman clearly

had in mind . It inspired his use of the Fates to sing the

epithalamium, as well as the onomatopoeic refrain: "Haste

you that guide the web , haste spindles haste . " And the first

stanza of Chapman I s poem is similar to the first stanza sung

by the Parcae in Carmen 64. 23 Both poems deal with progeny:

this is a logical t h e ma t i c outgrowth of having the Parcae

as chorus . But Chapman makes a further extension , to the

concept of achieving immortality through one I s offspring,

and from that yet another extension , to the idea that this

immortality is sometimes to be desired for social as we ll as

personal reasons:

Joue loues not many, therefore let those few
That his guifts grace , affect stil l to renew.

Andromeda Liberata was written to justify Frances Howard I s
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divorce of Essex on grounds of impotence , and to celebrate

her marriage to Robert Carr. Chapman I s argument , derived

from Ficioo 's commentary on Plato's Symposium , is that when

great personages fail to produce offspring they should be

allowed to dissolve their marriages in order that they might

have the chance of effecting a fruitfu l union. 24 The idea

that lies behind " Pa r c a r um Epi t h ala mi o n" is that the seed

of the great ought not to be wasted . And the occasion which

inspired this poem gives an urgency to the theme which is

complete ly lacking in the song sung by Catullus ' 5 three

sisters.

Compared with Chapman 's difficult but brilliant ampli -

ficat ion of trad i tiona l epi thalamic themes , the other wedding

songs sung at the bedding of the bride are quite down-to-earth .

The Nuptial Songs from A Pi lgrim' s Solace have already been

mentioned as constituting one of the t wo instances among

extant epitha lamia of the period in which the songs were

probably performed at actua l weddings . They are typica l

revels songs. The first of them welcomes the arrival of

b lack night and looks forward to the " c h a s t e Delight " of the

marriage bed, a choice of words which reflects the contem-

porary reconciliation between the virtue of chastity and

the state of matrimony. The idea that one achieves a kind

of immortali ty through one ' s children has already been en-

countered in Chapman ' s " Pa r c a r um Epithalamion , " but it is

expressed more simply in the last l i n e of this song which

praises Hymen as the god " t h a t freest from mortality . "



The second song attempts to persuade the couple to linger

a whi le longer among their guests - -a turn-about of the

usual theme which fol lows in the third song: an exhortation

to the bride and groom to tarry no l o n g e r but hasten to bed ;

and here ment ion is made of " Hy me n ' s peaceful war . "

The ubiquitous battle-af - Iove metaphor is elaborately

drawn out in Quarles's "Epi tha lamion " in Book III of Argalus

and Parthenia . The song is addressed to the bridegroom

after the bride has retired and he is about to join her in

bed: 25

Man of warre , march brave ly on ,
The field 's not easie to be wonne;
There I s no danger in that warre ,
Where lips both swords and bucklers
Here 's no cold to chill thee ,

A bed of downe 's thy fie ld:
Here 's no sword to kill thee,
Vnlesse thou please to yeeld.
Here is nothing wi ll i n c umb e r ,
Here will be no scars to number.

These be wars of Cupid I s making
These be wars will keep you waking ,
Till the early-breaking day
Call your forces hence, away .

These be wars that make no spoile,
Death here shoots his shafts in vaine;

ThougFi'"""""the souldiers get a foile,
He will rouze and fight againe.
These be wars tha t never cease ,
But conclude a mutuall peace.

In the last twelve l i n e s of the poem the immortality that

is implicit in procreation is al luded to:

Let benigne and prosp' rous stars ,
Breathe success upon these wars ,
And wh e n thrice three months be run,
Be thou father of a sonne;

A sonne that may derive from thee
The honour of true merit,
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And may to ages, yet to be .
Convey thy blood, thy spirit:

Making the glory of his fame
Perpetuate, and crowne thy name,
And give it life in spight of death ,
When Fame shall want both trump and breath.

A son rather than a daughter appears to be required for this

immortalization to work . At least this is true for the groom,

to whom this epithalamium is sung. Perhaps the opposite

would apply in the case of the bride.

The epithalamium in The Little French Lawyer (1620?) by

John Fletcher is short enough to be quoted in full : 26

Come away , bring on the Bride
And place her by her Lovers side :
Yon fair troop of Maids attend her ,
Pure and holy thoughts befriend her,
Blush . and wish . you Virgins all ,
Many such fair nights may fall.

Chorus

Hymen, fill the house with joy ,
All the sacred fires employ:
Bless the bed with holy love,
Now fair orb of Beauty move.

Bullinger speaks of sex solemnly as a marital duty, and

the Reformists' positive acceptance of the act of sex within

marriage often resul ts in a curious mixture of religion and

sex . such as the idea here that as the bride is placed by

her lover 's side "pure and holy thoughts I should] befriend

her." The "chaste Delight" of the marriage bed already

noted in the Nuptial Songs from A Pilgrim's Solace is

another example of this.
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Miscellaneous Nuptial Songs

The nuptial songs discussed so far can al l be assigned

to a specif ic time and place on the weddi ng day. There is

another body of nuptial songs, however , which are less defi

n i, te i n the ir t ime-place references .

The e arliest and best-known of these is Sidney 's "Song

of Dicus " in t he third eclogues i n the Old Arcadia . Its

exhortations t o he a ve n and e a rth t o par t icipate in the wedding

of La l us and Kala by providi ng good we a ther a nd an abundance

of f lower s would s e e m t o make i t a ppro priate fo r sing ing

ea r ly on the we dding day. The f i rs t line--" Let mothe r earth

now decke her selfe i n f lowers " - -m ight refer t o the strewing

of f lowers wh i ch, in contemporary English epithalami a , is a

mark of the p rocessional song . However , the invocations to

gods and powers a nd the high moral tone of the poem would be

appropriate for a wedding hymn. I n fact , the "Song of Dicus"

is much l onge r and much more comprehensive than most nuptial

songs. I t i s more Ii terary than ceremonia l in p u rpose and

th is makes it h ard to ass ign t o any of the usua l c ategories.

I n some res pe c t s the " So ng o f Di c u s" c l o s el y r es e mble s

Yong 's tra ns l a t i o n of the nu ptial carol f rom Gil Polo ' s

Enamoured Di ana. The f irst l ine - - " Le t no w each mead e wi t h

f lowers be de pa i nted " - -echoes the fi rst line of Sidney ' 5

poem quoted above . Both poems are , of course, wri t ten i n

the pastora l style and this accounts for many of t h e simi 

lar i ties between them. For example , they both appeal to

na ture to shower b lessings upon the married couple , which i s
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an extension of the pastoral setting in both poems.

The "Song of Dicus ," however , seems much less •natural '

than Gil Polo 's nuptial carol--that is to say, it is much

more contrived. This is not a mark of inferiority , just a

point of difference. One of the pleasures of Sidney' 5 poem

is its tight interwoven texture of theme and motif and the

orderly development of its ideas,. which are recapi tulated in

the last stanza: 27

The earth i s deckt with flowers. the heav ' ns displaid,
Muses graunt guiftes . Nymphes long and joyned life,
Pan store of babes, vertue their thoughts well staid,
Cupid 's lust gone, and gone is bitter strife .
Happy man , happy wife.
No pr' ide shall them opprease ,
Nor yet shall yeeld to loathsome sluttishnes .
And jealousie is slaine:
For Himan will their coupled joyes maintaine.

This is a conclusio , the poem in summary , and it is distinctly

formal than the abrupt ending of the nuptial carol from

Enamoured Diana .

A more significant difference from our point of view is

the psychological and moral dimensions of the "Song of Dicus."

In the last four stanzas before the concluding stanza Sidney

adopts the role of marriage counsellor, admonishing the

couple against the pitfalls of marriage. It has already

been noted that this concern with marriage as a personal

relationship is a sixteenth-century phenomenon. Here Cupid

is associated with "lawlesse lust ," as he frequently is in

contemporary epi thalamia, along with Venus and Mars , and once

again the choice of words is significant because marriage
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places sexual love within a legal frame....ork, thus liberating

it for the middle class mind so that it can be positively

and enthusiastically endorsed . Hymen 's bands are the limits

within which there is formal sanction for sexual activity ,

and the dangerous thing about lust is that it is lawless.

Sidney also warns against domestic strife, pride, slovenli-

ness and jealousy:

Al l chur lish wordes, shrewd a n s we r e s, crabbed lookes,
Al l privatnes , selfe-seeking , inward spite ,
Al l wa ywa r d n e s , which noth ing kindly b rookes ,
Al l strife for toyes , and clayming master 's right:

Be hence aye put to flight,
All sturring husband 's hate
Gainst neighbors good for womanish debate
Be fled as things most vaine,
o Himan long their coupled joyes maintaine .

All peacock pride, and frui tes of peacock 's pride
Longing to be with losse of substance gay
With recklesness what may the house betide ,
So that you may on hyer slippers stay

For ever hence eweye :
Yet let not sluttery ,
The sinke of filth . be counted huswifery:
But keeping holesome meane ,
o Himan long their coupled joyes maintaine.

The above all away vile jealousie ,
The evill of evils , just cause to be unjust ,
(How can he l o v e suspecting treacherie?
How can she love where love cannot win trust?)

Goe snake h i d e thee in dust .
Ne dare once s hew t h y face .
Where open hartes do holde so constant p lace .
That t hey thy sting restr a ine ,
D Himan l o n g their coupled joyes maintaine .
-- (p.93)

Some of these themes are dealt with by Gil Polo/Yang but

there is a sharp contrast in the light and graceful touch

which they receive in the nuptial carol compared with the

detail of Sidney 's analysis and the severity of his tone .
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Although it is technically a nuptial song , Sidney 's

"Song of Dicus" is a very literary c Iece of work in its

construction , its range of detail , and its complexity of

thought. More literary still is sir Henry Goodere 's "Epi-

thalamion of the Princess ' Marriage " . for the marriage of

the Princess Elizabeth and Count Palatine , which is about

as far removed f rom the sung epithalamium as a nuptial song

can be. 28 The poet contests every turn of his thought and

draws out every paradox in t he typica l metaphysical manner.

Of particular i n t e r e s t , thematica lly , i s h i s meditation upon

the marriage act. He sees i t as the mint of perfection ,

"perfection ' 5 sweet and sovereign balm , I Which all wounds

of stormy passion calm," a thought which is reminiscent of

Chapman 's "soft rest of Cares ." Although Goodere 's poem is

a nuptial song in form- -i t has a stanzaic structure and tem-

paral integrity- -reference to the wedding day is much less

definite than is usual in nuptial songs, and it would not

be appropriate for singing . 29

Michael Drayton 's "Prothalamion " in the 8th Nymphall

of The Muses Elizium (16307) falls just outside the period

under scrutiny but is worth look ing at because i t i s another

example of the n u p t i a l song modified to serve purely literary

ends . It is not , strictly speaking , a prothalamion at all

because it is meant to be sung on the wedding day, though

before the wedding ceremonies get under way. These cere-

monies are anticipated in the poem , one by one, in

roughly similar to Herrick ' s in his aubade nuptial song for
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Lady Tracy. It is a highly organized, finely wrought poem

in dialogue form , constructed in seven units, each consist-

iog of a two- line question followed by a two-line answer,

a six-line exhortation or description appropriate to a par -

ticular part of the wedding festivities , and ending in a

two-l ine refrain. The three nymphs who sing the song perform

the same roles in each un it , and in this way the whole of

the day 's events are covered, from the strewing of flowers

for the process ion to church, to the masques and rare ban-

quets of the wedding night. Here is a sample , describing

the celebrations upon the return of the bride from church: 30

Mertilla. But caroming backe when she is wed,
------whO breakes the Cake above her head?

Claia. That shal l Mertilla , for snee ' s tallest
--And our Tita ~mallest.

Cloris. Violins, strike up aloud,
- - -Ply the Gitterne, scowre the Crowd ,

Let the nimble hand belabour
The whisteling Pipe , and drumbling Taber:
To the full the Bagpipe racke,
Till the swel ling leather c r acke .

Merti l la . For our Tita is this day,
Cla1a. Married tci'"il noble Fay.

In covering many events the poem resemb les the temporal ly

segmented epithalamium , but i t is different precisely because

it is not divided into temporal segments . It is a ~view

from one point in time and is , therefore, temporally inte-

grated.

Besides this, what is remarkab le about Drayton's " P r o-

thalamion" is the extent to which the bride and groom are
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peripheral characters. The focus of attention is the wedding

as a social event and the nymphs dwell on each detail with

mounting excitement, admirably conveyed in the six-line

stanzas of Ch loris.

The epi thalamium in Jonson' 5 masque Hymenaei also flirts

with the principle of temporal segmentation , though it does

so differently . Jonson does not cover all the events of the

wedding day. His epithalamium comes at the end of the masque ,

with Reason , having just finished his last speech , encircled

by masquers: 31

with this, to a soft strayne of musique, they pac 'd
once about , in their ring , every payre making their
honors, as they came before the state : and then dis 
soluing , went downe in couples , led on by Hymen, the
Bride, and Auspices following, as to the nuptiall
bower. After them the musicians with this song ...

In other words, it was designed to accompany the exit of the

masquers from the ball . This, in accordance with the conceit

of the masque , was represented the bedding of the bride ,

and the song was meant to be a replica, as exact as Jonson 's

scholarship could make it , of the ancient form of epithalamium .

Yet there are anomalies which suggest that Jonson was of

two minds about the exact nature of this form, and the poem

he wrote is an amalgam of the nuptial song and the temporally

segmented epithalamium . Unlike Drayton 's " Pr o t h a l a mi o n, "

the Hymenaei epithalamium does not anticipate, but rather

witnesses two actual events . The first of these is the en-

try into the bridal chamber (literal ly, the exit from the

masking hall), which occurs in the fifth stanza when the



bride i s car r ied o ver t he t h reshold. Th e s e cond is t he

closing of t h e door which the youths and virgins are Ln-

structed to effect in the fifteenth and final stanza . The

epithalamium was meant to be sung and Jonson was careful to

choose t wo e v e nts which c o uld t a ke p l a ce wi t hin the time

span of the poem . There i s no tempora l break: the voice

of the poem can be said to run on uninterrupted to the end.

Yet the witnessing of more than one event is almost invari-

a b l y t he province o f the t empo rally s eg me n t e d epith a lami um.

Furthermore , Jonson s imul ates the r a nge of the tiernpo r-a Ll.y

segmented epithalamium by referrinq to events that would

have taken place at wide ly different times on the wedding

day , s uch as the brid e ' s s eiz ure from h e r mother (a n allu sion

to the Roma n custom) and the settl ing of her i n the brida l

bed by the matrons. And in stanza five he gives h imself

away wh e n h e says:

Has t e , tender ~, a nd a duen t e r ;
Th e c o ueto u s house wou ld haue you enter ,

Tha t it ml.ght wealthy b ee ,
And you , her mistris see .

I t i s, of course , the nuptia l c h amb er whic h t h e b r ide i s

about to enter , but J ons o n' s mind was on the p rogress of t h e

Roman wedding ceremonies as descr ibed in Carmen 61 , the clas -

sica l type of the tempora l ly segmented epithalamium , in which

the e n try into the g room' s h o u s e (a f a r more colourfu l pa r t

of the proceedings) i s depicted a nd the entry i nto the mar -

riage chamber is passed over . Besides this , various people

or groups of people are addressed and directed. The role
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of the poet here is very much that of a master of ceremonies

which, as whee Ie r has observed , is a fundamental character

istic of Carmen 61 . The impression the Hymenaei epi thala-

mi urn gives is of the movement of time and place. Jonson

wrote it as a nuptial song but in scope and detail it more

closely resembles the more literary , temporally segmented

epithalamium. And it may have been this literary rather than

lyrical quality , in addition to its sheer length, which con

vinced those who were in charge of the production of Hymenaei

that the song was not sui table for performance .

Conclusion

Unlike Jonson's Hymenaei epithalamium , most of the nup

tial songs which have survived from this period were suitable

for performance, and most of them were in fact sung , though

on the stage rather than at weddings . nos c of them, too, re 

late to a particular part of the wedding ceremonies, and there

is a correlation between the time and p lace of performance ,

feigned or real , and certain common epi thalamic themes and

motifs . The aubade epithalamium, for example , congratulates

the bride upon the arrival of the l o ng-a wa i t e d day; the pro

cessional song makes much of the strewing of flowers ; the

wedding hymn invokes the blessings of the gods, usua lly Hymen

and Juno , and may make some general observations concerning

the nature of marriage; and the epithalamium proper often

includes a we lcome to night , a reference to Hesperus ,

exhortation to depart for bed, words of encouragement in
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love's war, and thoughts about offspring and the kind of Lm

morta li ty which they make possible. Of those nuptial songs

which are not very c lear in their relation to time and place ,

Sidney 's " So n g of Dicus " could quite easily be a wedding

hymn. The others--Goodere ' 5 "Epi thalamion of the Princess'

Marriage , " Drayton I s "Prothalamion ," and Jonson' 5 Hymenaei

epithalamium- -are more literary just as they are less defi 

ni te i n their time-place references .

Many of the themes and motifs found in the nuptial songs

tradi tional ones. But there is also evidence of the in

fluence of contemporary views and attitudes in the concern
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with marriage as a personal relationship, in increased re -

gard for the fee lings of women , and in the awareness of the

duties, burdens , and peri ls of domestic life. The responsive

ness of the epithalamium to up -to-date ideas is one measure

of its vitality as a form of poetry during this period. And

by that standard, whether in the hands of first -rate poets

such as Sidney , or unknowns such as the author of "The Bride's

Good-morrow , " the nuptia l song was very much alive.
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II

THE LITERARY LYRICS

Catullus 's formal technique in Carmen 61 has been de -

fined by A.L. Whee ler as the representation of the progress

of an action in the course of the poem . Commenting upon

Sappho 's alleged employment of this technique he says : "Th us

Sappho extended her lyric technique to themes involving a

succession of scenes and a throng of persons. "I Greene has

observed that the epitha lamium receives dramatic impetus not

from an institution- -marriage- -but from a series of concrete

actions - -a wedding . 2 And it is common ly said of certain

Renaissance epithalamia that they cover the events of the

wedding day. In what way does Carmen 61 represent the prog-

ress of an action? In what sense does this involve an ex-

tension of Sappho 's lyric technique? What is meant by the

phrase ' c o v e r the events of the wedding day '?

In the course of dealing with these questions in the

Introduction , two points of some importance emerged. First,

Carmen 61 is constructed out of nuptial songs appropriate to

various parts of the Roman wedding day ce lebrations. This

is the extension Wheeler notes in the poetry of Sappho , an

extension from a nuptial song sung at a particular time and

place on the wedding day to an epithalamium made up of a

series of such songs , or parts strongly imitative of them ,

wri tten for purposes of commemoration rather than performance .

The significance of this is that it was a development towards

a more purely l i t e r a r y form . Such an epithalamium could not
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be sung for one essential reason : it falsifies time . And

this leads to the second point . Carmen 61 sings about the

events of the wedding day as though they were happening here

and now , and as though the singer or singers were present

and participating in them. In order to do this the epithala-

mium is divided into units of time in relation to the events

it ' c o v e r s. ' By the requirements of performance . a nuptial

song necessarily represents a single unit of time. It may

be said to be temporally integrated . An epithalamium made

up of several nuptial songs necessarily represents several

units of time. It may be said to be temporally segmented.

Christopher Brooke showed that he understood the nature of

this sort of epithalamium when he e ntitled his : " An Epi-

thalamium; or a Nuptiall Song, Applied to the Ceremonies of

Marriage. "3 One of the tests of a temporally segmented

epithalamium is whether, or how easily , one can imagine

parts of the poem being sung at the appropriate times on

the wedding day.

Carmen 61 is based on the nuptial songs typically per-

formed in the Roman marriage ceremonies . Hence , it is or-

ganized in accordance with the order of the Roman wedding ,

beginning wi th the anticipation of the bride ' s appearance

to make the procession to the home of her husband, and ending

with the departure for bed and the song sung outside the

bridal chamber. In the Renaissance the wedding day was

differently ordered and this posed a problem for epithala-

mists intent on using Catullus as their model. Would it do
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to wr ite an epithalamium strictly in the classical mode? If

not , how could that mode be adapted and brought up to date?

One attempt to corne to terms with th is problem has already

been noted in Jonson 's Hymenaei epithalamium . Jonson tried

to salvage as much as possible of Carmen 61, even though he

was wri ting a different type of epithalamium--a nuptial song

to accompany the ex it of masquers from the ha ll . The 501u -

tions of other poets to this inherent difficulty a re no less

ins tructive .

There is doubt as to whether Spenser or Donne

should be honoured for wri ting the first temporally seg-

mented epitha lamium in English . Donne 's " Ep i t h a l a mi o n made

at Lincolnes lone " was probably written while the poet was

a student at the Inn between 1592 and 1594 . 4 spenser' s

Epithalamion was written for his own marriage on 11 June

159 4 and it was published the fol lowing year. Whoever de -

serves the honour, every indication is that the poems were

produced independent ly of one another . And this is remark-

able in that the responses of both poets to the dilemma of

form already mentioned were at once very bold and very

similar. They abstracted the essential organizing principle

from Carmen 6l- -the celebration of the i mp o r t a n t stages of

the wedding rites in song- -and applied it to the contemporary

wedding . Thus the time span of the poems is expanded to

comprehend the who le of the wedding day , from the first ap-

pearance of dawn, through the church ceremonies, the feast

and reve ls, to the bedding of the bride. The successive
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of the English wedding--the aubade epithalamium, the pro-

cessional song (to church) . the wedding hymn (at church) - -

as well as to the banqueting song and the song sunc outside

the wedding chamber, which were conunon to the marriage

ceremonies of both ancients and moderns .

Spenser ' 5 Epithalamion creates a sense of continuity

and comprehensiveness in the progress of the wedding rites

that is rare in an epithalamium of its type. partly this

is on account of its sheer length , but a close structural

analysis reveals something very unorthodox about the way

it is put together. 5

Spenser gives s ix very clear indications of time and

place in the poem :

1 . "Wa k e now my love awake; for it is time / The

Rosy Marne long since left Tithones bed" (11 . 74

& 75)

2 . "Loe where she comes along with portly pace" (1.

148)

3. " o pe n the temple gates unto my love" (1. 204)

4. " No w all is done: bring home the bride againe "

(1. 242)

5. "Long though it be, at last I see it q Loome , /

And the bright evening star with golden creast /

Appeare out of the East." (11 . 285 -287)

6 . "Who is the same , which at my window peepes?"

(1. 312)
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These six time/place signals correspond to six temporal

segments :

1 . stanzas 1 - 8: including the invocation to the

Muses and the various nymphs "o f the rivers and

the farrests greene ," the aubade- -the song calling

upon the bride to awake - -and the descript ion of

the musicians , dancing damsels and boisterous boys

outside the br ide 's house

2 . stanzas 9 - 1 1 : the procession to church, beginning

with l i n e 148- - "Loe where she comes along with port

ly pace "

3. stanzas 12 & 13: the church ceremony, beginning

with line 204-- "Open the temple gates unto my l o ve"

4. stanzas 14 & 15 : the procession home to the wedding

banquet , beginning with l i n e 242 -- "Now al is done ;

bring home the bride againe "

5 . stanzas 16 & 17: the bedding of the bride - -stanza

16 notes the appearance of Hesperus , traditiona lly

t he signal to bring the bride to bed , and stanza

17 leaves the reader with the image of the attendant

damse ls leaving the marriage chamber

6. stanzas 18 - 23: song sung when the bride and groom

have both been brought to bed --the image of the moon

peeping in at Spenser and his bride in bed (line

372 ff .) places the scene inside the marriage chamber

The envoy is a formal dedication of the poem to his wife and

is outside the poem insofar as it is an epithalamium.
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In all but one case, these segments seem to

follow on without any appreciable interruption from the

other. Of course logic demands breaks , since it is impos 

sible that the voice of the poem should in this way ,

covering several hours in its commentary. And these breaks

come most logically at scene changes. But with one excep

tion they are not felt: the reader does not notice them

unless he goes looking for them. The exception is the

division between the fourth and fifth segments, when the

whole afternoon and, since it is June, a good part of the

evening must intervene.

What is the reason for the sense of continuity? The

number of temporal segments is not unusual for a poem of

this type but the segments are much longer than normal,

affording scope for the representation of time passing

within the segments themselves . This can be seen very

clearly in the first segment. in stanzas 5 - 7. which de

scribe the awakening and attiring of the bride. In stanza

5 Spenser calls upon his wife to awake. In stanza 6 he

announces: "My love is now awake out of her dreams." and

calls upon the Hou rs and the Graces to he lp her dress. In

stanza 7 he reports that the bride is ready to make the

procession to church. Quite an amount of time passes with

in the segment so that the transition to the next segment

is smoothly effected. The bride has awoken . got dressed ,

and is ready to come forth. It is not surprising that no

great temporal gap is experienced when she leaves her house
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and joins the procession . The second, third. fourth and

fifth segments are similarly constructed . Spenser has

filled them with sufficient detail to depict the gradual

passage of time on the wedding day . They differ from the

units of time commonly encountered in temporally segmented

epithalamia in that it is not so accurate to describe them

as each anchored to one point in time. They are dynamic

rather than static. Looked at in another way , there is

within these segments a suspension of any realistic assump

tions regarding time, as in the final scene of Or . Faustus ,

when Faustus waits out the last hour of his life.

Partly to achieve this effect of continuity and partly

for other reasons , Spenser made bold alterations in the form

of the temporally segmented epithalamium ....hile maintaining

its essential characteristic of imitating nuptial songs from

various parts of the wedding ceremonies. Thus the main

themes of the six temporal segments correspond to the various

sorts of nuptial songs: the first to the aubade; the second

to the processional songs; the third to the ....edding hymn;

the fourth to the banqueting song; the fifth to the song sung

at the bedding of the bride ; the sixth to the epithalamium

proper. And there is repeated employment of the jussive and

optative subjunctive: " Doe ye a....ake , and with fresh lusty

hed, / Go to the bowre of my beloved love, / My truest turtle

dove / Bid her awake"; "Come now ye damzels, daughters of

delight, / Helpe quickly her to dight"; "Ring ye the be Ls ,

ye yong men of the to....ne .. ; " •.. let the night be calme and
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quietsome "; "Let no lamenting c r yea , nor dole full teares, /

Be heard all night within nor yet without " ; " Bu t let stil

Silence trew night watches keepe . " Nevertheless , none of

the segments themselves could actually be sung at a wedding.

Sometimes this is because of the interference of time

signals such as the ones noted above in the first segment.

An aubade could be extracted from stanzas 5 - 7 , for example,

but it would be necessary to take out such lines as "Ny love

is now awake out of her dreames " and " No w is my love all

ready .f o r t h to come. " Sometimes it is because the descrip

tions of the bride are too prideful to be suitable for a

chorus and too intimate to be appropriate for performance

at a wedding: 6

Behold whiles she before the altar stands
Hearing the holy priest that to her speakes
And blesseth her with his two happy hands ,
How the red roses flush up in her cheekes,
And the pure snow with goodly vermill stayne ,
Like crimsin dyde in grayne ,
That even th 'Angels which continua lly ,
About the sacred Altare doe remaine,
Forget their service and about her fly,
Ofte peeping in her face that seernes more fayre,
The more they on it stare.

(II. 223 -233)

Although this is, in poetic terms , a highly conventional

description of a Petrarchan mistress , it is not the l e s s

intimate for that reason . And this intimacy is a radical

departure from epithalamic convention. " Th e typica l epith-

alamion, " says Greene , " is a ritua listic public statement,

unconcerned with the actual intimate experience undergone

by individuals. " (p . 221)
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that of the bride, which comes through. Epithalamion is

unique in casting the groom in the role of poet and chora

gus. 7 spense r announces in the first stanza that he will

sing to himself of his bride , and the reader is thus made

to fee l that he i s in on the thoughts of the groom as they

pass through his mind on his wedding day. But this

counter to the idea of the epithalamium as a pub lic cele-

bration which , as Greene points out, is a conventiona l pre -

supposi tion of the lyric types, and it lessens the poem ' s

resemblance to the nuptia l song . On the other hand , Spenser

plays the part of master of ceremonies for a ll it is worth,

and by this means and by his lavish descriptions of the pro-

cession through the crowded streets and the Bacchanalian

revelry at the feast , he builds up about the wedding an

atmosphere of excited social activity . This conveys an

impression of community participation th at counterbalances

the intimacy of the poem and is not un like the effect of

the more orthodox posture of the epitha lamium as a public

ce lebration . But although the effect is similar , the way

in which it is achieved is different , and Epithalamion

mains a private , not public celebration.

" Ep i t h ala mi o n made at Lincolnes Inne " is a curious and

unique blend of burlesque and high seriousness, and in both

respects Donne gives life to the concept of the epithalamium

as a public celebration which spenser forfeits by singing to

himself alone.
8

The roles played by the poet-speaker could
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hardly be more different. In Epithalamion he is the bride

groom, as personally involved in the wedding as it is possible

to be, and his management of the proceedings takes place en-

tirely in his own mind. In the Lincoln' 5 Inn Ep i, thalamiurn

his role is the more conventional one of representing society.

When he addresses , and orders about , the bride , the "Daughters

of London, II the " f r ol i q u e Patricians," and even the Temp le,

though he actually were present and participating in the

ceremonies, it carries conviction. More than any other tem -

porally segmented epithalamium of the age Donne 's poem creates

the dramatic illusion of actual performance, which is the

genius of the form as practised by Catullus.

The Linco ln's Inn Epithalamium divides into six temporal

segments:

1. stanza 1: the rising of the bride

2. stanzas 2 & 3 : the preparations of the bride and

groom

3. stanza 4: the church ceremony

4 . stanza 5: the marriage banquet

5. stanza 6: the call to bed

6 . stanzas 7 & 8: the preliminaries within the marriage

chamber and a consideration of what is next to take

place

In general Donne 's style is very literary . His complexi-

ty of wit and temper led Bruce Pattison to consider him one

of the first practitioners of the purely literary lyric .
9

But the fierce ly figurative language and highly intellectual

strain of Donne 's poetry are the only elements which tell



against performance. And this is offset somewhat by the

public qual ity of the verse. The sentiments expressed in

the stanza devoted to the church ceremony . for example ,

....ould not have been out of place in a contemporary wedding

hymn: 10

Thy two-leav 'd gates faire Temple unfold ,
And these two in thy sacred bosame hold,

Ti ll . mystically joyn 'd , but one t hey bee;
Then may thy l e a ne and hunger-starved wombe
Long t ime expect t heir bodies a nd their tombe ,

Long t ime after t heir owne parents fatten thee .
All e lder c laimes , and a ll co ld barrennesse ,

All yee lding to new l o v e s bee far for ever ,
Which might these two dissever .

All wayes a l l th ' other may each one possesse;
For, the best Bride . best worthy of praise and fame,
To day puts on perfection , and a womans name.

No doubt the image of the "hunger-starved wombe" jars , but

the wish which it expresses- -long life for the couple - -is

conventional, and certainly it is easy to imagine the rest

of this stanza being sung at an actual church ceremony. In

a more light-hearted vein the call to bed in stanza six ,

wi th its announcement of the appearance of the evening star

and hints of de light to come , is a lso very much in keeping

with the sort of song that wou ld have been sung a t this point

in a rea l wedding:

The amorous evening starre is rose ,
Why then should not our amorous starre inclose

Her selfe in her wish 'd bed? Re lease your strings
Musicians, and dancers take some truce
with these your pleasing labours , for great use

As much wearinesse as perfection brings,
You , and not only you , but all toyl 'd beasts

Rest duly , at night all their toyles are dispensed;
But in their beds commenced

Are other labours, and more dainty feasts;
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She goes a maid , who , least she turne the same,
To niqht puts on perfection , and womans name.

It is less easy to imagine the performance of the first

two segments . The reference to the bride's "wa r m balme-

breathing thigh II wou ld no doubt have incurred Scal iger I 5

censure and the cynical greetings accorded to the " Da ug h t e r s

of London " and the " f r o l i q u e Patricians " is plainly subversive

of the noh ler conceptions of matrimony. 11 Donne writes with

two audiences in mind and here he is playing outrageously to

his fellow students at Lincoln's Inn. Yet even here it is

not certain that he has overstepped his bounds. A certain

l icentiousness is traditional in the epithalamium and also,

given the setting at Lincoln 's Inn , the l iberties which Donne

takes could be put down to youthful exuberance . Furthermore

any discomfort on the part of the " Se n a t o r s" wou ld be somewhat

al layed by the more e levated aspects of Donne ' s theme, as

when he presents marriage as an instrument of perfection ,

idea which J o n s o n touches on in his Hymenaei epi thalamium

(stanzas 4 & 15) . This is carried through the poem by the

slightly varying refrain: " To day put on perfection , and a

woman 's name , " and it is elaborated in the last two stanzas

in which Donne looks upon the state of virginity as a state

of potential , and the state of marriage as one of fulfill -

ment , a thought eminently suited to a song sung before the

bridal chamber . Donne becomes neither so unrelievedly fa -

miliar as to arouse the indignation of the Senators nor

entirely solemn as to inspire contempt among his peers . The
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poem cannot be satisfactorily read as a simple parody of

the epithalamium . even though there are elements of parody

in it. Donne is careful never to violate irreparably the

decorum of the marriage setting , and the pretended partici

pation of his epithalamium in a plausible community event

remains sufficiently credible to the last.

This is not the case with his other two epi thalamia ,

written perhaps twenty years later for the two great mar

riages of 1613 . Both poems are too distant from the actual

marriage rites . There is no sense of public celebration,

no sense of involvement in the ceremonies , no sense of an

audience of wedding guests. This can be

in the temporal structure of the poems.

"An Epithalamion, Or marriage Song on the Lady Elizabeth,

and Count Palatine being married on St. Valentine's day" opens

....ith a greeting to Bishop Valentine , ....ho is seen figuratively

in the poem as the officiating priest. The first four stanzas ,

in ....hich the bishop is addressed and informed of his duties

and the bride is encouraged to arise , get dressed and come to

church, can be regarded as one unit of time , fixed at a point

in ear ly morning . After this leisurely beginning , the rest

of the ....edding day until the arrival of night passes in two

segments in stanzas 5 and 6. The final t ....o stanzas , contain

ing an analogical analysis of the couple 's love-making and a

promise to ....ai t up until "your eyes opened , let out day,"

constitute one temporal segment.

Donne 's epi thalamium for the Somerset marriage is given
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a token pastoral setting with an introductory eclogue, but

there is nothing very pastoral about the epithalamium,

indeed the eclogue itself. The epithalamium is divided into

sub-headings , one to a stanza, which have as much to do with

the common themes of marriage as with the ceremonies. since

it is events descr ibed rather than ideas considered which

give the reader a sense of time in a poem , this means that

the units of time in the Somerset Epithalamium do not always

correspond to the uniform organization of the sub-headings.

But the allocation of one topic to a stanza does ensure that

temporal breaks always coincide with stanzaic ones. The

first five stanzas , entitled successively " Th e time of the

xarLece ;" "Equality of persons ," " Ra y s i ng of the Bridegroome,"

"Raising of the Bride " and "Her Apparrelling," all form one

tempora l unit. Stanzas 6 and 7 , labelled " Go i ng to the

Chappell " and "The Benediction," make up a second unit. A

third consists of stanzas 8 and 9, which cover the feasts

and revels, together wi th the call for the bride to hasten

to bed . The two concluding stanzas, "The Bridegroomes

commi.nc" and " The good-night, " consider sexual activity as

a means of knowledge and of becoming one, and they comprise

the fourth and final temporal segment .

The temporal structure of these poems can be expressed

numerically . If the stanza is taken as the unit of measure 

ment , Donne 's Somerset Epi thalamium can be broken down into

temporal segments of 5, 2, 2 , 2, in a poem 11 stanzas

long. The epithalamium for the marriage of the Princess
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Elizabeth and Count Palatine forms a series of 4, I, 1, 2,

out of a total of 8 stanzas. In both poems the opening

segment is as large , or nearly as large, as the remaining

segments combined. And in both poems the number of segments

is relatively small. This contrasts with the temporal struc-

ture of the Lincoln 's Inn Epithalamium . whose 8 stanzas are

divided into 6 segments of 1, 2 , 1, 1, I, 2 stanzas . The

value of this observation consists in prompting the question ,

why? And the answer is that in the Lincoln' 5 Inn Epi thalamium

Donne makes his theme conform to the ceremonial framework of

the wedding , and this results in units of time which are

fairly uniform in size and in their distribution throughout

the marriage day. In the two later poems theme is given a

looser rein and in each case the scheme whereby the important

events of the marriage day serve as occasions for song is

severely curtailed.

This curtailment can be seen in the Princess Elizabeth

and Count Palatine Epithalamium , in which the procession ,

the feast and the bedding of the bride are speedily dispatched

in two stanzas :

v.

But oh , what ailes the Sunne , that here he staies ,
Longer to day , then other daies?
Staies he new light from these to get?

And finding here such store , is loth to set?
And why doe you two walke,

So slowly pac' d in this procession?
Is all your care but to be look 'd upon ,
And be to others spectacle and talke?

The feast , with gluttonous delaies,
Is eaten , and too long their meat they praise ,
The masquers come too late , and ' I thinke, will stay ,
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Like Fairies, till the Cock crow them away .
Alas , did not Antiquity assigne
A night, as we ll as day , to thee , 0 Valentine?

VI.

They did , and night is come; and yet wee see
Formali ties retarding thee.
What meane these Ladies , which (as though

They were to take a clock in peeces,) goe
So nicely about the Bride i

A Bride , before a good night could be said ,
Should vanish from her cloathes, into her bed ,
As Sou les from bodies steale , and are not spy ' d .

But now she is laid: What though she bee?
Yet there are more de layes , For , where is he?
He comes , and passes through Spheare after Spheare ,
First her sheetes , then her Armes , then any where.
Let not this day , then, but this night be thine ,
Thy day was but the eve to this, 0 Valentine .

The i mp l i c a t i o n s of this are twofold. First , the role

of the poet as master of ceremonies is diminished. In the

Lincoln I sInn Epithalamium he never ceases to give directions- -

to the bride , the bridesmaids , the attendants of the groom,

the musicians and dancers , etc. In the two later epitha lamia

his orders are far fewer and are addressed almost exclusively

to the bride and g room. Consequently , far from being the

"ritualistic public statement" which Greene sees as typical ,

there is something private in the way Donne speaks to the

principal participants. We do not get the impression that

others are listening in . Secondly , the two epithalamia of

1613 are more exclusively contemplative , and more farfetched

in their contemplativeness. Witness stanza 5 of the Somerset

Epithalamium :
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IX.

The Bride going to bed.

What mean " s t; thou Bride , this companie to keep?
To sit up, till thou faioe wouldst sleep?
Thou maist not, when thou art laid, doe so .

Thy selfe must to him a new banquet grow .
And you must entertaine

And doe all this daies dances 0 ' r againe.
Know that if Sun and Moone together doe
Rise at one point . they doe not set so too;
Therefore thou maist, faire Bride , to bed depart,
Thou art not gone , being gone ; where e' r thou art ,
Thou leav 'st in him thy watchfull eyes , in him

thy loving heart .

It is true that a few stanzas i n both poems appear to

be designed to accompany the wedding ceremonies. Stanzas

3 and 4 in the epithalamium for the marriage of Princess

Elizabeth and Count Palatine effectively emulate the eubade ,

and "The Benediction" (stanza 7) in the Somerset Epithalamium

is a sublime wedding hymn:

VII .

The Benediction

Blest payre of Swans, Dh may you interbring
Daily new joyes , and never sing ,
Live , till all grounds of wishes faile,

Till honor , yea till wisdome grow so stale ,
Th at, new great heights to trie,

It must serve your ambition , to die;
Raise heires , and may here , to the wo rld s end , l i v e
Heires from this King , to take t hankes, you, to give ,
Nature and grace doe a l l , and nothing Art .
May never age, or error overthwart
with any West , these radiant eyes , with any North ,

this heart.

But for the most part there is in both these epithalamia

a sense of distance from the actual events of the wedding

day , and this sense of distance is strongly reinforced by
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the text at two points. In the fina l stanza of the Princess

Elizabeth and Count Palatine Epithalamium , Donne numbers

himself among the satyrs, who were frequently depicted in

early heroic epithalamia as lurking in the vicinity of Venus 's

bower , unable to enter , but anxious to catch a glimpse of

the magnificence within. 12 And the fiction of the eclogue

accompanying the Somerset Epitha lamium has Idies (Donne)

wri te the epitha lamium in the country whi le absent from the

wedding , a fact that touches not only the matter of distance

but also the h ighly l i t e r a r y quality of the poem . For it i s

explici tly wri tten in honor of the marriage rather than to

be performed at the wedding , and its ultimate fate is MS.

presentation , probably a not infrequent occurrence in reality .

Two other temporally segmented epithalamia, written at

about the same time, a lso follow the scheme of the English

wedding . The first of these , George Wither 's Epithalamion

for the marriage of the Princess Elizabeth and Count Pa latine ,

is a long poem of thirty-nine si x-line stanzas in trochaic

tetrameter. 13 \Vither does attain the requisite l y r i c quality,

but the standard of the verse is not high:

valentine , good morrow to thee ,
LOue and seruice both lowe thee
And would waite vpon they pleasure;
But I cannot be at l e a s u r e :
For , lowe this ~ as debter ,
To (a thousand r Imes ) thy better.

--a pretty lame beginning if compared with Donne 's invocation

to Bishop Valentine in his epithalamium for the same marriage:
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Haile Bishop valentine, whose day this is,
All the Aire is thy Diecis ,
And all the chirping Choristers

And other birds are thy Parishioners,
Thou marryest every yeare

The Lirique Larke, and the grave whispering Dove,
The Sparrow that neglects his life for love,
The household Bird, with the red stomacher ,

Thou mak I st the b lack bird speed as soone ,
As doth the Goldfinch , or the Halcyon:
The husband cooke Lookes out, and straight is sped ,
And meets his wife , which brings her feather -bed.
This day more cheerfully than ever shine,
This day , which might enflame thy sel f , old Valentine.

wi ther also lacks authority as master of ceremonies . He makes

the occasional perfunctory gesture of managing the proceedings

but it is all too obvious that he is a lowly , and not espe-

cially welcome, spectator. One moment he number-s himself

among the shepherds , the next he self-importantly volunteers

to put aside his satiric scourge for the duration of the

celebrations:

Fe llow Shepheards , how I pray you,
Can your flocks at this time stay you?
Let vs also fil.e vs thither ,
Let 's l a y all our wits together ,
And some Pastorall inuent them,
That may ~loue we ment them .

I my selfe though meanest stated ,
And an Court now almost hated,
Will k n i, t vp my Scourge, and venter
In the midst of them to enter;
For I know there 's no disdaining,
Where I looke for entertaining.

Christopher Brooke 's "An Epi thalamium; or A Nuptiall

Song , Applied to the Ceremonies of Marriage, " printed in the

1614 edition of England 's Helicon, is of considerably higher

quali ty. Like Donne's Somerset Epithalamium it is arranged
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in sections with sub-headings attached , but Brooke 's sub-

headings a l l refer to events rather than themes and they

often come in mid -stanza . The tempora l breaks in the poem

usually coincide with the sub-headings but not every sub-

heading necessitates a temporal break. Consequently , there

are more sections thus marked off than there are temporal

segments in the poem. The first stanza provides an example : 14

Sunne rising

Aurora I 5 Blush (the Ensigne of the Day)
Hath wak 't the God of Light, from Tythons bcwr-e ,
Who on our Bride , and Bride-groomecrotFi"'""display
His golden Beames, auspi tious to this Howre.

Strewing of Flowers

Now busie Maydens strew sweet Flowres ,
Mu c h like our Bride in Virgin state;

Now fresh , then prest , soone dying ,
The death is sw eet , and must be yours ,
Time goes on Croutches till that date ,

Leade on whi les Phoebus Lights , and Hymens Fires ,
Enf lame each Heart w~th Zeale to Loves Desires.

Chorus. Io to Hyme n Paeans sing
-- TO!!~ ' and my Muses King

There is no need to assume a temporal break between these

two sections . Al though strewing of flowers in the path of

the bride is often associated with the procession to church,

it could also be done in preparation for the procession.

This is the case with Spenser 's Epitha lamion (11. 48 -51),

for example , as well as Wither 's poem in honour of the Prin -

Elizabeth/Count Pa latine wedding (stanza 6) .

Brooke's epithalamium divides into six temporal segments :

1. stanza 1 : the sun rising and strewing of flowers

2. first 10 l i n e s of stanza 2: the procession to church

3. last 4 lines of stanza 2 and all of stanza 3 : dinner
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4. first 4 lines of stanza 4 : afternoon music

5 . last 10 lines of stanza 4 to the end of stanza 7:

the bedding of the bride

6 . stanza 8 : song sung when the bride and groom have

both been brought to bed

The only confusion in division between segments occurs bet-

the fifth and sixth segments. The fifth segment begins

with the scene at supper. The sun sets , the appearance of

Hesperus is noted, and the poet calls upon the musicians and

dancers to bring the revels to an end and proceed with the final

ceremony: the bedding of the bride by the pronubae and the

distribution of bride points and garters . I believe all of

this can take place within one temporal segment . The last

stanza of the poem, on the other hand, though there is no

time signal to distinguish it from what goes immediately

before , seems to differ thematically : the sentiments it

presses are those of the epitha lamium proper , the song sung

after the bride and groom have been brought to bed .

Brooke succeeds , for the most part, in creating the

illusion of nuptial singing . The first stanza , quoted above,

certain ly makes a fine aubade epithalamium . The first ten

lines of stanza two could easily be sung at a procession to

church. And the final stanza would be an appropriate song

to sing outside the wedding chamber . Yet Brooke 's poem

could not be completely "applied to the ceremonies of mar 

riage . " Stanza three , "Dinner , " is too much of a report for

a nonparticipatory audience :
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The Board being spread , furnish ' t wi th various
Plenties ;

The Brides faire Object in the Middle plac 'd;
While she drinks Nectar, eates Ambros iall dainties ,
And like a Goddesse is admir 'd and grac 'd:

Bacchus and Ceres fil l their ve Ln es :
Each Heart begrn5 to ope a vent;
And now the Healths goe round ;
Their Bloodsarewarm 'di chear 'd are their

Braines
All doe applaud the ir Loves Consent;
So Love with Cheare is c rown 'd.

Let sensuall sou les joy in fu ll Bowles , sweet Dishes;
True Hearts , and Tongues , accord in joyful wishes.

Chorus . .!2. to Hymen, sc .

The verbs switch from the second to the third person and

this straightforward narrative style extends into the fourth

stanza . At that point , however, the wedding party is ad-

dressed once again and t he sense of participation is renewed.

Another l a p s e of the same kind appears to occur with stanza

six, "Modesty in the Bride, " but this is more doubtful. Ex -

cep t for these f laws, Brooke sustains the il lusion of per-

formance that is inherent in the form .

All the epitha lamia discussed so far follow Donne and

Spenser in abstracting the essential organizing principle of

Carmen 61 and applying it to the ceremonies of the English

wedding . I n all instances this involved an expansion in the

scope of the epithalamium to accommodate the more lengthy

and various English wedding rites. Other poets were less

bold and stuck more closely to the c lassical mode l, adapting

it by eliminating those parts which were least appropriate- -

a process of contraction rather than expansion. Although in

each this was done skilfully , on the who le the results

less satisfactory.
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Henry Peacham , in the third of his "Nuptiall Hyrnnes"

for the marriage of the Princess Elizabeth and Count Palatine ,

and Robert Herrick in his " Ep i t h a l a mi e to sir Thomas South-

well and his Ladte , " both reduce the action to three closely

related steps: the procession to the bridal chamber , the

settling of the bride in bed , and the song sung outside the

marriage chamber . IS This is what Jonson had done i n the

epithalamium for his masque Hymenaei and , as James A. McPeek

has shown, Herrick at least was much influenced by that

masque . 16 But Jonson 's attempt to reduce the scope of the

action was intended to allow his poem to be sung as one,

tempora l ly integrated , nuptia l song , even though , as we have

seen , it is doubtful whether he accomplished what he set out

to do.
17

Peacham and Herrick did not go this far.

In both cases, however, themes and motifs which Catullus

presents in the procession to the house of the groom are re -

located to the procession into the marriage chamber. Hymen

is described in the tradi tional way, his head crowned with

marjoram. He carries the flanuneum , with which Roman brides

were supposed to hide their blushes , and he lights the way

with his torch . In Peacham 's epithalamium wedlock is ex-

tolled as the cornerstone of society:

Wedlocke, were it not for thee ,
Wee could nor Childe nor Parent see;
Armies Countries to defend ,
Or Shepheards hilly Heards to tend.

10 Hymen Hymenaeus .

This corresponds to similar thoughts on the social function
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of marriage expressed in the procession to the groom' 5 house

by Catullus.
18

And in the Southwell Epithalamium the groom

is seen, anomalously but te Lt Inq Ly , in the porch of his home ,

holding a torch up to the darkness in anticipation of the

arrival of his bride . Here it seems that Herrick 's imitation

of Carmen 61 got in the way and a street procession to the

home of the groom is briefly confused with a procession indoors

to the bridal chamber .

In other respects the process ions in these epithalamia

are different f rom the procession in Carmen 6 1. Both of

them make i t c lear from the start that the bride is being

guided to the bridal bed:

Uranias Sonne , who dwe lls't vpon
The fertile top of Helicon ,
Chaste Marriage Sauerargne, and dost leade
The Virgin to her Bridall Bed .

10 Hymen Hymenaeus .

and:

Now, now 's the time; so oft by truth
Promis 'd sho 'd come to crown your youth .
Then Faire ones , doe not wrong
Your joyes , by staying long :
Or let Lo ve ' s f ire goe out ,
By lingri ng thus in doubt :
But l e a rn , that Time once lost ,
Is ne 'r redeem 'd by cost .

~~e~:w~~~ , c~~: , b:;~f~liU~~~de .

In Peacham 's poem the appearance of vesper (Hesperus) is

noted , and in Herrick 's the bride is urged not to tarry

"lest Issue lye asleep." These are sentiments usua lly ex-

pressed at the bedding of the bride .
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Despite the similarity in the way in which both poets

adapt the form of Carmen 61 , there is a great difference

in the extent to which they follow Catul lus in other res-

peets. Peacham 's epithalamium is a much abbreviated but

otherwise only slightly altered version of Carmen 61. Her -

rick I 5 poem is much more original than this even though

classical themes and motifs are consistently emp loyed . In

addition to the ones already mentioned , there is the presence

of Gen ius , guardian of the marriage bed , and Juno Pronuba ;

the a nnointing of the door-posts and the decoration of them

with the bride 's f illets as a charm against the danger that

was supposed to reside in the threshold of the bride 's

home ; the image of the grieving virgins which can be found

in Carmen 62 of Catullus, as wel l as in Theocritus 's Eigh-

teenth Idyll; the invocation to the Fates reminiscent of

Carmen 64; and the scattering of nuts referred to in Carmen

61 and explained by Puttenham, in his colourful fashion ,

having the same purpose as loud and shrill singing- -

. .. to the intent there might no noise be hard
out of the bed c h a mb e r by the skreeking & outcry
of the young damosell feeling the first forces
of her stiffe & rigorous young man, she being as
all virgins tender & weake , & vnexpert in those
maner of affaires. For which purpose also they
used by o ld nurses (appointed to that seruice)
to suppresse the noise by casting of pottes full
of nuttes round about the chamber vpon the hard
floore or pavement , for they vsed no mattes nor
rushes as we doe now. So as the Ladies and gentle 
women should haue their eares so occupied what
with Musicke , and what with their handes wantonly
scrambling and catching after the nuttes , that
they could not intend to harken after any other
thing. This was as I said to diminish the noise
of the laughing l a me n t i n g spouse .

(p . 52)
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The poetry of the South....ell Epithalamium, and the sen-

sibility . are unmistakably Herrick 's . however :

And now. Behold! The Bed or Couch
That ne' r knew Brides . or Bride-grooms touch .

Feels in it selfe a fire;
And tickled with Desire .
Pants with a Downie brest ,
As with a heart possest;
Shrugging as it did move ,

And (oh ! l h a d it but a tongue,
Doves, ' t wo' d say , yee bill too long .

Throughout the poetry is vivid , melodious and mel lifluous.

Herrick , li ke Spenser , is very good at portraying the wed -

ding as a social celebration. As choragus he firmly controls

the progress of t h e ceremonies and e loquently delivers the

conventional sentiments of long life for the couple :

Let bounteous Fate your spindles full
Fill, and ....iode up wi th whitest wooll.

Let them not cut the thred
Of life , until! ye bid .
May Death yet come at last;
And not with desp 'rate hast :
But when ye both can say ,
Come, Let us now away .

Be ye to the Barn then born ,
Two, like two ripe shocks of corn.

Herrick 's "A Nuptial l So ng , or Ep itha lamie , on Sir

Clipseby Crew a nd His Lady " ( 16 25) keeps more s trictly to

the order of the Roman wedding. The procession i s unques -

tionably a street procession :

3. See where she comes; and smell hawaII the street
Breathes Vine-yards and Pomgranats: 0 how sweet!

As a fir 'd Altar , is each stone ,
Perspiring pounded Cynamon .

And Herrick clearly distinguishes between the entrance into
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bridal chamber, which is called for in stanza eight . In

departing so unmistakably from the order of the English

wedding day Herrick makes the fiction of the proceedings

more fanciful. Yet , paradoxically , although it is the most

classical of English epitha lamia in its form , the Crew

Epithalamium is one of the most contemporary in substance.

Sixteenth and seventeenth-century wedding customs which so

delighted Victorian folklorists , such as the taking of the

sack-posset (which Herrick calls a night-charm) , the distri -

bution of the groom 's points and the bride' 5 garters , and

the sewing of the bride into the sheets , are all mentioned.

This blend of Roman form and English substance can be seen

in stanza seven . Here the bride enters the house of the

groom, an event that is normal ly ignored in English wedding

poetry , but which in the Roman wedding is an occasion for

formally introducing the bride to her new responsibilities

as home manager. Herrick Anglicizes this essentially clas-

sical motif:

7. And now y 'are enter 'd; see the Codled Cook
Runs from his Torrid Zone, to prie , and look,

And blesse h1S d a i.n t.y Mistresse: see ,
The Aged point out , this is she,

Who now mus t sway
The House (Love shield her) with her Yea and Nay:

And the smirk Bu tier thinks it
Sin , in 's Nap'rie, not to express his wit;

Each s tr i ving to devise
Some gin , wherewi th to ca tch your eyes .

As in the Southwell Epithalamium, the poetry is very accom -

plished.

94
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Themes and Motifs

The English epithalamia ....ritten in the style of Carmen

61 are all more purely l i t e r a r y than the nuptial songs of

the same period , and perhaps because the form that was being

imitated was fairly complex and required close study in order

to be mastered , these literary lyrics in general contain more

classical themes and motifs than the nuptial songs. xevec-.

theless , they also reflect contemporary ideas, attitudes and

customs concerning marriage.

A vivid picture of the English wedding day at this time

emerges from reading these epithalamia. Young unmarried

....omen would rise at the break of day to gather flowers to

strew in the path of the bride on her way to church. A crowd

would gather outside the house of the bride , a song of greet-

ing would be sung, and then the procession would get under

way, with singing and dancing to the beat of tabors and tim-

bre Ls , The solemnization of the marriage would take place in

the church, decorated for the occasion wi th many garlands .

It would be at this point that a nuptial hymn would be sung.

After the church ceremony there would be dinner , wi th music

and dancing filling up the afternoon until supper time . Lavish

descriptions of the feasting are given by the epithalamists:

Poure out the wine without restraint or stay,
Poure not by cups, but by the belly full,
And sprinkle all the pastes and wa Ls with wine.
That they may sweat , and drunken be withall.
Crowne ye God Bacchus with a coronall,
And Hymen also crowne wi th wreathes of vine ,
And let the Graces daunce unto the rest;
For they can doc it best:
The whiles thy maydens doe theyr caroll sing ,
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To which the woods shal answer & theyr eccho ring.
(Spenser , Epithalamion , 11 . 250 -60)

The tables qroane , as though this feast
Would, as the flood, destroy all fowle and beast.

And were the doctrine new
That the earth mov'd, this day would make it true;
For every part to dance and revell goes.
They tread the ayre, and fal not where they rose.

(Donne , Somerset Epithalamium, stanza VIII)

But there are no examples of banqueting songs among the tem-

porally segmented epi thalamia of the period and the only one

I know of among contemporary nuptial songs is the song sung

by Bacchus and Ceres in Book III of Arqalus and Parthenia

by Francis Quarles . After supper, in wealthy households at

least , there would be a masque. Finally, the master of

ceremonies would call for the revelling to end and for the

bride to be brought to bed. The bridal chamber would already

be decked with flowers. Married women would assist the bride

in undressing. These correspond to the pronubae of the an

cient epithalamia and , like them , part of their function

appears to have been to give counsel :

Matrons ; yee know what followes next;
Conduct the shame-fac 'd Bride to Bed,

(Though to her little rest)
Yee well can comment on the Text,
And, in Loves learning deepely read ,

Advise, and teach the best.
(C. Brooke, "An Epithalamium, etc . ,"
stanza 5)

Unmarried women would scramble for the bride 's garters, un -

married men for the bridegroom 's points. The bride and groom

might drink the sack-posset (a mixture of eggs, sugar and
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whi te wine imported from the Canary Islands) , and the bride

might be sewn into a sheet. At this point, the guests would

retire and the epithalamium proper would be sung outside the

door of the bridal chamber.

The wedding day was regarded as an occasion of great

importance, both to the couple personally and to society.

personally, marriage represented a radical change in life-

style for the bride and groom , a critical step fraught with

opportunity and danger . Spenser echoes "The Bride's Good-

morrow" in seeing marriage as a blessing that "shall for al

the paynes and eorrowes past, I Pay•. . us o ry of long delight"

(11. 32 & 33) .19 But from earliest times . and in many dif -

ferent cultures, the wedding day had alsO been seen as a time

when both bride and groom were suecept.Lb Le to all manner of

evil . The reason the bride is carried across the threshold

is because the doorstep was often found to be bewi tched.

Peacham , in notes accompanying his epithCJ.lamium for the Prin

cess Elizabeth/count Palatine marriage, conunents on the

tom :

The Bride neuer used to touch the theshold (which
custome is yet obserued in some places of Italy)
but very wari ly passed ouer the same , least charmes
or some other kinde of Witch-craft J11 i g h t be laid
vnder the same, eyther to cause debea t e , or to the
hinderance of procreation.

If. 2)

Superstition accounts for many marriage customs. The bride

and groom may bring good luck- -hence the value in scrambling

for garters and points--but they also attract hostile spirits,

and for this reason it is important to perform the ceremonies
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of marriage correctly and with due solemnity and respect.

Night was normally a time when supernatural activities pre -

vailed and the wedding n i g h t was doubly dangerous unless the

proper precautions were taken. I n the Southwell Epithalamium

Herrick reassures the couple that

No Fatal Owle the Bedsted keeps ,
With direful notes to fright your sleeps:

No furies , here about,
To put the Tapers out ,
Watch I or did make the bed :
'Tis Omen ful l of dread:
But aII"""faire signs appeare
wi thin the Chamber here .

Juno here, far off , doth stand
Cooling sleep with charming wand .

(stanza XI)

And Spenser devotes two stanzas to this theme , first we Lcom -

iog night in the manner of Chapman in " Ep i t h a l a mi o n Teratos "

the " So f t rest of Cares , II then betraying his

... in thy sable mantle us enwrap,
From feare of perri ll and foule h o r r o r free .
Let no false treason seeke us to entrap ,
Nor any dread disquiet once annoy
The safety of our joy :
But let the night be calme and quietsome

(11 . 321-26)

Let no lamenting cryes, nor doleful 1 teares,
Be h e a r d all night within nor yet without:
Ne let false whispers, b reeding hidden feares ,
Breake gentle s leepe with misconceived dout .
Let no deluding dreames , nor dreadful sights
Make sudden sad affrights;
Ne l e t housefyres, nor lightnings helplesse harmes,
Ne let the Pouke , nor other evill sprights,
Ne l e t mischivous witches with theyr charmes ,
Ne let hob Goblins , names whose sence we see not,
Fray us with things that be not.
Let not the shriech Oule , nor the Storke be heard:
Nor the night Raven that sti l l deadly yels ,
Nor damned ghosts cald up with mighty spels ,
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Nor griesly vultures make us once affeard:
Ne let th 'unpleasant Quyre of Frogs still croking
Make us to wish theyr choking.
Let none of these theyr drery accents sing,
Ne let the woods them answer, nor theyr eccho ring.

01. 334-52)

The sack-passet was ceremoniously drunk to bring good luck

and to dispel just such evil charms as these mentioned by

spense r . Disturbing elements might range from the nuisance

of " c r o k i n g" frogs , and fears of " th i n g s that be not , " to

black magic directed at either the bride or groom , or at

their relationship . From Peacham 's note it seems that one

effect such witchcraft might have would be to cause "d e ba t e "

or quarrelling between husband and wife. The danger of dis-

cord within marriage was something that writers of this period

were very aware of, as can be seen in the nuptial songs . This

is not emphasized so much among the literary lyrics. But this

is not surprising. Since they were probably written with a

view to manuscript presentation , often to a patron , they would

naturally be less moralistic. More tact would be called for

in these poems than in songs which played a real role in the

marriage ceremonies .

But the possibili ty of sorcery interfering with the mar -

riage relationship was something spenser explored in some de-

tail, though not in Epithalamion. In Book III, Cantos 11 &

12 of The Faerie Oueene , Britomart enters the house of the

enchanter Busirane to rescue Amoret, wife of Scudamour.

Amoret was kidnapped by Busirane after the marriage was solem-

nized, but before it was consummated:
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For that same vile Enchauntour Busyran,
The very selfe same day that she was wedded,
Amidst the bridale feast, whilest euery man
Surcharg'd with wine , were heedlesse and ill

hedded,
All bent to mirth before the bride was bedded,
Brought in that mask of loue which late was showen :
And there the Lad i.e il l of f riends bestedded ,
By way of sport , as oft in maskes is knowen,

Conueyed quite away to 1ioing wight vnknowen .
(Book IV, Canto 1, Stanza 3)

Busirane uses the Masque of Cupid device to disrupt the

proceedings and take Amoret captive. 2 0 He holds her in cap-

tivity for seven months , endeavouring by magic and torture

to force her to yield to him, and there is nothing her hus -

band , whose name l i t e r a l l y means " t h e shield of love, " can

do to rescue her . Fortunately, Amoret resists Busirane and

Britomart finally frees her . Whatever one 's opinion concern-

ing the meaning of all this it is clear enough that some

spirit of false love has taken advantage of the wedding cele-

brations to bring about an estrangement between Scudamour

21
and Amoret . And this evil spirit is extremely powerful

because he is not susceptib le to the assaul ts of love 's pro-

tector, and, a lthough he is finally subdued by Britomart he

succeeds in wounding her , the only one of her numerous foes

besides Gardante who manages to do this . Spenser does not

raise the spectre of Busirane in the epithalamium for his

marriage to Elizabeth Boyle. He would have lacked discretion

to do so. But he may also have felt some relief in the fact

that his marriage was not such an important social event as

22
to warrant a masque.

The only epithalamist of this time to warn of the dangers
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but he does not associate these dangers ....ith ....itchcraft. In

the l a s t stanza of his epithalamium he voices sentiments

similar t o those expressed in Sidney 's "So ng of Dicus ":

Henc e J e a l ousie , Riva ll to Loves de l igllt ;
sowe not thy seede of strife i n these t wo Harts;
May never co ld affect , or spleeneful l spight ,
Confound th is Musicke of agreeing parts .

It is clear from the literary lyrics , as well as the

nuptial songs , that there must have been tremendous sexual

pressure upon the newly married couple . The prospect of

progeny was a traditional theme that might be expressed at

any point on the we d d i ng day but was most freq uently voiced

at the be d ding of t h e bride and in the epi tha lamium proper .

For example , Brooke 's final stanza continues :

But Time (that steales the virtuall neete
Where Nature keepes the vitali fire)

(My Heart speakes in my Tongue)
Supply with Fewell Lifes chiefs seate ,
Through the strong fervour of Desire :

Love , living; and live long.
And ev 'n as Thunder riseth gainst the Winde :
So may yee fight with Age : and conquer Kinde .

Procreation was often thought of as enabling humans to over -

come their mortal ity , to " c o nq ue r Kinde ." But there were

other arguments for posterity. The Puritan Spenser is in-

tent upon increasing the number of blessed saints in heaven.

Peacham prays to LucIne , goddess of childbirth, so that

Elizabeth will bear a young Frederick Henry " wh o mought to

Europe giue her law , / And keepe encroaching Hell in awe. II

101
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And in the Crew Epithalamium . Herrick asks "that two Nations

springing from two such Fires . I May blaze the vertue of

their Sires." A sense of anticipation regarding the wedding

night was bui lt up throughout the wedding day by these exhor-

tations to increase and multiply, but also by sly jests con-

cerning the pleasures of sexual love . Peacham might apostro-

phize the "Chast Marriage-bed" but He r r i c k has it " t i c k l e d

with Desire , " panting "wi t h a Downie brest . . • Shrugging as

i t did move . / Ev I n with t he soule of l o v e," and t h e s e two

views were n ot really incompa tib le .

In any event , fescennine rai llery , as it i s ca l led , was

one convention among ancient writers which was enthusiasti -

cally embraced by their sixteenth and seventeenth -century

counterparts . There was , of course , a rationale behind it.

As Gary McCown points out , it was felt that indecent jesting

helped to ward off the evil that posed a threat to every

newly married couple . (p. 5) Some poets , like some members of

any wedding p arty , were extremely zealous in offering the

protection which such merriment afforded. Catul lus i s par -

ticular ly graphic in teasing Manlius 's former male lover :

l e t t he favourite boy g ive away n uts
to the s laves, when he hears how his lord
has l e f t his love

Give nuts to the slaves , favourite:
your time is past : you have played wi th nuts
long enough

(Carmen 61, 11. 124-29)

This occurs during the procession to the home of the groom

and presumably takes place wi thin earshot of the bride .
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Donne is no more restrained in his address to the bride :

Put forth, put forth that we rme , baltne 
breathing thigh,

Which when next time you in these sheets wil smother .
There it must meet another .

Which never was , but must be, oft . more nigh;
(Lincoln's Inn Epithalamium , stanza 1)

And in the Somerset Epithalamium he chides the bride for

staying too long at the banquet and revels :

Wha t mean 'st thou Bride , t h is companie to keep?
To s it up, t i ll t hou faioe wouldst sleep?
Thou ma ist not , when thou art l ai d, doe so .

Thy selfe must to him a new banquet grow ,
And you must entertaine

And doe a ll this daies dances o 'r againe .
(stanza IX)

We can only wonder at what the effect of this very ex-

plicit sexual emphasis was upon inexperienced young men and

women in an age when , at least among the upper classes , mar -

riages were arranged on the basis of economics or politics ,

leaving little opportunity for the individuals concerned to

become very familiar with each other , and litt le recourse in
23

the event of finding each other repulsive. No doubt the

heavy drinking throughout the af ternoon and evening was a

help , t hough i n the case of the male it must occasionally

have been a hinderance. And the attitude of the epithalamists

towards sex was usually positive and humane. The pronubae ,

having experienced the marriage night themselves and having

survived , would have helped to al lay the fears of the bride

simply by their presence , if not by direct advice . The at-

ti tude towards the man seems to have been that he should be
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tender but firm . as in the Southwell Epithalamium when

Herrick has Venus Pronuba advise both bride and groom :

Te 11 the Maid ,
She need not be afraid :
And bid the Youth apply
Close kisses , if she cry:
And charge, he not forbears
Her , though she wooe with teares.

(stanza X)

Nevertheless , a study of fescennine raillery makes it

easy to understand why the bride is often depicted as blush -

ing . This phenomenon goes back to the ancients , as indicated

by Peacham 's comment on the flamrneum:

. . . it was of a yealowish colour, & warne of the
Romane Virgins going to be marryed, to conceale
s hide their blushing and bashfulnes.

(f. I V )

But the " s h a me- f a c' d Br ide" was also a very common figure at

Engl ish weddings , if we can believe the epithalamists . Chris -

topher Brooke has a fine stanza entitled "Mo d e s tie in the

Bride " :

Now droopes our Bride , and in her Virgin state ,
Seemes like Electra 'mongst the Pleyades;
So shrinkes a Mayde when her Herculean Mate
Must plucke the fruite in her Hesperides .

As she 's a Bride , she glorious shines ,
Like Cynthia , from the Sunnes bright Sphere ,

Attractl.ng all mens Eyes;
But as she ' s a Virgin , waines , and pines,
As to the Man she acorocbe eh neere;

So Mayden glory- dies .
But Virgin Beames no reall brightnesse render ;
If they doe shine , in darke they shew their splendor.

This is quite an intel lectualized expression of the phenomenon.

Herrick , however. is more concrete . dwelling upon the image
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with unconcealed delight :

These Precious-Pea rly -Pur l ing t.ee r e s ,
But spring from ceremonious feares .

And ' t i s but Nat ive shame,
Tha t h ides the l o v i n g f lame:
And maya wh i l e controule
The soft and am I rous eou Le j

But yet , Loves fire will wast
Such bashfu l nesse at last.

Th e n away ; come , ~n guide
To the bed , t h e bashfull Bride.

(Southwell Epithalamium, stanza I II)

And now the ye l low Vai le , at las t ,
Over her fragrant cheek i s cas t.

Now seems she to e xpr'e s s e
A bashful l wil lingnesse :
Shewing a h e a rt consenting;
As with a wi l l repenting.
Then gently lead her on
Wi th wi s e suspicion:

For that , Matrons s ay , a measure
Of that Passion s weetens Pleasure .

(Southwell Epithalamium , stanza VIII)

The image of the bashful bride is further g iven emphas is i n

the Southwe ll Epitha lamium by the early refrains: "Th e n

a way; come , Hymen guide / To the bed , the bashful l Bride , "

mak ing i t difficult to resist t he suspicion that Herrick had

a strong sexual pred i liction for virgins . Donne , on the

other h a nd , does not appear to derive such pleasure from

the young woma n 's discomfort , gently admonishing her to "we e p

not nor b l us h , here is no griefe nor shame " (Lincoln 's I nn

Epitha lamium , stanza II) . But we may doubt h is sincerity

in g iving such advi ce in view of his address to her i n the

first s tanza . Elizabeth Boyle was a b lus hing bride too , ap-

parently , and judg ing from 11. 223 -33 of Ep itha lamion (q uoted

on p . 75) Spenser was as enchanted by this a s Herrick tended
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bashfulness is actua l ly an indication that she is not proud :

Her modest eyes abashed to behold
So many gazers , as on her do stare ,
Upon the lowly ground affixed are.
Ne dare lift up her countenance too bold,
But blush to heare her prayses sung so loud ,
So farre from being proud .

(11. 159-64)

Of her ye virgins learn obedience ,
When so ye come into these holy places,
To humble your proud faces .

( 11. 21 2-2 14 )

But her sad eyes still fastened on the ground ,
Are governed with goodly modesty ,
That suffers not one locke to glaunce awry ,
Which may let in a little thought unsownd ,
Why blush ye love to give to me your hand,
The p ledge of al l our band ,

(11. 234 -39)

Although t h e sexual pressure upon the newly married

couple must have been great, and must certainly have re-

suIted in some disastrous wedding nights, the attitude to-

wards sex in marriage was healthy in that it was neither

repressive nor solemn . There is comedy . for example , in

Herrick 's im age of the bridegroom 's ardour as he tears his

way madly t hrough the sheet in which his bride is sewn :

. .• like a
Bold bolt of thunder he will make his way.

And rend the cloud . and throw
The sheet about . like flakes of snow .

(Crew Epithalamium . stanza 15)

And there is good sense in Herrick I 5 advice to the couple

tha t their l o ve-ma k i n g shou ld be creative :
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The bed is ready , and the maze of Love
Loakes for the treaders ; every where is wove

wit and new misterie: read , and
Put in practise . to understand

And know each wile
Each hieroglyphick of a kisse or smile;

And do it to the full; reach
High in your own conceipt , and some way teach

Nature and Art, one more
Play , then they ever knew before.

(Crew Epithalamium . stanza 13)

But however enthusiastically it might be ce lebrated . huma n

sexuality , at l e a s t i n epithalamic literature ,

treated i n i s ola tio n , as a thing i n itself . as it so fre -

quently is today . On the contrary , it was a lways integrated

wi th procreation , progeny . the propagation of the species .

the growth of the nation, even (in Spenser's case especially)
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the advancement of Christianity. Within marriage , therefore .

sexuality even at its most sexual was sacred and chaste.

Herrick marvellously captures the indivisible quality of

some of this- -sexual love and the perpetuation of one's

line- -in these lines from the Southwell Epithalamium:

O! Give them active heat
And mo isture , both compleat:
Fi t Organs for e ncrease ,
To keep , and to re lease

Th a t , which may t he h o n o u r ' d Stem
Circle wi th a Diadem.

(stanza XIII)

Conclusion

All of the literary lyrics were written more or less in

the manner of Carmen 61 , but some were more clearly imita-

tive than others . Three characteristics of Carmen 61 are es -
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pecially important for an understanding of this heritage of

form : the principle of temporal segmentation , the represen

tation of nu p t i a l songs from various stages of the wedding

rites , and t he role of t h e poet as maste r of ceremonies .

Donne's two l a t e r epithalamia , lacking in a ll three charac

teristics , are the least traditional and the most literary .

spenser' 5 Epl thalamion is unorthodox in its temporal segmen

tation and in its mingling of the roles of poet-choragus and

bridegroom, a nd it can hardly be said to be a representation

of nuptial songs at all . Christopher Brooke l a p s e s once or

twice , though generally maintaining the impression of per

formance and participation. Donne keeps up appearances more

successfully in his Lincoln 's Inn E!Jithalami.um , even if the

complexity of his attitude is slightly out of place . And of

those epi tha l am i a based on the Eng lish wedd i.ng day , the Lin

coln 's Inn Epithalamium is t h e only one wh ich Close ly imitates

the three essential aspects of form in Catu1lus ' s poem.

Peacham and Herrick are the most faithful followers of Cat

ullus but neither is completely successful i.n excising anom

alous elements that would tell against performance. And in

ordering the i r poems according to the Roma n r a t h e r than the

English wedding , they risk the charge of a nachronism. Needless

to say , there is no simple correlation between aesthetic merit

and structural resemblance to Carmen 61 . and it will be seen

that there is a pe rbaos surprising ly large amount of variation

in the epithalamia written in the style of this great poem.

But the way in which each poet responded to the tradi tiona I
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demands of the form p rovides some insight into his imagina

tion , judgment , independence of mind , and organizational

abili ty .

The Ii terary l y r i c s are more tradi tionaI than the nuptia l

songs i n their emp loyment of themes and moti fs . There is a

ming l ing of ancient and modern i d e a s a nd cus toms but the

ancien t ones are bette r represented than they are in the nup

tial songs. Nevertheless . contemporary attitudes towards

marriage are no less in evidence. Indeed , because the scope

of the literary lyric was much greater than that of the nup

tial song, and the demands it made upon the talent and energy

of the poet a lso much greater , it ma kes poss ible a deeper

unde r s t a nding of t he psycho logy a n d sociology of marr i age

in the s ixteenth and seventeen t h ce nturies .
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III

THE HEROIC EPITHALAMIA

The heroic epithalamium l enjoyed a spectacular revival

in the nec-Latin literature of the Renaissance. But t.os:

the most part it was not similarly seized upon by vernacular

writers who more frequently chose to write l y r i c poems .in

the manner of Sappho or Catul lus . 2 In England during toe

period under consideration , on ly two or three ve r nacuLa r

poems can be classed as heroic epithalamia.

The most noteworthy of these is the last of Henry

Peacham 's four " Nu p t i a l l Hymnes " for the marriage of the

Princess Elizabeth and Count Palatine. There is a loose

uni ty to these four poems . The first two are concerned

respectively with the participation of nature in the cele

bration of the wedding and the attendance of the land aJ1d

sea nymphs, and they serve as an introduction to the third

hymn which is a temporally segmented epitha lamium and a

shortened version in English of the prototype- -Catul lus ' s

Carmen 6 1. The final hymn is 212 lines long, written iJ1

heroic couplets, sometimes in the past tense, sometimes in

the historic present . Thus the first two hymns lead up to

the wedding festivities , the third describes the events of

the wedding day , and the fourth looks back upon the rne t cb

and recal ls some specia l circumstances pertaining to it .

But in spite of the temporal symmetry of the whole, the

third and fourth hymns can certainly be treated as separate

poems.
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The fourth hymn is a close but imaginative rendering

of Claud ian 's aono r Ius and Maria Epithalamium. Although

he is indebted to Claudian for his plot and re lies upon

him for many details of imagery , Peacham makes everything

his own , even when he is litt le more than translating. It

is imitation in the best tradi.tion of the age : he takes

over whole what he likes, and rejects out of hand what does

not suit his purpose . He adapts and selects without regard

for faithfulness to the original, not to claim some semblance

of originality for himself but in a c c o r d a n c e with criteria

of appropriateness to his own design . The result is no mere

pastiche but a poem of energy and charm in its own right,

independent of its model .

Peacham accepted the p leasant fiction of " Ho n o r i u s and

Maria " with the minimum of adaptation. Cupid , having wounded

the Count Palatine with l o v e , f lies back to Cyprus to inform

his mother of the imminent match be tween the Count and the

Princess Elizabeth that is the result of his work , and with

Cupid 's encouragement the goddess decides to put in an ap

pearance at the wedding. Accompanied by a long train of sea

gods and sea nymphs , Venus makes the voyage to England, as 

sumee command over the wedding preparations already under

way , and , taking the bride directly to one side, instructs

her in the pleasures and duties of love. Then before the

ceremonies real ly get started , Venus takes her l e a v e .

At a time when imitation was not merely respectable but

recommended as a means of learning the writer 's craft , there
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were many slavish imitators. But Peacham was not one of

them either i n this poem or in his version of Carmen 61 in

the third hymn. The a lterations he made in what he found

in Claudian are instructive . For example , in " Ho n o r i u s and

Maria" Venus bursts in upon the bride as she is being tu-

tored by her mother in learning and chastity. The goddess

exclaims at the beauty of the pair, comparing them to two

roses on one sta lk . Then follows an elaborate compliment

to Maria. Peacham handles this episode d ifferently. Venus

gives orders to the attendant gods and goddesses to make

ready for the wedding- -

Which said, into the Chamber of the Bride .
Who lay to rest, she passed unespide
And secretly i n s t r u c t s her how to l a ue.

The secret presence of Venus casting her persuasive influence

upon the s leeping bride is very different from the corre -

sponding scene in CLa ud La n , and the difference obtains through-

out the poem. The presence of Peacham 's Venus is considerably

more mystica l than the straightforward bustling to and fro

of Venus in " Ho n o r i u s and Maria. "

The fictional framework frees Peacham from the assump-

tions of realistic description and enables him to avoid the

pitfalls of servility and sycophancy in the conventional com -

pliments to the royal couple. Frederick 's eminence falls out

naturally in the course of Cupid 's recounting of events to

his mother. and in the improvement upon the paralle l scene

in Claudian the compliment to the bride is managed even more
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skilfully . Venus instructs the Princess as she is at rest

in her darkened chamber and it is only with the f irst rays

of morning that Elizabeth ' 5 beauty becomes clear. catching

the goddess by surprise and evoking from her I spontaneous '

words of praise. In Cupid I 5 speech Frederick is eulogised

through his forebears who are supposed to form a direct line

of descen t from Roland and Charlesmagne. Medieval romance

thus i nterming les with ancient mythology , and in the context

of a fable t he c laim of lin e a ge may pass unexamined. Charges

of obsequiousness . cunning f lattery , and stretching the cre

dulity of the reader . which are the bane of the royal com

pliment , are neutralized by the fictional framework not

alone by the fictional framework , of course . Over and above

this is Peacham 's restraint and conciseness , and his refusal

to run every good conceit to death .

In most respects Peacham 's fourth hymn is a typical

example of the heroic epithalamium as developed by Statius

and Claudian. The heroic couplet is an appropriate verse

form and the story opens in med ias res. Although it is not

in fact discursive . the first f or ty-six lines give the im

press ion o f discursiveness : the mai n theme is barely men 

tioned when it is dropped for a detai led description of the

Garden of Adonis . These are general epic qualities . But

the poem has other characteristics derived specifically from

the heroic epithalamium. It is concerned wi th the attendance

of the gods at a wedding, as are the epithalamia of the two

Latin originators of the form. And Venus, rather than Hymen



or Juno , is the central figure. This is a decisive develop-

ment in the work of Statius and Claud ian and it distinguishes

the heroic epithalamium thematically from the lyric epithala

mium. 3 In the latter two cases, of course , Peacham could

hardly have avoided imitation once he had decided upon taking

over the plot of "Honor ius and Maria .· But that does not

alter the fact that as it stands the fourth hymn is a highly

conventional , so lidly traditional heroic epi thalamium. Nor

is this fact at odds with what has already been said concern-

iog Peacham 's achievement. He left the imprint of his per-

Bana lity and talent upon what is at once an imaginative

imitation and a successful poem .

Thomas Heywood's epithalamium for the same wedding, ~

Marriage Triumph , solemnized in an Epithalamium , is a very

different piece of work.
4

It is, first of all , much longer--

756 lines in all, including two nuptial songs . And it does

without a fictional framework ; which is not to say that it

does without fiction, merely that a fable is not the main-

spring of the action as it is in Peacham 's fourth hymn. One

general epic-like feature it shares with the fourth hymn is

its metre, which except in the nuptial songs is the heroic

couplet. But sheer length enables A Marriage Triumph to

achieve the wide-ranging , digressive quality which Peacham' s

epithalamium only pretends to possess.

As for pedigree, it has more in common with Catullus 's

Carmen 64 than with the epithalamia of Statius and Claudian.

Its ostensible first purpose is to give an account of the
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.....edding of the Princess Elizabeth and Count Pala~ine just

as Carmen 64 sets out to describe the wedding of Pe leus and

Thetis. Both get side-tracked and in a very silli-Iar way.

Hey ....ood t a tangent is devoted to a recollection at the wed

ding of Tython and Aurora; Catullus movingly rec~unts the

story of Theseus and Ariadne. In contrast , the S!p i t h a l a mi a

of Statius and Claudian , like Peacham's fourth hy-mn, are

not concerned with the wedding as such but with t-he attitude

of the gods t oward s the wedding and thei r partici pation in

it. And the narrative of these poems is never de fleeted from

this purpose . In a less crucial way Catullus 's influence also

probably lies behind the twenty-five lines Heywood devotes

to a descript ion of Tython 's robe , for it is a minute exam

ination of Thetis's qui lt ....hich leads to the Thes eus and

Ariadne episode in Carmen 64 . Again. it is ....ith .catullus 's

approbation that Heywood includes two lyric epith.alamia with

in the contex t of A Marriage Triumph . Their func'tion is

similar to the song of the Fates in Carmen 64.

Another motif in Heywood 's poem which seems 'to stem

from the traditional heroic epitha lamium is the g;ifts of

gods to the wedded couple . Ve ry much more is madtte of this

in the Roman epithalamia and in Peacham 's fourth pyron where

the presents are fantastically described. Heywoo?l is more

allegorical and do ....n-to-earth . Neptune is called to be as

generous as Bacchus and Ce res have been , and t h e ~e st of the

gods are asked to ....ithhold no blessing . This is t'lll about

fish .....ine , vegetables and meat for the feast. and good



fortune in later life- -rather mundane stuff compared with

the silver girdle twisted with crystal hair which Cymothoe

is supposed to offer to the Princess in Peacham's fourth

hymn, o r the strange gems and flowers which Galatea gathers

from the Persian shore. But the idea is the same even if

Heywood does not quite catch the spirit of it.

For purposes of surrunary , A Marriage Triumph can be

divided into four parts. First of a ll, Heywood refers to

the death of Prince Henry and declares that the marriage

of the Princess marks an end to the mourning (11 . 1-58).

Secondly , the marriage of Tython and Aurora is described ,

culminating in the first of the nuptial songs (11. 59 -296).

The third part begins with an invocation to the Muses and

Hymen. The Count is praised as the protector of " t h e reli

gious Protestants " a nd an account is given of his voyage ,

including Neptune' s fury at being unadvised of it (11. 29 7 

528) . Finally the wedding day itself is celebrated. In

this section the reactions of the heavenly bodies (Night,

Dawn , Apollo , the Hours, etc.) are described , reference is

made to the early spring , the gifts of the gods are peti

tioned , and the significance of St . Valentine 's Day is

elaborated upon . The poem ends with the second lyric epi 

thalamium sung by the cherubim.

An inquiry into the tempora l presuppositions of ~

Marriage Triumph raises questions concerning the temporal

relationship between the poem and the wedding day. The

suggestion of the opening lines is that the voice of the
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poem speaks from a point in close proximity to the wedding

day :

Now t he wet winter of our t e a r e s is past ,
And see . the cheerful Sp r ing appeares at last.

The reflections upon the death of Prince Henry are fixed at

this point and so is the account of the wedding of Tython

and Aurora . Al though the historic present is in almost can-

stant use in the latter , Heywood makes it abundantly c lear

from the outset that i t s use is historic: " Fo r no w , me

thinkes , I youthfu ll Tython see." Its purpose here is to

heighten and make more immediate events which the poet ad -

mits are past: there is no serious attempt to create the

illusion of the present . When Heywood turns his attention

to the wedding of the Princess a nd the Count we see that the

wedding has not yet been ce lebrated :

.•• if such state
Yong Tython and Aurora celebrate ,
What shall be then at this uniting done

- -- (11. 297-299 . my underscoring)

And this is confirmed when he calls upon Hymen to don his

brightest we e d " Th a t a ll thing s ~ successively suceed/ At

these high nuptials" (my underscoring) . The storms at

which Neptune raises when he learns that the Count has

passed over the Channel before he could honour him with an

escort are r e l a t e d in the historic present and as before

this does not radically affect the sense of time in the

poem . The poi nt of t ime from whic h t he na r r at i v e takes
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place seems finally to be defined with the beginning of the

fourth part at line 529 when Heywood declares : "Now's the

glad day." In the next twenty-five lines . however , he pro

ceeds to describe in the present tense activities concerning

the banishment of Night and the rise of Aurora and Phoebus

that would in reality defy uninterrupted descript ion because

they cover too great a span of time. Thus again the present

tense is historic but here it follows without warning so

close upon the revelation of the p ivotal point as r egards

time i n t he poem- o-vxo w ' 5 the g lad day " - -that there is the

momentary i l lusion of the actual present, an effect which

is not unlike that created in a temporally segmented poem.

From line 555 on there are no more time signals . The as 

sumption here is that the present is no ..... actual and the

time sometime after da.....n on the .....edding day, sometime be

fore the beginning of the .....edding ceremonies. This is the

point from .....h ich the voice of the poem speaks and to.....ards

which the matter of the poem tends from the beginning.

The momentary resemblance to a temporal ly segmented

poem no t e d above can be extended to inc lude other affinities

with t he l y ric epithalami um. A Mar r i a g e Tr i umph i s p r imar ily

celebratory . The poet ca l ls upo n Hymen , when he turns to

the wedding of the Princess and the Count at l i ne 317 ff. ,

in a manner s trikingly reminiscen t of the opening lines of

Catullus's "Manlius and Junia." And even the detailed ac

count of the wedding of Tython and Aurora is little more

than an over-elaborated complimentary comparison. In
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addition, Heywood does his best to give the impression that

his 756 -1ioe celebration takes place on the wedding day it

self . There is, as a result, a greater sense of occasion

in the poem than one finds in Peacham' 5 fourth hymn or

Catul lus 's Carmen 64 which , as has been observed, possibly

influenced Heywood in other respects . And such a close

temporal relationship between the poem and the wedding day

is a quality invariably found in lyric epithalamia.

In contrast , Peacham I s fourth hymn , though celebratory

in the sense in which all epithalamia are , is very much more

a story . No attempt is made to relate its telling c losely

in time to the wedding day . Peacham ~counts from a fixed

temporal point whose exact location need not be inquired

into because it is not important. He makes l i b e r a l use of

the historic present but he uses it plainly and openly as

an epic convention. This is the way Heywood uses it when

he says : "For now , me thinkes, I youthfull Tython see , "

and it differs from the use it receives in temporally seg

mented epithalamia in that it is meant to heighten rather

than deceive. I n t h e s e respects, then, the fourth hymn is

more heroic , and more at a distance from the wedding than

A Marr iage Triumph , even though in other respects Peacham 's

eye for detail and flair for dramatic speech create a

powerful sense of irnrnediacy.

The other distinctive qualities of A Marriaqe Triumph

are most ly defects and they can be passed over in tactful

haste . In a purely rhythmic sense Heywood writes competent,
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even skilful, verse . But his rhetoric is belaboured and

tedious and he has a passion for parallel structure which

gets completely out of hand. His notion of the stuff epics

are made of is sadly lacking in vitality. He is more suc

cessful on the subject of Prince Henry than ....hen he re

hashes the conventional topics such as the compliment to

the Count Palatine or the marriage of Tython and Aurora.

All in a l l, he is a poet who in this endeavour discovered

the pitfal ls of imitation as surely as Peacham found out

its virtues .

George Wither 's defects in his Epithalamion for the

wedding of the Princess Elizabeth and Count Palatine are

all his own . The poem shows some classical influence but

for the most part is Wither's own unique concoction. It

takes the form of a monologue addressed to the Princess,

presenting her with a lyric epithalamium in honour of her

marriage . If all of this is taken as one, we have a poem

of 562 lines.

The first 288 lines are written in heroic couplets and

describe how the poem came to be written- -Wither 's retire

ment from literary life and London , his return to both in

order to witness the great marriage, what he saw upon his

return: the court in a festive mood and the participation

of the gods and goddesses in the pre-nuptial celebrations .

This is followed by an account of the wedding day itself in

the temporally segmented epithalamium mentioned in "The

Literary Lyrics." Finally , there is a conclusion which be-
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gins with line 523 and reverts to heroic couplets. Wither

calls down a blessing upon the chaste embraces of the couple ,

makes a lightly veiled appeal for patronage, and claims that

he will immortalize the marriage. A temporal relationship

may be perceived which is similar to that linking Peacham ' 5

four hymns . The wedding is discussed from three viewpoints :

just before the wedding day, on the wedding day itself, and

just after the wedding day is over. The difference between

this and Peacham 's "Nu p t i a l l Hymnes " is that Wither 's of-

fering may be treated as one heroic epithalamium , whereas

only the last of Peacham's hymns is an heroic epithalamium

and it looks back upon the wedding from one point in time.

Wither's Epithalamion has a few epic-like qualities .

Over half of it is a long rambling poem i n heroic couplets

and it also touches upon the participation of the gods in

the wedding preparations . Otherwise i t must be labelled

heroic for want of a better name. The lyric epithalamium ,

which is Wither's gift , takes up over two fifths of the

whole . For the rest, Wither shows himse lf to have less a

taste for f iction even than Heywood . He casts himself in

the role of l o yal swain , humble patriot and poet, representa

tive of the l o wl y at the affairs of the great. His approach

is at once obsequious and ponderously moralistic, so that

he swings freely between fawning obeisance and self-righteous

presumption . From loyal swain he turns into father -confessor

at line 2 13 ff., a pose that cannot have endeared him to the

Princess . A more discerning poet would have seen that this
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was not the time to have her consider her morta lity, or the

vanity of the honours showered upon her , or her unworthiness

in respect of them:

Then with your selfe you may imagine this .
' Ti s but a blast , or transitory shade ,
wh.i.c h i.n the tiu r-n anq of a hand may fade.
Honours, whJ..ch you your selie d.l.d never winne I

And miqht (had God been pleas 'd) anothers b anne ,
(11. 236-2 40)

Wither proceeds upon a series of conceits , or pretexts .

The wedding is a pretext for breaking his avowed si lence

and writing the poem , the pomp and pageantry of the marriage

is a pretext for a sermon , the virtue of the Princess is a

pretext for undertaking more work in her honour. Less

blatantly , the marriage of rivers device is a pretext

(ready-made) for considering the entailments of the wedding,

in this case the political and religious ramifications .

Wither returns repeatedly to the wider significance of the

wedd ing . He knows that it is meant to unite countries and

nations as well as the betrothed couple . He hopes that

the offspring wi ll be a terror to the whore of Rome, that

the marriage of Thames and Rhine wi ll "wh e l me the pride of

Tyber under. " The Church of Rome is seen as the disruptive

force that caused shipwrecks and other hardships in the

storms which preceded the wedding . This is a corollary of

the common motif of cosmic celebration. If the cosmos can

react at all it can react un favourab ly as well as favourab ly.

Wither's Muse assures him that almighty Jove who perceives

the hate and envy of the papists will check their fury and
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chain them in irons.

The heroic epithalamium in general has affinities on

the one side with the epic poem , and on the other with the

prose oration. Like the epic it tells a story concerning

the dealings of the gods with men . Like the prose oration

it is addressed to a specific audience and has to do with

an actual event or occasion. Traditionally, in the work of

Statius and Claudian, the resemblance to the epic is pre

dominant. Peacham's fourth hymn is in this tradition.

Wither's Epithalamion , an the other hand , has much in com

mon with an oration that might be delivered in honour of a

marriage , especially in its moralizing and in its observa

tions upon the political and religious implications of the

match . And the same is true of Heywood's A Marriage Triumph,

though to a lesser degree and for different reasons : Hey

wood 's poem is rhetorical primarily in its style rather than

in its matter. Stressed or suppressed , explicit or implicit,

there is usually about the heroic epithalamium a quality of

saying a few words appropriate to the occasion, such as might

be uttered by any after dinner speaker at a wedding. The

bride and groom are praised and their virtues are delineated

in considerably greater detail than in lyric epithalamia .

The panegyric extends to their families and their ancestry.

And marriage is seen as a force for peace and concord in the

universe. But the point about the heroic epithalamium is

that these sentiments are expressed by means of a fable in

volving the participation of the gods in the wedding , and



the fable has its o wn conventions such as a sea voyage of

s ome sort , Venus as t he pres iding deity , a descript ion of

her pas t o r al Paradise , t he g ifts of t he gods t o the couple ,

and Insofar as Heywood and Wither diluted the fic 

tion , therefore , they turned away from the heroic epithala

mium in the direction of the rhetorica l epitha lamium . or

nup t i al orat i on .

12 4
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IV

THE WEDDIN(; MASQUES

The masque has a long and COMplex history.l It was not

until the reign of James I that it reached full development

in the Jacobean masques . ....hich were encouraged and perhaps

inspired by King James, and created in the main by the diver -

gent and competitive geniuses of Inigo Jones and Ben Jonson.

The form of the masque was very fluid throughout the sixteenth

century . At first it is not easily distinguished from " d i s -

9ui510g, " which , however, suggests a fairly elaborate produc-

cLon , and "mumming, " which has its origins in English folk 

culture . 2 Up until the end of the sixteenth century such

entertainments usually but not always involved dancing and

music. They might be dumb shows , nroces s Ions of allegorical

figures as in Spenser's xeeque of Cupid . or sudden visitations

for purposes of dicing. exercisinq in mock or athletic combat.

or presenting gifts and compliments to a sovereign or worthy

person. Sets, if employed at all. were movable ("pageants") ,

or dispersed throughout various par-es of the hall . There

appear to have been two essentia l components : (1) masked

characters played by non-professional actors and (2) " c o mmo n -

ing. " some form of intercourse between masquers and spectators .

As the masque evolved towards its final form. stage settings

became concentrated at the upper end of the hall. The pro-

scenium arch was added. A very elaborate stage technology

was imported from Italy. And the masque began to turn upon

the spectacular and magical discovery of the masque r s , often
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prompted by the presence of the sovereign , which was supposed

to bring order to an otherwise chaotic world . The masque

developed a binary structure a t this point, the anti-masque

representing turmoil , usua l ly performed by professional actors ,

giving way to the main masque representing concord, always

performed by non-professionals, the lords and l a d i e s of the

court. The presence of the sovereign was not only acknowl -

edged , it became the mainspring of the action- -the discovery

of some truth or the release of some good person from bondage .

A riddle might be solved , as i n Proteus and the Adamantine

~. presented before Queen Elizabeth by the students of

Gray's Inn at the end of their marathon Christmas celebrations

in 1594/5 .
3

Disorder and incomprehension were replaced by

harmony and light. " Co mmo n i n g " remained a feature of the

form. The masquers would perform several set pieces espe-

cially choreographed for the occasion but they would a lso dance

gal liards and corantos with selected spectators. The pleasant

fiction of the masque thus reached out to embrace the audience.

Virginia Tufte has pointed out that in genera l the epi 

thalamium always expresses the wish for union and order. 4

The masque was thus particularly we ll -suited to perform the

function traditionally assigned to the epithalamium. But

there are other reasons for this . The masque involves music

and dancing, both of which are essential to weddings. Also ,

al though it is a form of drama , the masque employs l y r i c

poetry in the literal sense of ' s o n g s sung to the accompani-

ment of a lyre . ' And the epithalamium, for its part, is a
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highly dramatic form of poetry in a number of respects: in

its origins, in the way it addresses people through the

of the jussive and optative subjunctive , in the temporal seg

mentation of the literary lyrics , and in the dialogue which

characterizes epithalamia written in the manner of Catullus 's

Carmen 62. The wedding masque sprang from and catered to

the same ceremonial and festive needs as the epithalamium

and restored to it the original performance features of music

and dancing which the epithalamium, as an art form, seems

largely to have discarded by this time. The wedding masque

became a modern analogue of the ancient form of marriage

poetry. It utilized epithalarnic themes and motifs, frequently

employing the epf thalamium itself , sometimes incorporating

the themes and motifs into the masque fabric.

We can get some notion of the development of the wedding

masque by looking at a few examples of entertainments presented

at sixteenth-century marriages .

The marriage of Prince Arthur with Katherine of Aragon

took place on 18 November 1501 and a "d i s g u i s i n g" was mounted

in Westminster Hall for the occasion. First a castle was

drawn into the hall , containing some singing children and

eight disguised ladies. Next came a ship containing a lady

"in her apparell like unto the Princess of spe Lne s " and Hope

and Desire , two ambassadors from certain Knights of the Mount

of Love. The ambassadors approached the castle but were re

buffed , and then the Mount of Love itself arrived , a pageant

shaped like a mountain, from which issued eight knights who
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assaulted the castle. The knights succeeded in inducing the

ladies to descend into the hall and dance with them, then all

the masquers " a v o y d e d and evanished , It and the royal party

themse lves fel l to d ancing . 5

The word " ma s q ue" is nat used to describe such entertain-

ments until 15 13 when the chronic ler Hal l t e lls how " t h e kyng

with a xi other were d isguised, after the Maner of Italie ,

called a meeke , a thyng not seen afore in Englande . ..6 Unlike

the "disguising" for the marriage of Arthur and Katherine .

this entertainment involved "comrnoning . " The masquers asked

the l a d i e s to dance and "s o me t h a t knewe the fashion of it

refused . because it was not a t hyng commonly seen . tt It would

seem t h at i t wa s the " c o mmo n i n g " tha t wa s n ew a n d occas ion ed

the use of the n e w term. 7

However that may be , the entertainment mounted for the

marriage of Arthur and Katherine was elaborate in terms of

staging and created to deliver " a n al legorical compliment ,"

as Chambers puts i t , appropriate to the occasion for which it

was conceived . Not all masques were so lavishly and careful ly

des igned . Th e co l laboration of George Gascoigne with some

gentl e men guests wishin g to d o honour a t the d o uble marriage

of Lord Montague 's s o n and daughter i n 1 5 72 makes it c lear

that the simple desire to wear gorgeous or exotic costumes

sometimes the primary motive for a masque: 8

• • • there were eight Gentlemen (all of blood or
al liaunce to the sayd L. Mountacute) which had
determined to p resent a Maske at the daye appointed
fo r the sayd marriages , and so farre they had
proceeded therein , that they had a lreadye bought
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furniture of Silkes , &C , and had caused their gar
mentes to bee cut of the Venetian fashion. Nowe
then they began to imagine that (wi thout some
special! demonstration) it would seeme somewhat
obscure to have venetians presented rather than
other countrey men . Whereupon they entreated the
Aucthor to devise some verses to bee uttered by
an Actor wherein might be some discourse convenient
to render a good cause of the Venetians presence.

Gascoigne dutifully wrote a speech in poulter 'S measure to

be delivered by a boy actor impersonating a lost English-

born relative of the Montagues who is captured by the Turks

and rescued by Venetians , among whom he discovers an Italian

branch of the family. They are all blown off course during

a voyage and find themselves in England just in time to ceIe -.

brate the nuptials . A shorter speech is delivered , after the

masquers make their appearance , by a " t r o unc hma n" who inter-

prets or translates the compliments of the Venetians to both

couples .

A "trounchman" is also emp loyed in the masque presented

at the wedding of Sir Henry Unton in 1580. This masque is

represented in one of the scenes from his life and death

which surround his portrai t , now in the National Portrait

Gallery in London. (See frontispiece.) Chambers 's description

cannot be improved upon : 9

The wedding party is shown at table in a great
chamber, overlooking a hall below , in which sit
six minstrels . At each end of the hall are steps,
and up and down these and over the floor of the
chamber passes the mask procession , a drummer ,
a ' t r o unc hma n' with a paper in his hand, Mercury ,
Diana , six Nymphs, and ten Cupids, five white and
five black, as torch-bearers.
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Although the occasion is not a wedding , Romeo raises

the same concern that troubled the masquers at the Lord

Montague weddings. As he and his friends prepare to crash

the party at the house of the Capulets , Romeo wonders - -

What, shal l this speech be spoke f or our excuse?
Or shall we on without apology?

--and Benvolio answers :

The date i s out of such prolixity .
We I 11 have no Cupid hoodwink I d with a scarf,
Bearing a Tartar 's painted bow of lath ,
Scaring the ladies like a crow-keeper;
Nor no without-book prologue, faintl y spoke
After the prompter , for our entrance;
But , let them measure us by what they will ,
We'll measure them a measure . and be gone .

(I , Lv , 11. 1- 1 0 )

This masque certainly represents a threat to the peace since

the Montagues have been explicitly excluded from the invita-

tion list. I n d e e d when Tybalt discovers who the masquers are

he has to be restrained from causing a disturbance . And the

masque can be seen as an instrument of courtship in old cepu-

let 's whimsical conunent:

I have seen the day
That I have worn a visor and could tell
A Whispering tale in a fair lady ' sear ,
Such as would please . ' Ti s gone, ' t i s gone, ' t i s gone!

(I , iv, 11. 19 -21)

It was no doubt the association of the masque with the Italian

nobility , and the association of the I t a lia n nobility with

romantic intrigue, as in Romeo and Juliet , which led some of

the more circumspect ladies of Henry VIII 's court to demur
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when asked to dance by the King and his fellow masquers.

But they must have got used to it in time because "masks, "

"maskelers" or "ma s k e l i n g s" recur frequently in the notices

of the revels from 1513 onwards . 10

Given the sudden development of the court masque under

James I , it is significant that an entertainment written by

him for the marriage of the Marquis of Huntly in 1588 is the

earliest wedding masque to anticipate the literary and drama 

tic sophistication of the Jacobean productions . 11 This masque ,

if we may call it a masque, survives only in fragmented form

in two manuscripts, one in the original Scottish dialect

(MS. Bodley 165) and the other a translation into English

(Add. MS. 24195) . It opens with an epithalamium invoking the

b lessings of the heavenly deities upon the newly married couple

and especially upon their offspring. Venus is called upon to

"make thaim bruddie a ls for to produce ui th speid / quhairin

thay may reuiue againe a blest & happie aeLdi" This theme is

somewhat ted iously drawn out by references to obscure Roman

dei ties whose charge i t is to look after newborn infants:

Viturnnus , who gives v ital breath to babies ; Sentinus , who

bestows the power of sensation; Prorsa , who presides over

birth with head foremost; Levana, who protects newborn child -

ren and promotes acknowledgement of such children by their

fathers; Vaticanus , who presides over the child 's f irst cry;

Cunina , guardian of the cradle; Educa, who presides over the

child I seating ; Potina , who supervises the child I s drinking;

Statilinus , who protects the baby on his first attempt to
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stand alone. 12 Finally, Fortune is called upon to make the

couple and all their family beloved by men and gods and to

help them thrive in every circumstance , and a sign is re-

quested from above to show that these heavenly graces will

be bestowed upon the couple.

Thus ends the epithalamium. Next, Mercury arrives to

inform the company and the poet (who speaks the epithalamium

in the first person and is therefore dramatically present)

that these wishes have been granted and although it is not

the practice of the gods to attend the weddings of humans

they have nevertheless decided to honour the wedding by send-

iog fauns, silvans and satyrs , who approach their nature .

Pan , who though a god draws near the nature of man, is their

"conductor." And they are accompanied by naiads, hamadryads,

and nymphs of waters, woods and wel ls, whose attendance at

weddings was a we ll -established convention in French epith

alamia of the time . 13 The nymphs announce that their "brether

deir" - -the fauns , silvans and satyrs - - "are p r epa Lr Id for

gluife or ring or any sporte with s pe Lr ;" And they reveal

that they have brought with them a prize for the victor: "&

ue haue brocht for uictoris pryce this yallou garlande rounde

uouin of oure haire uith pearlis thairat quhiche ue in fisches

founde ." The presence of exotic gifts from the sea is a prom-

inent motif in the heroic epithalamia of Statius and Claudian.

Next , Agrestis comes forward and introduces the masquers

by taking up the offer of " s po r t e uith speir ." He speaks

behalf of three knights who have heard favourable reports
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about the greatness of the King and Court of Scotland . that

for "Martial l games, and pastymes braue and faire " it corn -

pares wi th the court of Charlemagne or the Round Ta b l e of

King Arthu r . J a me s was not one to disda in a compliment,

even , it seems , when it came from himself.

Agrestis concludes :

sirs thogh this language seeme both hard and haske
Appardone new come strangers in a maske.

This is the Eng lish tra nslation b e c a u s e the last 1 3 l i n e s of

Agrestis 's speech are missing in the Scottish version. It

is clearly a cue for the masquers to appear . But the next

speech given is by a scholar and he introduces an entirely

new scene . He is first overcome by the beauty of one of the

ladies present (presumably the bride), and then declares that

"we I th , beu t ie , noble r ace , & vertues al l I ilkane of thir

rnakis hir ii suter heir . " The lady must choose between them ,

not failing to consider the scholar himself, he hopes.

Something appears to be missing here . First we have

introductory cue by Agrestis for three knights to present

themselves for jousts of the peace with the fauns , silvans

and satyrs ; then the scholar introduces another cast of char-

acters : a beautiful woman and her suitors- -a virtuous man ,

a zany , a landed gentleman, a soldier, and a scholar. But

perhaps what happened is that the knights came forward ,

pe t.ed at barriers with the forest creatures and exited , with-

out there bei ng any speeches. Then a second , a l legorical

masque began with t he appearance of the scholar . In any
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event, the phenomenon of two or more "masques"--when "masque"

means simply the appearance of disguised characters for danc-

iog or dicing or chivalrous competition--within one masque

became popular early in the reign of James as King of England.

The masque of the suitors is interesting . The virtuous

man intones that the sacred state of marriage was made so that

two conjoined might lead a holy life . The landed gentleman

offers the lady the service of his rent and friends. The 501-

dier promises to go to war for her. And the scholar informs

her that he is able to proclaim her praises with his pen.

James displays a sure sense of the comic when he has the zany

sidle up to her and suggest to his rivals:

gudein sirs all guid faith I think it best
ye quyte me this & take you all the rest

And the text ends with the intriguing anonymous exclamation

"quhat a uillan is this" in response to the last speech of

the landed gentleman. The competition remains unresolved,

however . The text breaks off. and the conclusion of the

masque is missing .

Is this entertainment a masque? Because the conclusion

is missing we can only guess whether the masquers would have

taken the spectators out to dance in the revels . And because

there stage directions or descriptions of sets and

costuming we cannot be sure that either of the two groups of

masquers wore visors. But the beautiful lady refers to the

second group of masquers as "kappit men" and their caps would

have given some clue as to what they stood for. So they were
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disguised , if not , strictly speaking , masked. We have no

description of the costumes of the three knights but James

refers to t hem as " s t rang e r s i n a rnaske " a nd since these are

the words of an artificer as we ll as a patron who presided

over the golden age of the masque, there is good reason to

treat James's entertainment as a masque; to assume , in other

words , that it ended in revels and "cornrnoning. "

If so , this is the first wedding masque to show how the

two forms of masque and epitha lamium might be conf lated . In

James I s masque an epithalamium is actual ly reei ted , even

ceivably sung. The poet , or at least an actor representing

him , gets to play the role of choraqus , which is one of the

fictive presupposi tions of lyrical epithalamia . As part of

the action of the masque various nymphs of rivers and woods

attend t he wedding , a common epi thalamic moti f among French

epithalamists, which Spenser was to borrow in his Epithalamion.

The water nymphs bring with them a yellow garland woven out

of their hair and decorated with pearls found in fishes . Such

gifts of the sea were l o v i n g l y described by Statius and Claud

ian i n poems t hat became mode ls of the heroic epithalamium .

As we sha ll see , this i n c o r p o r a tio n of epitha lamic e lements

into the masque fabric became a notable feature of most Jaco

bean wedding masques.

The first important wedding masque during the Stuart era

in England was Ben Jonson' s Hymenaei , presented on 5 January

1605/6 to celebrate the marriage of the young Earl of Essex

and his young bride , Lady Frances Howard . For an understand-
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iog o f the relationship between the epi thalamium and the

....e d ding masque , Thomas Campion ' 5 Hayes Masque , which was per-

f ormed almost exactly a year later on 6 January 1606/ 7 , is

of nearly equal significance . Between them they provide ex-

amples of most sorts of epithalamic influence in the masque.

Hyrnenaei is constructed around a wedding ceremony in

the ancient Roman tradi tion. Jonson I s description of the

opening scene emp loys the earlier and narrower meaning of

the word " ma s q ue" noted above (p . 1 34) : " On the n ight of the

Masques (which were two, one of Men, the other of Women) the

~ being drawne , there was firs t discouered an Altar "; he

there were two sets of masquers. The al tar was dedi -

cated to Juno- - "IooL Oimae. Minae. (Iunoni Optimae Maximae J

VNIQNI SACR. "--my s t i c a l l y implying , says Jonson in a note ,

"that both it . the place, and all the succeeding ceremonies

were sacred to marriage, or Vnion; ouer which luno was Pres i -

dent." (p. 210) He then describes three ceremonial pro-

cessions to the altar for the commencement of the solemnities.

From one side comes the bridegroom, preceded by five pages

bearing cand les . From t he other s ide comes Hymen and his

train , which inc ludes the bride . Finally," in the midst , "

probably from backstage centre , come the " a u s p i c e s , " followed

by singers and musicians . The detail is extraordinary:

To this Altar entred fiue Pages , attyr'd in
white, bearing fiue tapers of virgin waxe; behind
them , one representing a bridegroome: His haire
short, and bound wi th partl.e -coloured ribbands ,
and gold twist: His garments purple, and white .
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vestures white , his socks ye l low , a yel low veile
of silke on his a rr ne, his head crowned with Roses,
and Ma r i o r a rn, in his right hand a torch of pine tree.

After him a youth , attyred in white , bearing
another ligh t , of white t horne; vnder his arme , a
li t t l e wicker flasket , s hut : beh ind him two others ,
in white , the one bearing a distaffe , the other
a spindle . Betwixt these a personated Bride , sup
ported , her hayre f lowing , a n d l o o s e , spn.nck led
with grey; on her head a ~yrland of Roses , l ike
a t urret ; her garments wh Lte e a nd , on her back ,
a weathers fleece hanging downe: Her zone , or
girdle about her waste of white wooll-;-fastned
wi th the Herculean k n o t.

In the midst went the auspices ; after them , two
t ha t sung , in seuerall -coloured silks . Of wh i c h ,
one bore the water , the other the fire : l a s t of
a l l the Musicians , diuersly attyred , al l crowned
with Roses.

(11 . 43 -65)

The c eremony gets under wa y with a song biding all

d isbel ievers or enemies of Union to stay away . Then Hymen

acknowledges the p resence of King James and Queen Anne :

o you , whose be tter b lisses
Haue proou 'd the strict embrace

Of Vnion , with chast kisses ,
And seene-it flow so in your happie ~;

And know , how we ll i t binds
The fighting seedes of things ,

Winnes natures , sexes , m~nds ,
And e u ' r ie d i s co r d .i.n true musique brings :

Sit now propitious Aides ,
To Rites , so duely prIZ""d";

Arid VTew two noble Maides ,
Of different sexe , to Vn~on sacrific 'd .

I n honour of that b lest Estate ,
Which a ll good minds should ce lebrate.

-In. 9 5- 10 8 )

The central t h e me of the masque is the idea of union and, as

137
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D. J. Gordon has pointed out, this theme is developed elab -

orately on the socia-political and cosmic levels as well as

the inter-personal. 14 Even on the inter-personal level the

argument for union is intricate. And it is not surprising

to discover that Jonson was well-steeped in epithalamic tra-

dition and that many features of this argument are conven-

tional to~ of the epithalamium. They are not confined to

the formal epithalamium which ends the masque, however, but

distributed throughout--in the plot , in the dancing of

the masque and revels , in the masque songs , even in The

Barriers, which was performed the following evening .

Union and order are basic to the epithalamium and the

amplification of these ideas , such as we find in Hymenaei,

is r-ecommended to epithalamists by the late Latin rhetori 

cians and also by Scaliger. 15 Order is brought about among

individuals and in society through union . Gamos , a marriage-

god who answers to the description of the more familiar Hymen,

was said to be the first god to come into existence after

chaos. By encouraging the procreation of children he was

responsible for the maintenance of the home , property and

family , the cause of stability in the individual and in the

state . 1 6 This is very much the point of Jonson 's exposition

in Hymenaei. But in his reference to "the fighting seede s of

things " he gives voice to a more contemporary preoccupation

that arose out of the Protestant Reformist emphasis upon mar -

riage as a personal relationship. Incompatibility between

the partners, never an important factor before, became a
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major concern, as is clear from the numerous popular trea

tises on domestic relations . 17
An explicit example of it

in epithalamic literature is Sidney 's warning against mari -

tal str ife in his "So ng of Dicus . II But what is interesting

about J o n s o n ' 5 trea tment of this theme i s h is effective

utilization of ant i -masque and masque dances to represent

it- -the suppression of anarchy and the attainment of order

through union.

No are Hymen ' 5 words to James and Anne spoken

than "out of a Microcosme, or Globe , (figuring Man) with a

kind of contentious Musique , issued forth the first Masque ,

of eight men " :

These r epre sen ted the foure Humors , and foure
Affections , al l gloriously atti~istinguisht

~:~~C~~gt~~~ro~e~~~a~~a~~~ir~e~h:~~;~~~~~:~ :~d ,
the end of their daunce , drew all their swords ,
offered to encompasse the Altar , and disturbe the
Ceremonies. - -

(11. 112-116)

This is the anti -masque. In a note Jonson explains that the

Humours and Affections are " t r o p i c a l l y b rought in , before

Marriage , as disturbers of that mystica ll bodLe , and the

rites , which were soule vnto it ; that afterwards , in Marriage ,

being dutifully tempered by her power, they might more fully

celebrate the happiness of such as liue in that sweet vnion ,

to the harmonious lawes of Nature and Reason ." The Humours

and Affections are not treated as intrinsically evil but as

lacking in knowledge concerning the true meaning of marriage.

Nevertheless, Hymen is himse lf unab le to put down the i nsur -

•
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rection a nd he ca lls upon Reason to help him out :

If there be
A Po ....er , l i k e Reason , l e f t in that huge Bodie ,
Or little world'"Ci'TMan , from whence these came ,
Loake forth , and w1th thy bright and numerous flame
Instruct the ir darknes se , make them know , and see ,
In wronging these , they haue rebell 'd ' g a i n s t thee .

( 11. 123-128)

Reason 's r e me d y i s first of all a lecture to the Humours

and Affec t ion s concerning t h e "mys ti c k e sence " of t h e mys -

ter ious r i t e s whi ch the y have interr up t e d . J o nson was no t

goi ng t o have the deta i led symbo lism of t he spectacle escape

the unde r stan ding of his a udienc e , if he could he lp it. The

following pas s age i s extreme ly i mpo r t a n t in the history of

epithalamic li t e r atu r e because , besides being a graceful

piece of expository poetry , it depicts a ceremony that, with -

in the context of the masque , actually took place at a par-

ticular wedding :

The Paire , wh ich doe e ach other side ,
Though (yet) some space doth them d iuide ,
Th i s happie Nigh t mus t both make one
Bl e st s ecr Lf I c e , t o Vn ion .
Nor is~ar bu't"'a""S'igne
Of o n e mo r e sof t , and mo re diu ine ,
Th e Geniall b ed , where Hymin ke epe s
The solemn e Or qia s , void 0 s leepes :

~~~hw~~~~:~i~~Pt t~i~~k~~~ , l~~~~~~
The Tead of whi te and b I o o mdn q Thorne ,
In to'kei1 of encrease i s borne :
As als o , with the ominous light ,
To fri g h t al l ma lice from the Night .
Like a r e the fire , and water , set;
Tha t eu 'n as moISture , ml.xt with heat,
He lpes euerie natura ll b irth, to II1'e;
So , for their Race , ioyne man and wife .
The b lushing veyre shewes 5li"ame f a s t n e s s e
Th 'ingenuous Vl.rgl.n should professe



At meeting wi th the man : Her heLre ,
That flowes so Ld.be r a Ll, , and so f a i r e ,
Is shed with grey, to intimate ,
She entreth to a Matrons state,
For which those vcens Lf s are borne .
And , that she should not labour scorne,
Her selfe a snowie fleece doth weare ,

~~ds~~:~e t~:~ ~~~~~n:~dwhl~hd~: ~~~~~ '
Giues checke voto the highest blood.
The Zone of wool1 about her waste .
Whicfi"";in contrarie circles cast,
Doth meet i n one strong knot , that binds ,
Te lls you , so should a ll maried minds.
And lastly, these fiue waxen lights,
Imply perfection in the r r tes;
For fiue the speciall number is .
Whence--E"allow'd Voian claymes her blisse.
As being all the--sun;me , that growes
From the vn I ted strengths , of those
Which male and female numbers wee
Doe stYIe:" and a r e f l.r st two , a nd three.
Which , ioyned thus , you cannot seuer---
In equall parts, but one will euer
Remaine as common : so we see
The binding force of Vni tie:
For which alone , the peaceful ~
In number alwaies, loue the oddes;
And euen parts as much despise .
since o ut of them all discords rise.

Ill. 162-211)

The second part of Reason ' s remedy is the discovery of

the second set of masquers, the eight powers of Juno:

Here , the vpper part of the Scene , which was all
of Clouds , a n d made artificially to swell , and r ide
like the Racke , began to open r and , the ayre clearing ,
in the top thereof was discouered Ivno , sitting in
a Throne , supported by two beautifU'I!Peacockes;
her attyre rich, and like a Queene , a wh1te nfedeme
on her head , from whence descended a vey i.e , and
that bound with a Fascia , of seuerall -coloured s Lkkes ,
set with all sorts of Lewe Ls , and raysed in the top
with Lillies and aoaes r in her r ight hand she he ld
a Scepter , i n the other a c tmbre Lk , at her golden
feete the hide of a lyon was p laced: round about her
sate the spirites of the ayre , in seueral l colours ,
making musique: Aboue her the region of fire. wi th a
continual I motion, was seene to whd r Ie c Lccuta r I y ,

141
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This masque of l a d i e s, representing the pronubae of Juno ,

her powers as Governess of Marriage , descends to the follow-

ing song:

These, these are they,
Whom honour and affection must obey;
Who come to decke the geniall Bower,
And bring, with them, the grateful! Hower
That crownes such meetings, and exci~
The married paire to fresh delights :
As cour t anqs , x Ls s Lnq e , Coyi.nqs , Othes , and vowes ,
Soft WhJ.sperings . Embracements . all the Ioye~
And rneLb i nq 'roves ,
That chaster Love allowes .
Cho . Haste , haste , for ~~~:e2~;_~~;) head downe bowes.

This song contains several conventional mati is such as the

references to the decorated "geniall Bower, " the lawful joys

of married love , and the appearance of Hesperus , always

strued as the signal to conclude the festivities and depart

for bed . However , it is not a show-piece , an epithalamium

thrown in for ornamental purposes only, but has the practical

function wi thin the masque of introducing the lady masquers ,

as well as covering the sound of the descending cloud machines.

The remaining songs in Hymenaei have this dual nature , echoing

the usual sentiments of the epithalamium concerning the need

for haste in bringing the festivities to an end and the bride

to bed , but at the same time serving as accompaniment for the

dancing .
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When the Powers of Juno have descended they are led by

Order , the servant of Reason , to pair themselves with the

Humours and Affections . a n d together they dance the first

masque dance , which was choreographed so that the dancers

formed the letters of the bridegroom' 5 name and ended in

the manner of a chain , s ignifying the great chain of being :

Svch was the Golden Chaine let downe from Heauen;
And not those 1l.nkes more euen, ---

Then these: so swee tly temper 'd , so combin 'd
By vnLon , and refio 'd .

Here n0""'COntention , enuy , sriefe, deceit ,
Feare , l.eaiOUS1e haue we1.ght;

But all 1.5~' and loue, and faith , and blisse:

Th~:;l~~r~~hrn~~k~h:h~~~arqUit=-:-thrown-e-,--
Th is sacrifice hath none:-

Now no ~s rage , nor humors swell;
But all composed dwell . - - -

(11 . 320 -3311

This is an Elizabethan world-picture . Contention , envy ,

grief , dece it , fear and jealousy are all named as experiences

in any love relationship, but in marriage these have no weight ;

all is peace , love , faith and bliss . Marriage is the right

way to have a love relationship: legalize it and institu-

tional ize it . The concluding l i n e s of t he speech , however ,

from the ancient world. Hymen and Juno are praised and

set in opposition to Venus , who is associated with unlawful

love; unlawful l o v e is seen as a threat to the i n t e g r i t y of

the family and the prospect of prosperous issue . Among the

Romans the argument was social rather than personal:

o Ivno, Hymen , Hymen , Ivno ! who
Can men. t w~ th you two?

Without your presence, Venus can doe naught,
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Saue ....hat with shame is bought;

~~rf:~e~o~:~ e~:e~~~s~e¥:~~~\:~~:' grow ,
o then! What deities will dare

with~. or .....1.th Ivno to compare?
(11 . 332 -339)

Jonson is specifically indebted here to Catullus' 5 Carmen

61, 11. 61-70:

No Pleasure can Venus take without thee,
such as honest fame may approve;
but she can if thou art willing.
What god dare match himself with this god?

No house without thee can give children,
no parent can rest on his offspring;
but all is well if thou art willing.
What god dare match himself with this god?

And although Catullus addresses this to Hymen alone, Jonson

cites Virgil and Ovid as authorities for casting Juno ,

Governess of Marriage, in an equal role with Hymen.

The revels follow this speech by Reason . The masquers

dance galliards and corantos with members of the audience.

The songs which accompany the final dances contain conven-

tional epithalamic elements , referring to the pleasures which

await the bride and groom , and calling upon the revellers to

conclude the festivities and bring the bride to bed. Reason

and Hymen reinforce this theme , Reason noting the appearance

of Hesperus , Hymen envisaging the bridegroom waiting , torch

in hand, in the porch of his house for his bride to arrive.

Finally, the Powers of Juno and the Humours and the Affections

perform the last dance, ending, hand in hand, in a circle with

Reason in the middle. They then salute the State pair by pair
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and leave the hall in couples , "led on by~, the Bride,

and Auspices following, as to the nupitall bower . H The

epi thalamium , already discussed in the section on the nup

tial songs , was intended to accompany this procession , but

it was found to be too long and only one stanza of it was

sung. Jonson himself probably did not agree with this de

cision . He includes the whole poem in the printed version

of the masque "b e c a u s e I made i t b o t h i n~, and ma tter,

to emu la te that kinde of po e me , wh ich wa s c a l l 'd Epithala

mium , a nd (by t h e a nc i e n t s) v s ' d to b e sung , when the Br ide

was l e d i nto h e r chamber . . . a nd [I] doe hearti ly forg iue their

ignorance whom i t chanceth not to please ." (11 . 436 -4 41)

Jonson ' 5 debt to epi thalamic tradition is obvious from

his l a v i s h a nn o t a t i o ns. Indeed , these provide a convenient

guide to the materials available to epithalamists of

the period . He was familiar with Catu Uus , Statius and Claud

ian , as we ll as many other poets and wri ters connected wi th

the his tory of the epithalamium . Hymenaei is remarkable in

the e xtent to wh i c h the conception of union or marriage in 

fo r ms t he s tructure and the par t s of t he masque down to the

very l as t detail. Even Th e Ba r r iers , performed the f o llowing

n ight , featu r es a debate between Opin ion and Tru th concerning

the respective meri ts of virg inity and marr iage wh ich draws

upon Catu l lus 's Carmen 62 . We are a long way from Gascoigne 's

Montacute Masque or Sir Henry Un ton ' s wedding masque in these

entertainments. Hymenaei is a triumph of engineering and

architecture a s we ll as poetry , and not least it is a triumph
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of a suddenly well -financed Revels Office. But most of all

it is a triumph of the imagination , such had not been

seen before in a wedding masque, and was not to be seen

again .

Campion ' 5 Hayes Masque is important for the same reason

Hymenaei is important--because the epithalamic influence is

general and pervasive and not confined to a show-piece epi 

thalamium. campion ' 5 concern in the Hayes Masque . like Jon

son 's in Hymenae i , was to fashion an entertainment apposite

to the occasion being celebrated . The masque deals directly ,

therefore , with the idea of marriage. But rather than play

upon the mystical and philosophical implications of the con

cept of union , Camp ion fastens upon the apparent conflict

between chastity and married life. This theme is an inter

esting one because it gives us idea as to ....hat contem

porary writers perceived to be the objections to matrimony.

The maidens of Jacques Yver ' s nuptial song (see " The Nuptial

Songs , " pp .49&50) give the negative side of the debate in

very persuasive terms and it seems that they are not defeated

by superior arguments but by the simple fact that they, as

women , do not have any choice i n t he matter . They do an

abrupt about-face in the last stanza and . resolving to make

the best of it . address Hymen submissively: "Sith that thy

p leasure is to trace out of our traine / Our sister .. . " The

debate goes back to Catullus ' s Carmen 62 and i s resurrected

by Jonson in The Barriers, as well as by Yver and Campion.

Virginity . used always in this debate in reference to young
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.....omen . never to young men , is portrayed by Catullus as a

stage appropriate to females in youth but which must give

way to fruitfulness and marriage . One of two well -known

and oft-imitated images compares the virgin to a flower in

a fenced garden .

unknown to the cattle , not torn by the p lough,
which the winds caress , sun strengthens , showers

draw forth
(11. 40 & 4 1)

It is admired by everyone . But when the flower fades , having

been cut, " c um casturo amisit po l lute corpore florem"--when

she has l o s t her chaste flower with su llied body- -then she is

no longer regarded as lovely. This is the argument of the

young maidens. The young rebut this by employing the

second of the two popular images . The virgin is compared to

unwedded vine

which grows up in a bare field
never raises itself aloft , never brings forth a mellow

grape
but bending its tender form with downward weight
even now touches the root with topmost shoot;
no farmers , no oxen tend it.
But if it c hance to be joined in marriage to the elm ,
many farme rs , many oxen tend it.
So a maiden , whilst she remains untouched , ages u n t e nd e d ,
but when in ripe season she is matched in equal wedlock
she is more dear to her husband and less distasteful

to her father.
(11. 48 -57)

The unwedded woman is seen as weighed down . unfrui tful, un-

attended. The ripe virgin who is married off in equal wedlock

("par conubium") is cared for by her husband and a load off

her father's mind.
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The other argument offered by Catullus ' 5 maidens arises

out of a fear of sex that seems to be quite natural given the

Roman associations of marriage with rape, in the Latin

of that word- - "to seize by force , snatch , tear away . " Rome

was supposed to have been founded upon the rape of the Sabine

women , and it was customary for the bride to be taken from

her mother wi th a show of force

Catullus I 5 virgins see Hesperus

her wedding day. 18 So

a cruel fire because he

tears the daughter from her mother 's embrace ,
from her mother ' s embrace he tears the close-clinging

daughter ,
and gives the chaste maiden to the burning youth.
Enemies entering a fallen city are not more cruel than

this !
(11. 21 -24)

In t he end , Catul lus has no answer to such fears other than

to submi t : the contract has been made , the husband and the

parents have come to an agreement , there is no choice but to

obey .

Jonson translates the un plucked flower and the vine and

the e lm metaphors in The Barriers . His discussion of the is -

i s not l ik e Catu l lus ' s , ho wever , a singing match between

young men and young women at a wedding banquet , but a full -

scale debate between Truth and Opinion disguised as Truth.

As in Le Printemps O'Yver , the feminine objections to mar-

riage are more fully realized and they stem not from a vir-

ginity cult or fear of physica l violence but from the pros -

pec t. of servitude within marriage:



. . . ....hat rules husbands praescribe their wiues!
In their eyes circles , they must bound theI'r""tiues.
The moone , when farthest from the sunne she shines,
Is most refu lgent; neerest , most dec Li ne s e
But your poor wiues far re off must neuer r o me,
Bu t wa s t the ir beauties . neere their l o r ds . a t home :
And wh en the i r l o r d s r ange o u t, at homemus t h ide
(Li ke t o b e g ' d monopolies) all thei r p r ide.
When the i r l ords Lj a t; to f eed a serious f i t ,
Th ey mus t beserious ; when t o s hew t he ir wi t
In Le s cs , and laughte r, t h e y must l aug h and i e s t;
When they wake , wake; a nd when they rest , must rest .
And to the i r wiues men giue such narrow scopes,
As if they mea nt to make them walke on ropes:
No tumblers bide more perill of their neckes
In al l their trickes ; then wiues in husbands checkes .

--( 1 1 . ~

This , i t t u r n s out , i s Opinion speaking . Truth , on the other

hand , arg ue s that l o v e i s what ma kes t he world go round a nd

the proper p l ace f o r l ove i s wi thin marr i age :

Love (whose strong vertue wrap t heau 'ns sou le in earth ,
And made a woman g lory in this brrtFi'")
In marriage , open s his inf lamed b rest;
And . l e s t r n him n ature should stifled rest .
His genia l! fire about the wor ld he darts ;
Which Lfp pe s wi th l i p pe s combines , and hearts with hearts.
Mar r iage Loves obiect is; at whose bright eyes
He Liqh t s h Ls torches , and ca l l 's them his s kies .
For her . he wings h is shoulders ; and doth frre-

~~ ~~~c~h~~e l~~~~:~ ' f~~9~~Sc:~n~~~f~*~ him ,
Nor any ea rth , with black ecl ipses wa ne h im .
She makes him s mi le i n sorrowe s , and doth stand
' Twi x t him. and a ll wa n ts , with her si luer hand.
I n h er s of t l o ckes, his tender f eet a re t ied ;
And i n his fette rs he takes wor thy pride.

(1 1. 731-7461

This i s an eloquent and elevated statement of the relation-

ship b etween love and marriage and i t is certainly more ca l -

culated to convince a reluctant bride than anything Jacques

Yver and Catul lus came up with . What we c a n see i n The Bar 

~ is, o n th e o ne hand , a sympat het ic presentation of

149
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feminine objections to marriage . and , on the other hand . a

positive portrayal of marriage in respect to how it affects

women. But the debate is not resolved rationally . Knights

come forth and champion one cause or the other with swords

and pikes in the barriers , but in the end the truth has to

be revealed by the miraculous appearance of an angel , who

presents Truth in a more glorious and recognizab le hab it,

dec laring in favour of marriage.

In t he Ha yes Masque the argument t akes an al legorical

form . The stage is divided into upper a nd lower p laying

areas. 19 Above , stage right , is the Bower of F lora; above,

and downstage centre, is the Tree of Diana; above , stage left ,

is the House of Night. There are steps leading from the

Bower of Flora and the House of Night to the playing area

below . Midstage centre , below , is the Grove of Diana . in

which nine golden trees are prominent . The masque has two

At first the curtain is pulled halfway to reveal

the Bower of F lora where Flora, Zephyrus and several sylvans

are gathering f lowers for the wedd ing of Lord Hayes and his

bride . Th e y descend to t he lower playing area and a coup le

of songs are sung which uti lize conventional epithalamic ele -

ments. The lovely opening song "Now hath Flora rob'd her

bowers" dwells upon the motif of strewing flowers in the path

of the bride and groom. The second song is a three -part dia-

logue in which the virtues of virginity and marriage are de -

bated in a manner only slightly reminiscent of Carmen 62. By

the affirmative, marriage is presented in terms of harmony
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and friendship - -an antidote to loneliness. By the negative .

it is characterized by strife and a 1055 of freedom for the

woman: "A maide is free , a wife is tyed." This song fore-

shadows the major conflict of the masque which comes to the

fore with the appearance of Night: 20

This song being ended the whole vale is sodainly
drawne , the grove and trees of gold, and the hill
with Dianas tree , are at once discovered.

Night appeares in her house wi th her 9 houres ,
apparrel led i n l a r ge robes of black taffatie , pa inted
thicke with starres , thei r haires long, blacke, a n d
spang led with gold , on their heads coronets of stars,
and their faces blacke; every haure bore in his hand
a blacke torch, painted with starres , and lighted .

(p . 217)

The sudden descent of Night to the lower playing area , guided

by the Hours with their torches, must have been a breath -

taking spectacle. No sooner has she descended than she r e -.

bukes Flora and Zephyrus for celebrating the wedding of Lord

Hayes. It seems that Cynthia is displeased with the loss of

Hayes 's bride from her retinue of virgins and furthermore she

is outraged because she has discovered some Knights of Apol lo

who have stolen into her sacred grove disguised as trees in

an attempt to seduce more of her nymphs from her train . 21

These knights she has transformed into rea l trees as a punish-

ment for their transgression , though Apollo still shows them

his favour by gilding them with his rays. These are the nine

golden trees.

It is clear from Flora' s first words in answer to Night' s

rebuke that Campion is about to give a new twist to this old
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conflict : " Be e mild , sterne night; / Flora doth honour

Cinthia , and her right. I Virginitie is a voluntary powr-e ;"

From the outset it is acknowledged that Cynthia has her

claims , and this calls for reconciliation rather than vic -

tory or defeat . Accordingly , Hesperus soon appears on the

scene br inging news of rapprochement between Cynthia and

Apollo . This is brought about by that other Phoebus "wh i c h

in this happie Westerne t Le is p lac 't " - -King James . When

Cynthia fi nds t h a t he has graced t he match between Hayes

and h is br ide , she is appeased . Night then consen ts to

participate in t h e n up t i a l celebrations . first moving the

golden trees to dance by the power of music, then transform-

iog them back into their real selves as Knights of Apollo .

still dressed in their leafy disguises .

After the knights have performed a second dance , this

time in "the dancing place" between the stage and the State ,22

Night requires that before undertaking anything else they

make a solemn procession to Diana 's tree . the tree of chas-

tity, a nd

These greene l eav e d robes , wherei n disguisde yo u made
Stelths to her Nimphes through the thicke forrests shade ,
There to the goddesse offer thankfu l ly ,
That she may not in vaine appeased be .

(p. 224)

The masquers proceed from the dancing place to the stage, then

to the House of Night on the upper level left , downstage cen-

tre to the tree of Diana , upstage right to the Bower of Flora ,

then do....n to the lo....e r playing area again . ending up ....here
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they began in the dancing place:

At the end of this speech Night began to leade the
way alone, and after her an Houre with his torch,
and after the Houre a masker; and so in order one
by one, a torch-bearer and a masker. they march on
towards Dianas tree. When the Maskers came by the

~~~::t~fa~~gR~d ~r:ria~:: ~~b~i~l~~~~eo~~~e~~~~ his
bearing it in his hand , with a low honour offred
it at the tree of Chasti tie ; and so in his glorious
habit , with his Houz-e before him, march't to the
bowre of Flora . The shape of their habit the picture
before diSC"O"Vers; the stuffe was of Carnation satten
layed thicke with broad si lver lace, their helmets
beeing made of the same stuffe . So through the bowre
of Flora they came , where they joyned, two torch
bearers and two Maskers; and when they past downe
to the grove , the Houres parted on either side,
and made way betweene them for the Maskers , who
descended to the dauncing place in such order as
they were to begin their third new dance. All this
time of procession the sixe Cornets , and sixe Chappell
voices sung a sollemne motet of sixe parts . ..

(p. 224)

The third formally choreographed dance comes next, after

which Hesperus gracefully takes his leave: "The 'ould Bridall

friend , that ushers Night desir'd / Through the dimme evening

shades, then taking flight, / Gives place and honour to the

nuptial 1 Night." The well -worn epithalamic motif is worked

again . A " Di o l o g ue of foure voices , two Bases and two trebles "

follows and it praises Hesperus , Catullus to the contrary . as

the kindest of all stars to the bride : "Longing hearts and

new delights / Love short days and long nights. II This is

familiar fescennine jesting .

The revels come next : "Now the Maskers began their

lighter daunces as Currantoes, Levaltas, and galliards .. . "

After which, Night brings the revels to an end: "Hymen long
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since the Bridal l bed hath drest, / And longs to bring the

turtles to their rest. " There is one more formal dance and

a two-part song between a sylvan and an Hour brings the

masque to an end .

Campion 's Hayes Masque is original in many ways. It is

clear that he is familiar with the stockpile of epithalamic

conventions but he uses them sparingly and in his hands they

do not become cliches . In bringing about a resolution of the

ancient conf lict between virginity and marriage, making peace

between the two warring sides, he ref lects a new perspective

on love and marriage. The Knights of Apo llo are courtly

lovers in a strict ly l i t e r a l sense, and a lso , perhaps, in a

symbolic But , if so, they represent ' t he religion of

love ' in decline. Their intentions are not honourable , their

methods are underhanded. They enter Diana' s wood disguised

and uninvited- -masquers , in the old sense , like Romeo and his

friends - -and they deserve the punishment they get. The prop

osition of unlawful l o v e receives the rebuff it merits. But

sexual desire. which the knights also represent. is not evi l

in itself . The sun (Apollo). aided by Flora and Zephyrus, is

the primary source of fruitfulness on earth, a symbol of the

procreative sexual urge. Zephyrus , we are told in a note,

" . .. with Venus the Queen of Love is said to bring in the spring ,

when naturall heate and appetite reviveth." Night , before

hosti lities are halted , calls him "wa n t o n Zephyrus . " The

sympathies of the masque are not anti-sexual. Chastity is a

voluntary power , "free from constraint, even like an untoucht
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flower / Meete to be g a t h e r ' d when tis throughly blowne."

Yet Cynthia has her right and must be honoured . The compro-

mise is marriage. Chastity does not necessari ly mean no sex,

it may also mean socially sanctioned sex and fidelity to one ' 5

sexual partner. In these circumstances , Cynthia may be ap -

peased . So the courtly lovers of Apol lo are released from

imprisonment and one of Cynthia ' 5 nymphs is at liberty to

match herself with a man . Both are freed by marriage . 23

Ben Jonson' 5 masque for the marriage of the Viscount

Haddington a nd Lady Elizabeth Radcliffe is a less ambitious

production than his Hyrnenaei, but it has a charm all its own

which has made it one of Jonson 's best-known and best-loved

masques . More familiar to readers as The Hue and Cry after

Cupid , a title invented by William Gifford , the masque was

performed at Court on Shrove Tuesday , 1608. The opening

presents "a high , steepe, red cliffe , aduancing it

se lfe into the c Ioudes ; " signifying the origin of the bride 's

family name as well as its " he i g h t, greatnesse , and antiq-

ui tie. " This is framed by a proscenium arch. Inigo Jones

had constructed a k ind of proscenium arch for Hyrnenaei - -the

c louds were he ld up by two great statues representing Atlas

and Hercules - -but it was in a more primitive form, neither

completely an arch nor very pertinent to the theme of the

masque. The one he created for the Haddington Masque

clearly an advance over this:

on the two sides , were erected two pilasters ,
chardg'd with spoi les and trophees, of loue , and
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roses. the wedding garments , rocks , and spind les,
hearts transfixt wi th arrowes , others flaming ,
v irgins gird les , qyrLond s , and worlds of such like;
all wrought round and bo ld: and ouer -head two
personages , triumph and victorie, in flying
postures, and cwi se as b Lq as the life, in place
of the arch, and holding a gyrlond of myrtle for
the key .

(11. 30 -39)

Besides being more recogni zably an arch , this foreshadows

the theme of the Haddington Masque , depicting as it does

the triumph of love .

The action begins with the spectacular appearance of

Venus and the three Graces from out of the clouds :

on the sodaine , with a solemne mus t que , a bright
skie breaking forth; there were discauered , first
two daues , then two swannes with siluer geeres,
drawIilg-forth a triumphant chariot; in which Venus
sate , crowned with her starre, and beneath her
the three Graces , or CharIt"eS, Aglaia, Thalia,
Evphrosyne:-artattyr' d accord long to thelor antique
figures. These , from their chariot, alighted on the
top of the c liffe, and descending by certayne abrupt
and winding passages, Venus hauing left her starre ,
onely , flam ing in her sea te , came to the ear~
the Graces throwing gyrlonds all the way, and began
to s peake ,

(11. 42 -53)

It seems that Cupid has escaped from heaven and Venus seeks

him in the British Court where, rumour has it , he and his

companion loves have lent " l i g h t / From their best flames ,

to guild a g lorious night , " a reference to The Masque of
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Beautie , presented the previous Christmas Twelfth Night .

Since he is nowhere in sight, Venus turns to the audience

and asks the Graces to
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Looke all these ladies eyes ,
And see if there he not concealed lyes ;
Or i n t heir bosomes , ' t wi x t their swelling brests :
(The ~ affects to make h i rns e l f e such nests)
perchance , he ' hath got some simple heart , to h ide
His subt le shape i n : I wi ll haue him cry 'd ,
And a l l his virtues told . That , when they know
What spright he is , shee scone may l e t him goe ,
Th at guards him now; and thinke her selfe right blest ,
To be so t i me l y rid of such a guest .

(11. 73 -82)

The Graces ' investigation t a kes the form of alternat ing six-

line s tanzas which present Cupid in f ami l iar terms as " a l mo s t

naked , wa nton, b lind , / Crue l now ; and then as kind . " His

triumphs over Apollo , Neptune , Jove and Pluto are declared.

It is said t ha t he hates nothing so much as Reason , and he

i s c alled " Ve n u s Run -away , " which he is f igurative ly as well

l i t e r al l y . presently , Cupid revea ls himself , attended by

twelve boys who represent " t h e sports , and prettie l i g h t n e s s e s ,

that accompanie Loue , vnder the t itles of loci , and nd sus r and

are said to wait on Venus , as she is Praefect of Mariage . "

Together they perform t he anti -masque dance :

Whe r ew i t h they fel l into a subtle c apriccious
Daunce , t o as odde a Musique , each of them bearing
two torches, and no dd i ng w~ th their antique faces,
with other varietie of ridiculous gesture , which
g aue much occasion of mirth , and de l ight , to the
spectators .

Ill. 171-1751

Cupid boasts of an unnamed t riumph and when Venus attempts

to a p p r e h e nd him he slips her grasp , intimating that a mar -

riage is a bo u t to take p lace and he is needed elsewhere. I t

is left to Hymen to inform Venus of t h e match between Hadding -

ton and Eli z a b e t h Radcliffe which Cupid has brought about.
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Hymen, dressed in the same costume as in Hymenaei (see p , 137

above), scolds Venus for leaving her star without her In-

fluence on a night "which should be crown'd with your most

chearing sight." The importance of the occasion is impressed

upon her as Hymen compares King James to her beloved Aeneas

and points out that Haddington saved James' 5 life (in the

Gowrie conspiracy). Elizabeth Radcliffe is also praised.

Then comes the revelation scene in which Vulcan , Venus' 5

"v x o r i o us" husband , presents a gift of his art , " Some strange ,

and curious peece , t (0) ' a d o r ne the night , / And giue these

sacred Nuptials greater light . " The solid face of the cliff

opens up and wi thin is discovered

an illustrious concaue , fill'd with an ample and
glistering light, lon which , an artificiall Sphere
was made of siluer, eighteene foot in the na eme t.e r ,
that turned perpetually: the Coluri were heloghtened
with gold; so were the Arctic~Antarctick

~~~c~~:iz~~~ ~~~l;c~h~ i~~i~~;u~~~c~fa~~;et~~l~~ridian,
in which , the Masquers , vnder the Characters of the
twelue SilJnes, were plac' t, answer long them a.n number;
whose o f f Lces , wi th the whole frame , as it turned ,
Vvlcan went forward , to describe.
--- (11. 265-274)

Venus is so impressed with a ll t h is that she determines to

return to heaven and , addressing her husband , vows forever

That my lampe shall burne
wi th pure and chas ( t) est fire ; or neuer shine ,
But when it mixeth with thy spheare, and mine.

The masquers , introduced as twelve sacred powers of marriage ,

thereupon begin the first of four formal dances, which were

interspersed with stanzas of the epithalamium which Jonson
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wrote to cone lude the masque.

D. J. Gordon has pointed out that for much of this Jon-

indebted to Moschus and the hand -books of mythology

by Conti and Cartari. 24 Amor Fuqitivus by Moschus presents

Venus searching for her runaway son . She describes his per -

son , attributes and powers , offers a kiss reward for in -

formation leading t o h is a pp r e h e n s i o n (as do the Graces in

the Hadding ton Ma s q u e ), a nd warns of the dangers of harbour 

i ng him . For Vulcan 's appearance and activities Jonson went

to Cartari 's Irnagini dei Dei degli Antichi .
25

And many of

the learned references wh ich he uses as authori ties for his

portrayal of other class ica l figures corne v ia Conti I s ~

2.1og iae : 26

Thus when Jonson descr ibes t h e car of Venus as
being drawn by both swans and doves (note on 1. 44 )
and c i, tes two passages from the Metamorphoses to
jus tify his de scr iption he i s f o Lko wi.n q Con t. L ' s
account of the car. From the same chapter in Conti
comes J o n s o n' s note on Venus as Nuptiis Praefecta
with the enumeration of the other de LtLes who preside
over marriage and the authorities quoted (note on
1. 209) ; and in the same passage Conti gives the
quotation from Horace which Jonson gives to cover
h is in troduction of the l o ci and Risus who attend
Ve nus wh en she i s acting-rn-this capaci ty (note on
1. 162). The Cupid of J o n s o n and Mo s c h u s i s com-
mon form ; but for his wi lder exploits - -his power
o ver the sun , Neptune , J o ve , Minerva, Rhea a nd the
rest - - Jonson t r o ubl e s to give his sources . Again
h e has returned to Conti who provides the epigram
by Ph il ippus telling how Cupid despoiled the deities
of their weapons to which Jonson refers ; and here
Jonson a d d s material he found in two of Lucian ' s
dialogues .

The e v i d e n c e wh ich Gordon presents is convincing . There can

be little doubt that Jonson knew all these works and consulted
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them closely when creating the Haddington Masque . But Jon -

son was a lso familiar with the classical writers of epithala 

mia: Catul lus , Statius and claudian?7 He refers to a ll of

these in his notes for Hymenaei and he used them again in

constructing the Haddington Masque , though in a very different

way. In Hymenaei he l e a ne d heavily upon Catullus , citing

Statius and Claudian only as authorities for the presence of

a " t h o u s a n d seuerall-colour' d loues , / Some like sparrowes ,

some like daues, / That hop about the nuptiall-roome. " In

the Haddington Masque Catul lus ' s influence is very slight

but the heroic epithalamia of Statius and Claudian , though

not acknowledged in his notes , had considerable influence,

I think , over the plot which Jonson created . Furthermore,

this influence extended itself to matters about which he also

clearly consul ted Conti .

The heroic epithalamium was by far the kind of epithala -

mium most popular among the neo-Latin writers during the

Renaissance. And the epithalamia of Statius and Claudian,

the much-imitated originals of the type , are easily distin-

guished from the lyric types by a variety of characteristics

in addi tion to the obvious di fferences in verse form and

metre. Rather than act as dramatized accompaniments to the

wedding ceremonies , these poems tell the story of the wedding

day in a somewhat fabulous manner. Venus hears of a marriage

which she should especially honour, so she travels to the

of the wedding , accompanied by gods and god -like beings ,

dispe ls the lingering doubts of the bride, and bestows gifts
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upon the married couple . She rep laces Juno as the patron of

marriage in t hese poems , and Hymen becomes a minor f i g u r e .

Cupid, her son , is depicted as a god of some power and in

fluence . In Claudian 's epithalamium for the marriage of the

Emperor Honorius and his b ride , Maria , for example, we

first shown Honorius wounded by a love-shaft of Cupid , who ,

de l ighted with his accomp lishments , hurries home to tell his

mother . And as Jonson himself observes in his notes for

Hyme nae L , there are putti in abundance. They turn up in the

"addington Masque as " t h e sports , and prettie 1 ightnesses ,

that accompanie Laue " in the anti. -masque dance . Finally , the

hero ic epithalamium resembles a wedding oration or toast

rather than a nuptial song in that it is more l a v i s h and

specific in its praise of the b r ide and groom .

Most of this can be seen in the Haddington Masque. Cupid

is the instigator of the match between Haddington a nd Eliza

b eth Radcliffe and he and his Ee Ll.ow loves t ake exuberant and

mischievous de light in his accomplishment. Venus visits the

scene of the wedding , accompanied by fellow de ities ( t h e

Graces), and she is presented as nuptiis praefecta , just

she is i n the epithal amia of Statius and Cl audian. The gifts

of the gods motif is repeated in Vulcan I s silver sphere . And

the br ide a n d groom are treated i. n a more personal and more

flattering way than they are in L y r Lc epithal am ia , or in

Hymenaei , wh ich was influenced more by the lyri c type .

All of the details which Gordon gives as coming from

Conti can also be found in either S t atius or CLaud.ian , I n
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his epithalamium for the marriage of Stella and Violentilla,

Statius describes the chariot of Venus drawn by a pair of

white doves. In all three epithalamia Venus is nuptiis

praefecta. All three feature the putti . And as for Cupid 's

triumphs over other deities , this is not only used in C!au-

dian 's " Ha no r i u s and Maria " but also used in the same way

Jonson uses it- -to compare the present conquest (Honorius

and Haddington) to Cupid 's conquest of the great gods of

the Pantheon--it is exploited as an opportunity to flatter

the bridegroom. 28 My suggestion is that Jonson used Statius

and OLaud i an as well .as Cartari and Conti in creating the

"addington Masque - -Statius and Claud ian for the general idea

of the fable and as guides to what details would be appropri -

ate; the hand-books of mythology in a complementary way as

additional sources for those detai ls.

The influence of Catullus on the Haddington Masque is

small. The opening lines of the epi thalamium which concludes

the ma sque - c-vvp :i.outhes and v irgins , vp , and praise / The ~,

whose nights out-shine his de i.e sv - o-xece Lj : the Chorus of

Youths and Maidens" (Carmen 62) of catullus , but this is of

great significance. More interesting is venus' s vow to

be forever faithful to Vulcan , which carries the implication

that she has not been known for her fidelity in the past.

Jonson 's reference to Carmen 61 confirms this interpretation:

" As ~atul. hath it in nup , luI , & Man l . without Hymen , which

is marriage : Nil potest Venus, fama quod bona comprobet , ec ;"

In Carmen 61 Venus is identified wi th sexual l o v e and she is
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is introduced only to emphasize the unacceptabi lity of

outside marriage. It would seem that Jonson intended us to

recall that Venus was the lover of Mars , and unfaithful to

her husband, Vulcan . Impressed by the twelve powers of mar-

riage , which give meaning to Vulcan's silver sphere, she is

inspired to renew her marriage vows.

The Haddinqton Masque provides us with some insight into

contemporary attitudes towards marriage. One of the twelve

powers of marriage , Cancer, "b i d s the wife giue way / with

backward yeelding , to her husbands sway. " Libra . in seeming

contradiction , " do t h supply / All happy beds with sweet

aequali ty. " And once again there is a frank recognition

that marriage is not always a bed of roses, though at this

time it might literally begin that way: " Th e Scorpions place

he fills , that make ls l the iarres , / And stings in wedlock ;

little ~trifes, and ~~."

The epithalamium for the Haddington Masque is a nuptial

song , one of the few we know of that was sung at an actual

wedding. It gives emphasis to a theme which Donne employed

in his Lincoln 's Inn Epithalamium and which Jonson himself

touched on in the epithalamium which he wrote for Hymenaei--

the idea of marriage as a state of fulfillment. Donne urges

the bride : " To day put on perfection, and a womans name."

Jonson makes exactly the same point:

Why stayes the Bride-groome to inuade
Her, tha t would be rna tron made?



Good -night, whilst yet we may
Good-night , to you a virgin , say:
To morrow , rise the same

Your mother is, and vse a nobler name .
Speed well in !!ymen ' 5 warre-;-

That , what you are,
By your perfection, wee

And all may see .
Shine , Hesperus , shine forth, thou wished starre.

(11. 415-4251

And to the word "mo t h e r" he appends the note: "A wife, or

matron : which is a name of more dignity , then virgin . ,,29

But what is most interesting about this epithalamium

is the clue it gives as to what is meant by that "s we e t
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aequality " which Libra is supposed to promote . and the stress

it places upon freedom of choice in selecting a marriage

partner:

What joy , or honors can compare
With holy nuptialls , when they

Made out of equal l parts
Of yeeres , of states, of hands , of hearts?

When , in the happy choyce ,
The spouse , and spoused haue the formost voyce!

(11. 382 -387)

Equality means " e q u a l parts " - -equality in age , social posi-

tion , desire and love--it does not imply that the wife should

be r e g a r de d as equal to the husband when decisions affecting

them both have to be made. She is to " g i u e way / With back-

ward yeelding , to her husbands sway." On the other hand , it

is clearly considered ideal that young men and women should

have the greatest say in deciding whom they will marry, a

viewpoint which Robert Burton was to sympathize with in his

Anatomy of Melancholy.
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Tragedy , like all the masques discussed so far , are both pri -

mari ly concerned with the celebration of a wedding . There

are no extraneous thematic elements such as are found in the

later wedding masques of the period . Each of them contains

interesting examples of epithalamic influence and each is

set against a background of events in a play which gives us

additional evidence of contemporary perceptions concerning

the state of matrimony. It is interesting to note that both

p lays were performed during the celebrations attending the

marriage of the Princess Elizabeth to t h e Elector Palatine

in the spring of 1613 . 30

The masque in the first act of The Maid 's Tragedy (1611)

is mounted in honour of the marriage of Evadne and Amintor.

Cynthia and Night are the presenters and they persuade Nep-

tune to lend his aid. Like all masques within plays it is

a simple affair . consisting of three lovely epi thalamic songs

and a couple of dances by the sea gods who have come at Nep-

tune 's behest to celebrate the wedding. The songs are more

epithalamic than most songs found in wedding masques but the

first two, at least, are also functional within the context

of the masque. The first is a pre lude to a dance by the sea

creatures - _ 31

Pace out you waterie powers below,
l e t your feete

Like the gaJ.lies when they row
even beate.

(11. 236 -2391



--b u t it also refers to the rites of love and anticipates

the satisfaction of the bridegroom. The second song ex-

presses the hope that the night will be s low in pass ing so

that the joys of the married pair may be prolonged. And

the groom is reminded that he must not falter in his pur -

pose no matter what the entreaties of the bride :

Hold back thy houres darke night till we have done ,
Th e day will come too soone,

Young Maydes will curse thee if thou steal ' st away ,
And leav'st their blushes open to the day,

Stay , 5 tay , and hide
the b lushes of the Bride .

Stay gentle night, and with thy darkenesse cover
the kisses of her l o v e r .

Stay a n d confound her teares and her shrill cryings ,
Her weake denia ls, vowes and often dyings ,

Stay and hide all ,
but helpe not though she call.

(11. 244 -255)

Within t he context of the masque the purpose of his song is

to request that the revels may continue a while l o ng e r . The

th ird song is an epithalamium in the strict sense - -a song

sung at the bedding of the bride. Two common themes

touched upon: the fellowship of virgins (most notably de -

veloped in Theocritus's 1 8 t h . Idyll), and the putting on of

" pe r f e c t i o n and a woman 's name ":

To bed, to bed , come Hymen lead the Bride ,
And lay her by h e r husbands side :
Bring in the virgins everyone
Th at greeve to l i e a lone;

That they may kisse , while they may say a maid ,
To morrow t 'will be other kist and said:

Hesperus be long a shining,
Whilst these l o ve r s are a twining .

(11. 264 -271)

166
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The heroic epithalamium may also have had some influence

upon this masque. The arrival of the creatures wearing

"their greatest pearles and most sparkling stone " recalls

the great sea voyage of Venus and her train in Claudian ' 5

" Ho no r ius and Maria. " And it is only in the heroic epi thala -

miurn that the gods appear in person to do honour at a wedding

of humans .

There are aspects of The Maid ' 5 Tragedy outside the

actual wedding masque that throw some light upon epithalamic

elements that have already been the subject of discussion.

Act II , i , for examp le , brings us inside the marriage chamber

while the bride is being ceremoniously disrobed by her female

attendants , and Dula, who seems to be in charge of this , per -

sistently brings Evadne 's mind to dwell upon the sexual plea -

sures that await her , explaining that "A dozen wanton words

put in your head , / will make you livelier in your husband 's

bed. II And Act III , i , enhances our appreciation of the kind

of torment a bride might have to undergo the morning after

the marriage night . Amintor has just come forth to be greeted

by Melantius and Diphilus , brothers of Evadne , and Strata , a

friend :

STRATO: Oh call the bride , my Lord Amintor , that wee
may see her blush , and turne her eyes downe , it is
the pritiest sport.

AMINTDR: Evadne .

EVADNE: [within] My Lord .

AMINTOR: Come forth my love ,
Your brothers doe attend , to wish you joy .
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EVADNE: I am not ready yet.

AMINTOR : Enough, enough.

EVADNE: They ' Le mocke me.

AMINTOR: Faith thou shalt corne in.

Enter EVADNE.

MELANTIUS : Good morrow sister , he that understands
Whom you have wed, need not to wish you joy .
You have enough , take heed you be not proud.

DIPHILUS: 0 sister what have you done?

EVADNE : I done? why what have I done?

STRATO: My Lord Amintor sweares you are no maid now.

EVADNE : Push.

STRATa : Ifaith he does.

EVADNE: I knew I should be mockt.

DIPH ILUS : With a truth.

EVADNE: If twere to do againe, in faith I would not
mary.

AMINTOR: [~l Nor I by heaven .

DIPHILUS : Sister, Dula sweares she heard you cry two
roornes off. --

EVADNE: Fie how you talke .

DIPHILUS : Lets see you walke, Evadne . By my troth
y 'are spoild.

u i . 73 -931

The Maid 's Tragedy also encourages caution against the

credulous use of epi thalamia and wedding masques as evidence

for contemporary practices concerning marriage, because right

from the start a contrast is anticipated between the ideal

views presented in masques and epithalamic literature and the

harsh reality that often prevails in the world . In the open-
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ing lines of the play when Strata , who has some skill in

poetry , is asked whether a wedding masque would be in order,

his answer is skeptical: "they must commend their King, and

speake in praise of the assembly, blesse the Bride and groome ,

in person of some God, they 'r tied to rules of flatterie."

And the fine sentiments concerning marriage which are ex

pressed in the masque that follows r ing hollow indeed when

Amintor is left alone with his bride. For Evadne is no blush

ing virgin but the secret mistress of the King, and Amintor

has been tricked into breaking his betrothal to Aspatia

that his marriage to Evadne may cover the King ' 5 lust. The

end result is tragedy for the principals and turmoil in the

state . Evadne, Amintor and Aspatia all die before the play

is over, and Melantius, friend of Amintor as well as brother

of Evadne , is broken-hearted. The King is assassinated and

Melantius leads a rebellion against the state which he has

previously protected against outside enemies . All this is

foreshadowed in the wedding masque when Eolus summons up the

winds which are to provide the music and Boreas escapes ,

forcing the masque to be cut short while Neptune and the

other sea gods are called out to subdue the North Wind who

begins to stir up terrible storms at The tragedy

curs because Arnintor , out of loyalty to his sovereign, for 

sakes the woman he loves and marries instead a woman the King

has selected for him. The result of this particular arranged

marriage leads Amintor to despair of marriage on his marriage

night :
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Are these the joyes of mariage?~ keepe
This story (that ..... ill make succeed Inq youth
Neglect thy ceremonies) from all eares .
Let it not rise up for thy shame and mine
To after ages , we will scorne thy lawes ,
If thou no better blese them, touch the heart
Of her that thou hast sent me, or the wor ld
Shal l know , there's not an altar that wi ll smoake
In praise of thee , we will adopt us sonnes ,
Then vertue shal l inherit . and not blood:
If we doe l us t, we 'le take the next we meet ,
Serving o ur se lves as other creatures doe,
And never take note of the female more ,
Nor of her i s s ue .

(II , L 11 . 242-255)

The masque in The Tempest (1611) contrasts with the

masque in The Maid 's Tragedy in that it is performed in a

pastoral setting rather than at court. 32 The masque is

structed purely for the amusement of the betrothed couple

and t h e maker of the masque is the figure of greatest au-

thority and majesty in the play , so there is no servile com

pliment to the State. 33 The scene is not only far removed

from court , it is , in a sense , real. The magic and mystery

which are feigned in masques at court are here taken seriously.

These ~ spirits, acting at the behest of a benevolent magus.

The emphasis given to the union is domestic. The participants

Ce res , the goddess of corn ; Juno , protectoress of marriage;

the Naiads , who promote fertility and the power of growth; cer -

tain reapers , "properly habi ted . " The masque dance is grace -

ful "country footing" rather than one of the courtly measures.

And the song sung by Juno and Ceres expresses best wishes for

long l i f e , children, domestic bliss and plenty :

Juno . Honour, riches , marriage -blessing ,
Lo ng continuance , and increasing ,
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Hourly joys be still upon you !
Juno sings her blessings on you .

Cer . Earth ' 5 increase . faison plenty ,
Barns and garners never empty ;
Vines with clust ' ring bunches growing ,
Plants with goodly burden bowing ;
Spring come to you at the farthest,
In the very end of harvest!
Scarcity and want shall shun you,
Ceres b lessing so is on you .

(IV , i , 11. 106 -117)

Two epithalamic motifs can be observed in the body of

the masque . The first is the invocation to the Naiads for

help in celebrating the betrothal . Shakespeare skilfully

integrates this i n t o the masque by having them perform the

masque dance wi th the reapers. The second mati f is the as -

sociation of Venus and Cupid with unlawful love , which is

the way they are a Lrm s t; a lways portrayed in lyric epithalamia .

Sidney 's " So n g of Dicus " provides an early precedent in

English : " t h o u foule Cupid , syre to Law Lee s e lust." These

associations prevailed throughout the period, which is why

Jonson in the "addington Masque had Venus repent her unfai th -

fulness and make a vow of chastity . In The Tempest Ceres

Venus and Cupid of hatching the plot whereby " d u s ky

Dis " abducted her daughter Persephone, and she has to be

assured that they have nothing to do with this present match

before she will consent to take part . Iris , Juno 's messenger,

calls Venus "Mar s ' s hot minion " and claims that she and "her

waspish-headed son " sought in vain to corrupt Ferdinand and

Miranda :



Here thought they to have done
Some wanton charm upon this man and maid,
Whose vows are that no bed-rite shall be paid
Till Hymen' s torch be lighted.

(IV, i , 11. 94 -97)

But it is Prospera who provides the most eloquent comment

on " l a wl e s s e lust" just before the masque begins. He gives

Ferdinand Miranda' s hand in marriage but wi th a warning :

. • . take my daughter . But
If thou dost break her virgin-knot before
Al l sanctimonious ceremonies may
wi th full and holy ri te be minist ' red ,
No sweet aspersion shall the heavens let fa ll
To make this contract grow; but barren hate,
Sour-ey 'd disdain, and discord , shall bestrew
The union of your bed with weeds so loathly
That you shall hate it both . Therefore, take heed,
As Hymen 's Lamps shall light you .

(IV, i, 11. 14 -23)

The masques for the great weddings of 1613 differ f u n d a -

mentally from those previous ly considered . In all cases the

attention of the reader is deflected from the theme of mar-

riage ei ther by competing themes or by the dominance of

spectacular effects . For this reason these masques are of

less interest than the ones discussed above. In Francis

Beaumont 's Masque of the Inner Temple and Gray's Inn , for the

Princess Elizabeth/Count Palatine marriage , the competition

between Mercury and Iris over who can do most justice in

celebrating the marriage of the rivers Thamesis and Rhine is

little more than an excuse to enjoy the music, dancing and

scenic effects for their own sakes. There is some epithala-

mic influence . The marriage of rivers metaphor , popular in

Italian epithalamia during the sixteenth century , gives em-

172
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phasis to the political implications of the match . 34 There

is the suggestion in the second and third revels songs that

a kind of fescennine merriment would be tolerated. And in -

deed the fina l song may be regarded as a full -fledged epi

thalamium , though only eight li ne s 10 0 g : 35

Peace and silence be the guide
To the Man, and to the Bride I

If there be a joy yet new
In marriage , let it fallon you ,

That all the world may wonder.
If we should stay , we should doe worse ,
And turne our blessings to a curse ,

By keeping you assunder.
(1 1. 335 -342)

But a ll of this i s secondary to the two live ly anti -masque

dances and the revelation of the Olympian knights which

seem to constitute the purpose of the masque.

Chapman and Campion were impressed wi th the splendour

and magnificence of the festivities laid on for the ....edding. 36

Chapman 's Masque of the Middle Temple and Lincoln ' sInn fea-

tures Plutus joining with Honour to grace the nuptials of

the royal pair . Published with i t ....as the poet 's " Hymn to

Hymen II but t his i s not a part of the masque , which does not

appear to have been influenced by the epitha lamium at al l.

The Lords Masque by Campion has more to do wi th the art of

the masque itself than ....ith marriage. The three presenters

Orpheus, Entheus and Prometheus , representing the arts

which combine to produce masques - -music, poetry and archi -

tecture- -and the va lue and place of these expensive pro-

duct i o n s is cons idered , though of course considered favour-
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ably. Orpheus , in rescuing Entheus from imprisonment among

madmen , says :

Nor are these xus Lck s , Showes , or Reuels veIne ,
When thou adorn I st them wi th thy Phoebean braine.
Th 'are pallate sick of much more van~t1e,

That cannot taste them in their digni tie.
(p. 251)

Th is note is repeated t hroughout. But Campion a lso wished

to do justice to the occasion for which the masque was

written, and consequently he added a whole new scene in the

middle of the revels dancing . Sibilla comes on to say a few

words to the assembly concerning the marriage of the Princess

to the Count. She utters some appropriate sentiments in

Latin, prophesying that Elizabeth is to be t he mother of

kings and emperors , extolling the a lliance of British and

German strength, and predicting prosperity for both countries

in peace and war because of it. After some more dancing and

singing there is another short speech by Sibilla and the

masque comes to a close .

The construction of The Lords Masque is awkward , as

Enid Welsford has pointed out. 37 As usual Campion had in-

teresting ideas , but in this case he took on too much and

things got out of control. The final scene seems to be

afterthought and the masque would be better off without it ,

though less pertinent to the occasion . Nevertheless, there

some interesting examples of epithalamic influence . When

the reve ls begin after the first part of the masque , the first

dance is fo llowed by a song which is devoted wholly to the
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celebration of the marriage but which also serves the pur-

pose of giving the dancers a rest :

Breath you now , while 10 Hymen
To the Bride we sing:

(p. 258)

Sibi lla plays a role identical with that usually allocated

to the Parcae i n epithalamia. She has the power of prophecy

and her ta lk is largely of progeny. And the final words of

Prometheus , Entheus and Orpheus could a lmost combine with the

parting song to form an independent epithalamium:

Pro. So be it ever , joy and peace ,
Andmutual l love give you increase ,
Th at your posteritie may grow
In fame, as l ong as Seas doe flow.

Enth. Live you long to see your joyes ,
I ntarr e Nymphs and Princely Boyes;
Breeding like the Garden flowers,
which kinde heav I n drawes wi th her warme showers.

~. Enough of blessing, though too much
Neuer can be said to such;
But night doth wast , and Hymen chides ,
Kinde to Bridegroomes and to Brides.
Then , singing , the last dance induce ,
So let good night prevent excuse .

The Song .

No longer wrong the night
Of her Hyrnenaean right;
A thousand CupLds call away,
Fear ing the approching day;
The Cocks alreadie crow:

Dance then and qoe .
(p. 262)

But although he knew the form and exploited it . Campion never

wrote a forma l epitha lamium. The good wishes of the presenters

are spoken in dia logue and the l a s t line of the song urges the
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masquers to dance their last and go , thus tying Campion's

efforts in the poetry of marriage to the masque.

Campion ' s Squires Masque . performed on the night of

the Somerset marriage , is a masterpiece of tact , exercised

though it may have been in an unworthy cause. 38 Fame has

proclaimed a nuptial feast for the wedding of Somerset and

his bride, but twelve knights who set out to attend the feast

from the four corners of the world are led astray en route

by the charms of z r rour , aumou r , Curios i tie and Credulity .

The main movement of the masque consists of the disenchant-

ment of the spell through the intercession of Queen Anne .

and the release of the twelve knights from the clutches of

scandal. This was a daring tack to take in the c ircumstances,

but Campion's sure sense of social grace did not abandon him

and he brought it off where Chapman, in Andromeda Liberata ,

failed . Still , faced with the same problem, Jonson resorted

to diversionary tactics and it seems to have been better ap-

p reciated . His Ir ish Masque at Court , presented on the 29

December, is a humourous irrelevance , yet it was repeated by

popular request on the 3 January . A Cha llenge at Tilt (27

December) and The Masque of Flowers (Twelfth Night) similarly

avoided the issue . Campion met it head on, and a lthough he

did so impeccably , his masque is dominated by its inevitably

sombre theme . The influence of the epithalamium is under -

standably meagre and confined to two epithalamic songs to-

wards the end and a couple of motifs which are used , however,

in a peculiar way. The Fates make an appearance , for example ,
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and offspring arising out of the union. Their purpose in

the Squires Masque is to assist the Queen in dispelling the

charm of Errour , Rumour, Curiositie and Credulity. They

symbolize, along with Eternity , the future vindication of

the honour of the parties concerned. 39 Similarly , the moti f

of the evening star is perverted. It comes in a song which

accompanies the procession of the bearer of the golden bough ,

by the virtue of which the release of the knights wil l be

effected :

Goe, happy man. like th ' Evening Starre ,
Whose bearnes to Bride-groomes well-come
May neither Hagge nor Fiend withstand
The pow 're of thy Victorious Hand.

The Uncharm I d Knights surrender now,
By vertue of thy raised Bough.

(p. 273)

Here the motif of the evening star is used as a measure of

the hopes pinned upon the squire ' s mission rather than as a

means of stimulating associations more appropriate to a wed -

ding masque , or an epithalamium . Only the second of the

songs is of interest. Its structure is amoebaean, a form
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which evidently appealed to Campion , and it debates the rela-

tive virtues of friendship between members of the same sex

and friendship between man and wife. This turns out to be

just another version of the old debate between marriage and

virginity . The fruitfulness of the union and the immortality

conferred by posterity are the two typical arguments trotted

out in favour of marriage. The atmosphere of the masque does
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lighten somewhat when the dancing begins , but for most of

the Squires Masque Campion has taken refuge in so lemnity,

and the gravity of royal protection for the marriage , in

voked in the ma in movement , never quite gives way to un

restrained festi vi ty at the end .

Conclusion

The wedding masque was influenced by the epithalamium

i n many ways , and the employment of formal epithalamia is

only part of the story. Many masque songs are epithalamia,

in a fairly strict sense of the word, though they may

not intentionally have been written as such. All of the

epi tha lamia in masques , formal or not, are nuptial songs .

That is to say, they have an integrated tempora l structure.

More significantly , some wedding masques , such as Hymenaei

and the Hayes Masque, exhibit a pervasive thematic influence

so that the ancient ceremonia l function of the epithalamium

is brought to l i f e, along with many of its conventional mo

tifs . The form is radically different , it is true, from any

thing previously encountered in the tradition , but it is im

possible to define the epitha lamium simply in terms of form.

Could there be a more radica l formal difference than the

which already exists between a nuptia l song such as " Th e

Bride 's Good-morrow" and an heroic epithalamium such as

Thomas Heywood ' s A Marriage Triumph? Finally there are in

teresting cases in which masque and epithalamic elements

interact, such as the nuptial song in The Lords Masque which



proclaims its function as a respite from dancing, or Jonson's

masterly use of the anti-masque in Hymenaei for the dramatic

realization of a contemporary theme.

179
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Virginia Tufte has said that throughout its history

the epithalamium was more influenced by books than by life.

more by l i t e r a r y heredity than by socia l e nvironment . (pp .

3 & 1 2 9 ) There is a prima f acie plausibility to this argu

ment . The epithalamium is a highly conventiona l form of

poetry. There i s usua lly little detai led r e f e r e nc e to the

personalities o f t he bride and groom , who are a lmos t always

presented as face less ideal figures . But in isolating the

poems from this histo r i c al context and fai ling to consider

t he question of form , Tufte misses the e vidence tha t ind i 

cates the very rea l infl uence of contemporary l i f e. In the

event , t he vernacular epitha lamium of t his period was qu ite

r e s po n s i v e to contemporary ideas a nd customs concerning mar 

riage , and i t was respons ive in three ways: in theme , motif

and form.

Unde r the heading of theme comes a greater sympathy for

the female partner in marriage, and the idea lizat ion of mar 

riage as a dynamic personal relationship c haracterized by

friendship and l o ve, fraught, however, with certain peri ls

one ought to be wa ry of . Thus Sidney warns against domestic

str ife , and Pr o spero c laims that it is caused by men f louting

the "s a n c t i mo n i ou s ceremonies and holy rite" of marriage. Cam

pion asserts t hat v irginity is a voluntary power , and he

blesses t he gir l who freely volunteers for marriage instead .

And the wedd ing ballad, " The Bride 's Good -morrow , " offers the
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young woman companionship and comfort in anticipating the

benefits of matrimony. These ideas are characteristic of

the period .

Under motif comes the use of contemporary wedding cus

toms to perform the same function ancient wedding customs

had performed in the ancient epithalamium . Thus the inclu

sion of such practices as the sewing of the bride into the

sheets (Donne and Herrick), the taking of the sack-posset

(Herrick), the distribution of points and garters (Christo

pher Brooke and Herrick) , the ringing of the church bells

(Spenser) , and All of these help to build up a

picture of the English wedding day.

As for form, the adoption of the contemporary scheme

of wedding day ceremonies had a considerable influence upon

the form of the temporal ly segmented epithalamium . And, at

least in some cases , the wedding masques arguably constitute

form of the epitha lamium. They exhibit the two essen

tial characteristics of congratulation and close reference to

the wedding day and , besides this, make use of conventional

epitha lamic themes and motifs.

Finally, there is the rather elusive quality of atmos

phere . Aside from their use of the ceremonies of the English

wedding as occasions for song, neither Spenser nor Donne makes

much of individual wedding customs, ancient or modern, such

as fascinated Herrick . Yet the procession scene in Epithala

mion, with the merchants ' daughters looking on in envy and

admiration , and the vignette of the attendants and wedding
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guests in the Lincoln' 5 Inn Epithalamium, are both highly

contemporary and go a long way towards conjuring up the aura

of sixteenth-century Britain. In short, although epithala

mists continued to be sensitive to precedent and tradition ,

they were a lso alive to new attitudes and modern customs

regarding marriage. Indeed, the resurrection of the vernacu

l a r epitha lamium in England may owe as much to the rehabili 

tation of marriage that accompanied the rise of Protestantism

as to the Humanist zeal for the recovery of ancient literary

forms : as much to the Reformation as to the Renaissance.
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1. Arthur Les lie Whee ler, "Tr a d i t i o n in the Epithala
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2. Thomas M. Greene , op. cit. , p . 219 .

3. Assuming that the title was Brooke 's and not the
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elusion complements A.K . Hieatt's brilliant exposition of
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. .. and wee
As Satyres watch the Sunnes uprise , will stay
Waiting, when your eyes opened , let out day,
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Others neare you shall .. .

13 . Juveni lia , Poems by George Wither , Spenser Society
Reprint , X, Part II (Manchester, 1871) , pp . 468 -477.

14. England 's Helicon 1614 , ed , Hugh Macdonald, (London ,
[19 49 ) 1962) .
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lB . Ibid. , p . 47.
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of a " s a d and honest matron" and a " s a g e and discreet man."
See More 's Utopia, intro . John Warrington (London [19l0 J 1965) ,
pp . 99 & 100.
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pp . xiii & xxvi.

3. Tufte , The Poetry of Marriage, p . 58.

4. Percy Society Reprint , Vol. III, (London, 1842) .
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Mumming , " in Herbert Halpert and G.M. Story, edd , , Christmas
Mumming in Newfoundland (Toronto, 1969), pp. 36-61. Halpert
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3. See W.W. Greg , ed . , Gesta Grayorum 1688 (The Malone
Society Reprints , Oxford, 1914).

4 . Tufte, The Poetry of Marriage , p. 255.

5. See Orgel , ~. , pp. 24 & 25.

6. Chambers , The Mediaeval Stage , Vol. I, p . 401 .

7 . Orgel , op. cit. , pp. 26 & 27.

8 . George Gascoigne, The posies , ed , John W. Cunliffe
(Cambridge, 1907), p . 75 .

9. Chambers , The Elizabethan Stage, Vol. I, p , 164 .

10 . Chambers, The Mediaeval Stage, Vol. I , p , 402.

11. Some earlier entertainments, such as Riches and
Love (1527) and Sidney's The Lady of May (l578) , are equally
sophisticated but they were not written to celebrate weddings.
See Orgel, op. cit., pp . 29-32; 44 -55. James 's masque is
printed in James Craigie , ed , , The Poems of James VI of Scot
land , Vol . II, Scottish Text soc aety , 26 , (Edinburgh , 1958),
PP:-"143 -145 .
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12 . Tufte , The Poetry of Marriage, pp . 156 & 157, points
out that most of these de i t Les are found in st. Augustine's
De Civitate Dei.

13 . Ibid. , p. 108, citing McPeek, Catullus in Strange
and Distant Britain , p. 163.

14 . D.J. Gordon, " Hyrne n a e i : Ben Jonson 's Masque of
Union ," Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, VIII
119451 . 105-12S .

15. Tufte, The Poetry of Marriage, pp. 130-134.

16. Ibid., p . 130 , citing Menander . Hymen is credited
with the acli'Ievement in Catullus I 5 Carmen 61, 11. 66 -75.

17. See Wright , op. eit. , Ch . V1I.

18. Simpson , op. eit. , pp . 109 SO 110 .

19. A conjectural design of the staging of this masque
originally given by Rudolph Brotanek in Die Englischen Masken
spiele (Vienna and Leipsig , 1902) , p . 230 , 1.S r epr Lnt.ed a n
Walter R. Davis, ed., The Works of Thomas Campion (London ,
1969). Allardyce Nicoll also speculates about the stage de
sign of this masque in Stuart Masques and the Renaissance
Stage (London, 1937), p. 58.

20 . All quotations from Campion 's masques are from Davis's
edition of Campion 's works.

21. The plight of a virgin threatened in a forest by the
anarchic powers of the flesh reminds one of Comus, but Milton' s
argument is broader and more phi losophical , focusing upon the
conflict between heavenly virtue and earthly temptation. As
a masque, it has been pointed out many times , Comus is not
typical. The l i t e r a r y dimension overshadows everything else,
and the piece is really a short play with the masque- like
elements of music and dancing.

22. The State, an elevated, canopied box where the King
and Queen sat, was centrally located in the opposite end of
the hall from the stage. See Inigo Jones 's ground plan for
Florimene (1635) in Nicoll, op. cit . , fig. 4.

23. At this point the moral allegory becomes entangled
with the po litical al legory, for Cynthia ' s appeasement is
brought about by King James who promoted the marriage as a
means of strengthening ties between Scotland and England.

24. D.J . Gordon , " Be n Jonson 's ' Ha d d i ng t o n Masque ':
the Story and the Fable, " MLR, 47 (1947) ,pp . 180-187.
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25. Ibid., pp. 182 & 183.

26. Ibid., p , 182.

27. Jonson had works of all three writers in his library .
See The Works of Ben Jonson, edd. Herford & Simpson, Vol. I
(Oxford , 1925) , Append Lx IV, " Bo o k s in Jonson 's Library ," pp.
262 & 265; and Vol. XI (Oxford, 1952), "Books in Jonson 's
Library , " p . 598 . Jonson owned a 13th . century manuscript of
Statius ' 5 Thebais , an edition of Claudian published in Antwerp
in 1585 , and two ed itions of the works of Catullus , Tibullus
and Propertius.

28 . This particular s imi larity was also observed by c.
F. Wheeler in Classical Mytho logy in The Plays . Masques and
Poems of Ben Jonson (Fort washJ.ngton, New York [1938] 1970),
pp. 24 & 25.

29 . Note also Jonson ' 5 daring variation of the battle
of love metaphor. One of the meanings which the OED gives
for "invade " is : "to enter or penetrate after themanner of
an invader . (!is..) " As an example it cites Lear , I , i , 146:
"Let it fall rather , though the fork invade TT'he region of
my heart ."

30 . Chambers, The Elizabethan Stage , Vol. IV , p , 180 .

31. All quotations from The Maid's Tragedy are from
the edition by Andrew Gurr (Edinburgh , 1969).

32. For a discussion of the theory that the masque in
The Tempest was inserted especially for the celebrations
e t t.end i.nq the marriage of the Princess Elizabeth and Count
Palatine, see The Tempest , ed , Frank Kermode (London , 1962) ,
pp. xx-xxdv .

33 . The Maid 's Tragedy delivers the conventional com
pliment to the King as a greater sun, which , as I n g a- St i n a
Ewbank points out, is " i r o n i c a l in that the King , who has
married his own mistress off to the unsuspecting Amintor ,
is soon to be known as the villain of the piece , and that
in watching the masque he is so far from being the ideal
monarch as to be in the midst of perpetrating his worst
villainy. " See '" These Pretty Devices ': a Study of Masques
in Plays, " in A Book of Masques in Honour of Allardyce Nicoll
(Cambridge , 1967) , pp. 407 -448. The quo t e t i.on l.S on p . 418.

34 . Tufte, The poetry of Marriage, pp . 99 & 1 7 9 .

35. The masque is reprinted in The Dramatic Works of
Beaumont & Fletcher, Vol. I , Gen. Ed . Fredson Bowers (Cam 
br1dge , 1966).
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36 . See John Nichols I The Pro resses of Kin James the
First, Vol. II {London , 1828 ; The Letters of John Chamberlain ,
ed . with introduction by Norman Egbert McClure, Vol. I (Phd La
de lphia, 1939); and Arden Hall's study of the epithalamia
written for the marriage , op . cit .

37. Welsford, The Court Masque , p . 192.

38. See Percival Vivian, ed . , Campion 's Works (Oxford,
1909) I pp. xlii-xlvi , for an account of Campion 's peripheral
involvement in the murder of Sir Thomas Overbury. Part of
the plot was to replace the Lieutenant and Keeper of the
Tower of London with men who wou ld co-operate in feeding
Overbury poison . Sir Jervis Elwes , who became Lieutenant
for this purpose, paid £2,000 for the post , and £1 ,400 of
this was received by Campion on behalf of his patron, Sir
Thomas Monson , who acted as an intermediary in the transac
tion. Elwes was subsequently condemned to death but it was
never proved that either Monson or Campion was aware of the
murder plan .

39 . They were not vindicated, however. In 1 61 5 the
Earl and the Countess were arraigned and condemned. Then
they were reprieved and confined to the Tower until 1622
when they were released and permitted to live in retirement.
Ibid., p . x liv.
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